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FINAL REPORT

A. Introduction

As the conclusion of the contract efforts, this Final Report summarizes the

objectives of the studies undertaken, results and conclusions of the

research tasks envisaged and the scope for future investigations to be

followed.

The objectives of this fundamental research address the following three

major efforts:

- 1. Studies on the interaction of electromagnetics due to electrical

overstressing/electrostatic discharge with the microelectronic devices.

2. Evaluation of the resulting susceptibility of devices to damages in

terms of cause-effect relations predicting the IC reliability vis-a-vis

EOS/ESD.

3. Development of new failure preventive methods/on chip-protection

circuits.

The background details which motivated the research impetus are as

summarized below:
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, The damages caused by electrostatic discharges (ESD) seriously challenge the

reliability of microelectronic devices since they may result in degraded

device performances, system software errors or catastrophic failures.

Different technologies present different susceptibility levels to ESD but

none is completely immune to their adverse effects.

As ESD-induced damages have been observed even on the early small-scale ICs,

efforts have been undertaken to improve the reliability of IC regarding ESD.

Although progress was made in the development of electrostatic discharge

models and in the design of protective circuits for a few special devices,

the threat of ESD considerably increased with the introduction of VLSI/ULSI

implementation. The seriousness of the ESD challenge could be better

understood by considering the following facts:

1. The device scaling-down to micron or sub-micron level have made

microelectronics vulnerable to energies as low as microjoules.

2. The thin gate-oxides which have a thickness of the order of hundred of

angstroms can irreversibly be damaged by voltages as low as tens of

volts.

3. During ESD, there is a localized power dissipation which is relatively

high enough to short circuit the shallov junctions of contemporary .

devices by forming metal spikes and excessive alloy.

-2- V
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. 4. Often conductive runners of relatively small cross-sections are

destroyed by the transient large current densities produced by ESD, and

so on.

In addition to the problems directly associated with the scaling-down in

device dimensions, there are thermal problems. In technologies, such as

silicon on sapphire (SOS) and silicon on insulator (SOI), the ESD problem is

further enhanced due to poor thermal conductivities of sapphire and silicon

dioxide. Further microelectronic devices are not free from the

susceptibility to damages by ESD even after being installed on a PCB or a

subsystem. Likewise, specific studies indicate the existence of failures

due to electromagnetic interference (EMI) caused by ESD occurring in

proximity to a device. Overstressings due to electromagnetic pulsing (EMP)

causing deleterious effects on microchips have also been indentified.

Research envisaged in the Project concerned with the development of methods

to model the static-induced failure-modes by considering the

electromagnetics associated with the critical current-voltage relations

prevalent in the test microelectronic circuit at the instant (or during) a

failure. The failure-mode models so developed would enable identification

(and/or isolation) of the failure-prone rogue components (or parts) and

determine the rate and the extent of damages incurred so that relevant

design improvements or counter-measures can be decided to achieve improved

intrinsic reliability of the device concerned.

Specifically, the research addressed a detailed study of the menace of

Electrostatic Discharges (ESD), inducing damages in microcircuits which are

-3-



capable of destroying totally or degrade the performance of bipolar and

unipolar devices. Such damages pose a major problem as it is very hard to

identify the sources and paths of the electrostatic discharges which are

subtle and difficult to be traced. Further, ESD failures can occur at all

stages of handling--from the manufacturing-point to the customer-end. Hence

the failure characteristics do not concur with the conventional "bath-tub"

description of component failures. However, in general, ESD damages involve

those parts associated with handling and packaging practices and therefore

certain studies exclusive to these vulnerable parts were undertaken.

Inasmuch as ESD failures result from electric transients phenomena, relevant

analysis/studies are built-up on time-dependent electromagnetic

considerations; the random nature of electric discharge of failure-inducing

"i paths are studied via stochastical aspects. Apart from computer-based

simulation studies/analytical failure models, relevant high-voltage pulse-

testing were also carried out on devices to trace the hazardous paths

involved in the transient electrical conduction within the device

infrastructure.

On the basis of the overall results of the studies, suggestions for proper

isolation, grounding, encapsulation, handling and packaging of

microelectronic devices under various environmental conditions are

stipulated so as to ensure higher reliability of microelectronic products.

-4-
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,B. Specific Research Tasks:

I. Theoretical Work

a. EOS/ESD: Electromagnetic Phenomena:

The transient influence of any electrical overstressing (such as

electrostatic discharge, ESD) on microelectronic devices are

regarded as the time-dependent electromagnetic phenomena which

transfer energy from static potential (or from any electrical

overstressing source) to the device.

Such transfer of energy has been observed to manifest in two

possible modes, namely: 1) direct or invasive influence in

which the device in question comes in contact with the

overstressing source; and 2) indirect or noninvasive mode

wherein the coupling is caused via electromagnetic wave

phenomena.

In either case, considering the high magnitude of overstressing

voltage which is discharged through a device within nanosecond

time-regimes, the proneness of the device to failure would be

very high. Hence, in the present research, the following

theoretical efforts were considered:

-5-
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1. Development of theoretical models depicting the realistic

electromagnetic transfer of energy in the overstressing

transients.

2. Quantification of the resulting formation of electrothermal

stresses and other degradation mechanisms in the

microelectronic devices.

By these models, the severity levels of ESD/EOS zaps and the

corresponding lethality endurance sustained by the semiconductor

devices were evaluated. The corresponding results would lead to

locating and identifying the maximum ESD-prone regions in

practical IC devices which would eventually help in

understanding the fundamentals of device survivability under

electrical overstressings.

Discrete devices, high density microelectronic devices and other

special semiconductor devices such as IMPATT diodes, which are

likely to be overstressed, not only due to ESD, but also due to

EMP (NEMP, for example) phenomena in military applications,

have also been investigated.

Specific attention was paid to consider the areas in which

fundamental researching had been lacking. For example, latent

failures due to (EMP/EMI-based) noninvasive influence of ESD,

transient (overstress-induced) electromagnetic interaction vith

PCB-mounted and/or hybrids, electromagnetic (transient)

-6--



interaction with submicron devices, thermoelastic stressings in

the device due to transient EMP/EOS effects, etc., would require

considerable research-input and hence were considered in detail.

b. Device-modeling under electromagnetic overstressing:

1. Both bipolar and unipolar devices with shrinking geometries

were modeled via rigorous analytical/ numerical methods, to

understand their response under electromagnetic

overstressings.

2. Device protection circuits were considered in terms of their

viability to withstand the electromagnetic overstressings.

Relevant changes have been suggested.

II. Experimental Work

To verify the various cause-effect relations pertaining to

electromagnetic stressings, some basic tests to simulate the

overstressings arid to quantify their effects on the devices (such as

MOS capacitors, etc.) were conducted. The overall strategy of the

research envisaged is summarized in the accompanying flow-chart.

C. Details on the Accomplishments:

Apropos of the specific objectivces of the project, the following are the

details of the tasks accomplished.
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1. Procurement of Documents/Reports and Publications:

--Completed--

2. Dialogue with Industries: Contacts were made with scientists/

engineers dealing with ESD/EOS problems in industries and in

laboratories. Valuable exchange of scientific information was

carried out and utilized in the investigations.

3. Procurement of Test Instruments and Setting Up of the Laboratory:

--Completed--

4. Research Tasks Completed:

I. Modeling of EOS/ESD as Electromagnetic transient overstressing

phenomena.

1. Invasive and noninvasive influences of EOS were

distinguished in respect of the following and relevant

modelings were done:

a. Direct/Indirect electromagnetic coupling with discrete

(large-sized) devices.

b. Direct/Indirect electromagnetic interaction with devices

of micron/submicron dimensions.

7q
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c. Direct/Indirect coupling of EMP with PCB--mounted and/or

hybrid devices.

d. EMP interaction on devices housed inside the equipment:

EOS treated as a lethal EMI.

II. Failure/Susceptibility Analyses

a. Concept definitions and quantifications of cause-effect

relations relevant to ESD-to-device interaction were

developed. They are termed as the Severity Factor and

Lethality Endurance Coefficient. These quantities are

analytically linked to the Life-Time of the device.

b. Latent failures in the devices resulting from ESD

were considered as thermoelastic stress-induced

overstresses. Relevant thermodynamical and thermoelastic

analyses have been completed.

c. Considering filamentary type of "hot-spot" resulting from

electrical transients (such as ESD), the conventional

Wunsch-Bell model was modified by a more comprehensive

computer-aided algorithm. The method was applied to study

IMPATT diode reliability.

d. Thermoelastic-based stress-relief in microelectronic devices

was analyzed via crack-propagation principles.

-9-
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e. Susceptibility aspects of PCB-mounted devices were analyzed.

f. Susceptibility aspects of protective-circuits were

evaluated.

g. An EMI model has been developed to assess the non-invasive

influence of the ESD on an equipment-mounted device.

h. Assessment of MOS device degradation via noise

characteristics was investigated.

i. One-to-one correlation between electrical overstressing and

ionizing radiation effects in MOSFETs was elucidated.

j. Susceptibility studies on Stripline-Opposed-Emitter (SOE)

package Bipolar Devices have been performed.

III. Protection Circuits and Preventive Studies

a. A comparative study on the relative protection capabilities

of all the existing protection circuits was carried out.

The survey indicated that the existing protection circuits

themselves are prone to damages due to ESD and hence need

improvement.

-10-
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To achieve this, a "junctionless" protective device has been

developed on the basis of a geometry using Static Induction

Transistor principle.

b. Regarding static conductive materials, relevant design

formulations have been developed on the basis of

stochastical mixture theory. Such composites are useful as

bonding agents in ICs with optimal electrothermal

characteristics.

IV. MOS Gate-Oxide Degradation

Considering the possibilities of charges being pumped into the

gate-dielectric as a result of external electromagnetic

influence, studies to quantify the extent of severity and the

amount of charge pumped in and getting trapped in the gate oxide

was performed. The effects of trapped charges were being

studied in terms of degraded dielectric behavior of the oxide

manifesting as 1) reduced break-down strength; 2) non-linear

transfer function (gm) relations; and 3) as increased noise

effects.

The state of charge and field distribution in a MOS structure

which may arise due to external electromagnetic coupling was

also studied exclusively via appropriate modeling of potential

distribution in the device (static and transient) in terms of

two-dimensional Poisson's equation. Effects of doping level(s)
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and channel length have been considered. A formal solution of

two-dimensional Poisson's equation by Method of Moments was

obtained.

Dielectric degradation was analyzed in terms of low frequency

noise performance of the device. Cumulative increase in the

noise resistance of the device was quantified in terms of charge

injection and trapping resulting from repetitive electromagnetic

influence.

Studies pertaining to the analogous influence of ionizing

radiations and electrical overstressings on MOS devices were

carried out. The resulting damage characteristics were modeled

A via noise parameters.

It is also investigated to ascertain the extent to which a

radiation-hardened device would be tolerant/less-susceptible to

electrical overstresses.

D. Research papers and/or reports published or under publication, presented

in symposia or under preparation are as follows:

I. Susceptibility Analysis:

1. P.S. Neelakantaswamy, T.K. Sarkar, and R.I. Turkman: Residual

Fatigues in Microelectronic Devices Due to Thermoelastic Strains

Caused by Repetitive Electrical Overstress: A Model for Latent
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Failures. Presented in 7th Annual EOS/ESD Symp., September 1985,

Minneapolis, Minnesota.

2. P.S. Neelakantaswamy, R.I. Turkman, and T.K. Sarkar: Filamentary

Hot-Spots in Microwave IMPATT Diodes: Modified Wunsch-Bell Model.

Presented in 7th Annual EOS/ESD Symp., September 1985, Minneapolis,

Minnesota.

3. P.S. Neelakantaswamy, T.K. Sarkar, and R.I. Turkman: On the Threat

to Dielectric-Based Devices and Components from Repetitive

Nonsinusoidal Electrical Overstresses. Presented in 17th Electrical

& Electrical Insulation Conference, September/October 1985, Boston,

Massachusetts.

4. P.S. Neelakantaswamy, R.I. Turkman, and T.K. Sarkar: Failures in

Microelectronic Devices Due to Thermoelastic Strains Caused by

Electrical Overstressings. Presented in 6th Biennial Conference on

Failure Prevention and Reliability, September 1985, Cincinnati,

Ohio.

5. P.S. Neelakantaswamy, T.K. Sarkar, and R.I. Turkman: Susceptibility

of PCB-Mounted Microelectronic Devices to Failures Caused by

Electrostatic Discharges. Electronic Packaging & Production, 132-

134, February 1987.

6. P.S. Neelakantaswamy, R.I. Turkman, and T.IK. Sarkar: Susceptibility

of On-Chip Protection Circuits to Latent Failures Caused by

-13-
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10 Electrostatic Discharges. Solid State Electronics, Vol. 29 (6),

677-679, 1986.

7. P.S. Neelakantaswamy: Impulsive EMI Radiated by Electrostatic

Discharges (ESD). Interference Technology Engineer's Master, 1987

(under Print).

II. ESD Preventive Methods:

1. P.S. Neelakantaswamy and R.I. Turkman: Electrostatic Propensity of

Filler-Added Plastics Used in Microelectronics. Presented in RIT

Polymer Symposium, May 9, 1986, Rochester, NY.

2. P.S. Neelakantaswamy, R.I. Turkman, and T.K. Sarkar: Complex

Permittivity of a Dielectric-Mixture Corrected Version of

Lichtenecker's Logarithmic Law of Mixing. Electronics Letters,

Vol. 21(7), March 1985, pp. 270-271.

III. Mos Gate-Oxide Degradation:

1. P.S. Neelakantaswamy and R.I. Turkman: Gate-Insulation Degradation '.

in MOS-Devices due to Electrical Overstressings: Characterization

via Noise Performance Studies. Presented in 1986 IEEE International

Symp. on Electrical Insulation, Washington, D.C., June 8-11, 1986.

-14-e
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2. P.S. Neelakantaswamy and R.I. Turkldan: MOS Scaling Effects on ESD-

Based Failures. Presented in Custom Integrated Circuit Conference,

May 12-15, 1986, Rochester, NY.

3. P.S. Neelakantaswamy and R.I. Turkman: Analogous Influence of

Ionizing Radiations and Electrical Overstressings: Damage

Characterization via Noise Parameters. Natural Space Radiation and

VLSI Technology Conference, Houston, Texas, January 20-21, 1987.

4. P.S. Neelakantaswamy and R.I.Turkman: Noise Characteristics of

Ionizing-Radiation Stressed MOSFET Devices. Solid State

Electronics (under print).

, D. MOS Device Modeling:

1. E. Arvas, R.I. Turkman and P.S. Neelakantaswamy: MOSFET Analysis

Through Numerical Solution of Poisson's Equation by Method of

Moments. Solid State Electronics (Under Print).

E. Scope for Future Studies/Extended Efforts

The results of the investigations are documented in Technical Reports listed

in the Appendix I.

The concepts of the basic research undertaken here have been published (aie

being published) in refereed joutnals and/oi presented in international

S symposia. On the basis of feedback received from the scientific and

-15-
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* industrial community, the potential to extend the present studies is

excellent.

The scope of the extended tasks beyond the present contract period and the

good reasons and the need for such efforts are described in the enclosed

Proposal for Continuation of Efforts on the Project #613-005/NO0014-84-K-

0532 (1984-1987), entitled "Electromagnetic Radiation Effects on

Microelectronic Ensembles: Concept Definition and Analysis of

Electromagnetic Overstressings," submitted to ONR on 4-28-87.

A set of Technical Reports as listed in Appendix I is also enclosed.

0
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Electromagnetics and Electrothermal Approach to Evaluate Failure
in Microelectronic Devices Caused by Electrostatic Discharges:

Stochastical Aspects of the Device Reliability

Office of Naval Research Project: N00014-84-K-0532/NR613-005/1984-1987

Principal Investigator: Dr. P.S. Felakantasvamy %

TECHNICAL REPORTS

No. Title Authors

1. RITRC 001 Solution of Poisson's Equation Using E. Arvas
Tech Report Method of Moments: Application to P.S. Neelakantaswamy
#01 MOS Devices R.I. Turkman

2. RITRC 002 ESD/EOS Susceptibility of a Class of P.S. Neelakantaswamy
Tech Report Bipolar RF Power Transistor: Experi- R.I. Turkman
#02 mental Studies on Stripline-Opposed

Emitter Transistors

3. RITRC 003 Electrostatic Propensity and Bleed-Off P.S. Neelakantaswamy
Tech Report Characteristics of Composite Materials R.I. Turkman
#04 a

4. RITRC 004 Filamentary Hot-Spots in Microwave P.S. Neelakantaswamy
Tech Report IMPATT Diodes: Modified Wunsch-Bell R.I. Turkman
#04 Model T.K. Sarkar

5. RITRC 005 Failures in Microelectronic Devices P.S. Neelakantaswamy
Tech Report due to Thermoelastic Strains Caused by R.I. Turkman
#05 Electrical Overstressings T.K. Sarkar

6. RITRC 006 Susceptibility of On-Chip Protection P.S. Neelakantaswamy
Tech Report Circuits to Latent Failures Caused by R.I. Turkman
#06 Electrostatic Discharges T.K. Sarkar

7. RITRC 007 MOS Scaling Effects on ESD-Based P.S. Neelakantaswamy
Tech Report Failures R.I. Turkman
#07

8. RITRC 008 Susceptibility of PCB-Mounted Micro- P.S. Neelakantaswamy
Tech Report electronic Devices to Failures Caused by
#08 Electrostatic Discharges

9. RITRC 009 Impulsive EMI Radiated by Electrostatic P.S. Neelakantaswamy
Tech Report Discharges (ESD)
#09

10. RITRC 010 Noise Characteristics of MOS Devices P.S. Neelakantaswamy
Tech Report Degraded by Electrical Overstressings R.I. Turkman
#10

11. RITRC 011 Influence of Ionizing Radiations and P.S. Neelakantaswamyq Tech Report Electrical Overstressings on MOS R.I. Turkman
#11 Devices: A Comparison
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TECHNICAL REPORTS

(Submitted)

No. Title Authors

12. RITRC 012 Breakdown in an Electrically Over- P.S. Neelakantaswamy
Tech Report stressed Thin Oxide of a MOS Structure: R.I. Turkman
#12 Effects of Field-Plate, Material,

Geometry and Perturbations

13. RITRC 013 Studies on On-Chip Protection Circuits: R.I. Turkman
Tech Report A New Protection Scheme Using Static P.S. Neelakantaswamy
#13 Induction Transistor Principle

14. RITRC 014 Electromagnetics & Electrothermal P.S. Neelakantaswamy
Tech Report Approach to Evaluate Failure in Micro-
#14 electronic Devices Caused by Electro-

static Discharge (ESD)
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Research Publications on
Electrical Overstressings and/or Failure Modeling

of Microelectronic Devices

Dr. Perambur S. Neelakantasvamy

1. P.S. Neelakantaswamy, T.K. Sarkar and R.I. Turkman: Residual Fatigues
in Microelectronic Devices Due to Thermoelastic Strains Caused by
Repetitive Electrical Overstresses: A model for Latent Failures.
Presented at 7th Annual EOS/ESD Symp., Sept. 1985, Minneapolis,
Minnesota. Proc. 1985 EOS/ESD Symp., Vol. EOS-7, 1985, 77-83.

2. P.S. Neelakantasvamy, R.I. Turkman and T.K. Sarkar: Filamentary Hint-
Spots in Microwave IMPATT Diodes: Modified "Junsch-Bell Model.
Presented at 7th Annual EOS/ESD Symp., Sept. 1985, Minneapolis,
Minnesota. Proc. 1985 EOS/ESD Symp., Vol. EOS-7, 1985, 92-99.

3. P.S. Neelakantaswamy, T.K. Sarkar and R.I. Turkman: On the Threat to
Dielectric-Based Devices and Componen~ts from Repetitive Non-Sinusoidal
Electrical Overstresses. Presented at 17th Electrical & Electrical
Insulation Conference, Sept./Oct. 1985, Boston, Massachusetts. Proc.
17th E/EI Conf., 1985, 350-354.

4. P.S. Neelakantaswamy, R.I. Turkman and T.K. Sarkar: Failures in
Microelectronic Devices Due to Thermoelastic Strains Caused by
Electrical Overstressings. Presented at 6th Biennial Conference on
Failure Prevention and Reliability, September 1985, Cincinnati, Ohio.
ASME Bound Vol. H00333, 1-5.

5. P.S. Neelakantaswamy and R.I. Turkman: MOS Scaling Effects on ESD- '

Based Failures. Presented at IEEE Custom Integrated Circuits
Conference, May 12, 1986, Rochester, NY. Proc. 1986 IEEE CIC Conf.,
400-403.

6. P.S. Neelakantasvamy and R.I. Turkean: Noise Performance Studies to
Assess MOS-Degradation Due to Impulsive Overstresses. Presented at 4th
International Microelectronics Conference, May 20-30, 1986, Kobe, a

Tokyo.

7. P.S. Neelakantasvamy, R.I. Turkman and T.K. Sarkar: Susceptibility of
On-Chip Protection Circuits to Latent Failures Caused by Electrostatic
Discharges. Solid State Electronics (U.K.), Vol. 29(6), 1986, 677-679.

8. P.S. Neelakantaswamy and R.I. Turkman: Gate Insulator Degradation in
MOS-Devices Due to Electrical Overstresses. Characterization via Noise
Performance Studies. Presented at 1986 IEEE International Symp. on
Electrical Insulation, June 8-11, 1986, Vashington, D.C., (Proc. 1986 :%
IEEE Intl. Symp. on EI, 327-330).

9. P.S. Neelakantaswamy: Impulsive EMI Radiated by Electrostatic
Discharges (ESD). Interference Technology Engineer's Master 1987
(U.S.A), 104-110.

10. P.S. Neelakantaswamy and R.I. Turkman: Analogous Influence of Ionizing
Radiations and Electrical Overstressings: Damage Characterization via
Noise Parameters. Presented at Natural Space Radiation & VLSI
Technology Conf., Jan. 1987, Johnson Space Centet, NASA, Houston,
Texas.

11. P.S. Neelakantasvamy and R.I. Turkman: Susceptibility of PCB-Mounted
Microelectronic Devices to Failures Caused by Electrostatic Discharges.
Electronic Packaging & Production (U.S.A.), February 1987, 132-134.

12. P.S. Neelakantaswamy and R.I. Turkman: Noise Characteristics of
Ionizing-Radiation Stressed MOSFET Devices. Solid State Electronics
(U.K.), (Under Print).

13. E. Arvas, R.I. Turkman and P.S. Neelakantasvamy: MOSFET Analysis
Through Numerical Solution of Poisson's Equation by Method of Moments.
Solid State Electronics (U.K.), (Under Print).

14. P.S. Neelakantaswamy and R.I. Tuukman: ESD/EOS Susceptibility of
Strip-Line-Opposed Emitter Transistors. Evaluation Engineering
(U.S.A.), (To Appear in July 1987 Issue).

15. P.S. Neelakantasvamy and R.I. Turkman: Voltage Breakdown in MOS
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ABSTRACT

An algorithm for the computation of solution to Poisson's
equation in a two-dimensional domain is developed in terms of
equivalent sources on the boundary. The region considered
can be of arbitrary shape, and the boundary conditions can be
Dirichlet, Neumann or mixed type. The solution is obtained
by method of moments. Pulse expansion and point matching
techniques are used. Computed results closely agree with the
available data concerning MOS devices.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Poisson's equation is one of the most important
differential equations of physics. For example, it can be
used to find the threshold voltages of MOSFET's. When the
channel length is small, the depletion-layer widths of the
source and drain junctions are comparable to the channel
length, and the potential distribution is two dimensional
amenable for solution via Poisson's equation.

In this work we give a simple method for solving two-
dimensional Poisson's equation in a region subject to general
boundary conditions on the bounding surface. Equivalent
surface charges are placed just outside the boundary and the
total potential (produced by the impressed volume charges and
the equivalent surface charges) is enforced to satisfy the
boundary conditions. This transforms the boundary value
problem into an integral equation for the equivalent surface
charges. Then the method of moments [1] is used to
solve the integral equation numerically.

:I
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II. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

Consider a 2-dimensional region R bounded by the contour
C as shown in Figure 1. The problem is to find the total
potential ip (x,y) in R which satisfies the Poisson's equation i

3x y2 z -v/ (1)

in R, with the boundary condition(s)

ctiP+ B - Y (2)

on C.

In eqn. (1), Pv~ denote the volume charge density, and
is the permittivity of the material in R.

O on CIn eqn. (2), a , B and y denotes known functions defined

Note that the general condition of eqn. (2) includes, as
special cases, of Dirichlet (a -1, 8 =o) and Neumann ( a-o,
-1) conditions.

The Laplace's equation is the special case of eqn. (1)
with p - o The solution of Laplace's equation is given in

detail in~ 2]. The present work is an extension of the work
in [2], modified for Poisson's equation applied to MOS
structures.

.

III. METHOD OF SOLUTION

In solving eqn. (i) subject to boundary condition of
eqn. (2) we let

* = + (3) '

where (4)
-pS+ _ (in(R)

" " and ( 5)

on = 0 (in C)

-3-
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The solution to eqn. (4) is
1 if ' k 'y

op 27r R p(r') l r r dx'dy'

where r and r' denote the radius vector to the field and a
source-point-respectively, p (r') is the value of the
impressed charged density at r's and k is an arbitrary
constant (taken as 100.0 in tKis work).

The Laplacian potential Xh can be assumed to be produced
by some equivalent surface charges, a , outside R (Fig. 2)..
Hence Z°h is the solution of eqn. (5) subject to boundary
condition

C 3h h a -- = -~ - - on C(7

Since gh has the form_ 1 ; a n k dy'(8)

h 2rE C lnr - r' dx'dy'

we see that eqn. (7) is an integral equation for a •

Note that (5) subject to the boundary condition of eqn.
(7) is the same boundary value problem as the one considered
in (2]. We use pulse expansion and point-matching techniques
to solve this problem.

+
The approach involved is to first model the surface C

by N planar strips and the assume a constant charge density
on each segment. Satisfying the boundary condition of eqn.
(7) at the center of each of N strips, gives N algebraic
equations. The solution of these equations gives the value
of the constant charge density on each strip. The details
are elaborated in [2]. Once eqn. (7) is solved for a , we
obtain the total potential ip using eqns. (8), (6) and (3).

IV. SAMPLE RESULTS

A FORTRAN program is written to implement the theory
developed above.

-4-



The first test problem that we tried is shown in Fig.
-1.2

3, where a line charge of p - 8.854x10 C/m is placed at

the center of a grounded rectangular boundary. The total
potential was evaluated at the points A, B, C and D as shown.

Table 1 illustrates the convergence of the computed
results as the number N of segments is increased. The exact
result [3, eqn. 4-7.23] is also shown for comparison. The
last column of the table shows the CPU time on a VAX 11/782.

A second test problem formulated to study a short
channel MOSFET is described hereunder.

VI. APPLICATION TO MOS STRUCTURES

To demonstrate the applicability of the proposed
numerical method to MOS structures, a test N-channel MOSFET
illustrated in Fig. 4 is considered. The rectangular
depletion region under the gate and its expanded view with
the relevant boundary conditions are depicted in Fig. 5.

The notations followed are those detailed in (4]. Figs.
6 and 7 illustrate the surface potential T (x, y - d)
variation along the channel for 2 typical devices with
channel lengths L - i2 m and 5 p m respectively.

The corresponding threshold voltage (V -V )versus
T FB

channel length for drain voltage (V ) of 0 and 5V is
presented in Fig. 8. D

For comparison, along with the computed data, the
results obtained by (approximate) closed-form solution due to
Poole and Kwong [4] are also shown in Figs. 6, 7 and 8.

Referring to these figures (Figs. 6, 7 and 8), close
agreement between the results may be observed. Any deviation
can be attributed to the approximations involved in the
truncation of the series solution given in [4] and due to the
variations in the values of d and V considered in the
analysis. gm

However, the present work indicates the applicability of
the method of solution envisaged to the MOS structures. This
method can be extended to a more realistic model of the MOS
structure involving curved depletion boundaries and the
depletion width (d) varying along the channel length.

-5-
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Further, this steady state solution can be extended to
study transient causes pertaining to ESD/EOS induced effects.
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9Table I

Potential computed for the problem of Fig. 3

N A B C D CPU Time
(0.25,0.75) (0.25,0.50) (0.1,0.25) (0.45,0.95) (Sec.)

4 0.05924 0.1133 0.01411 0.3145 3.28

8 0.07271 0.1268 0.02757 0.3280 3.55

12 0.07113 0.1226 0.02875 0.3244 4.03

16 0.07050 0.1221 0.02747 0.3238 4.54

20 0.07032 0.1219 0.02721 0.0236 5.15

24 0.07024 0.1218 0.02719 0.3235 5.92

32 0.07018 0.1217 0.02714 0.3234 7.86

40 0.07016 0.1217 0.02712 0.3234 10.69

60 0.07014 0.1216 0.02711 0.3234 21.43

80 0.07014 0.1216 0.02711 0.3234 37.59

Exact

-7-
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APPENDIX A: COMPUTER PROGRAM

The FORTRAN computer program is composed of a main and 9
subprograms. The subprograms are:

INFOR
SOLTN
VMATRX
ZMATRX
FIELD
ELSV
POTEN
INTG
GRAD

The last three programs compute the potential and its
gradient at a point (x,y) due to the impressed charge
distribution. Hence, as the source is charged, these
programs must be changed accordingly.

The Main Program:

The main program reads in:
a) the number (NTOTAL) of the straight line segments

approximately the boundary C of the region R.

b) the dielectric constant (SPSR) of the medium R.

c) the parameter LAPOIS. If LAPOIS is equal to zero, the
problem is to solve the Laplace's equation. (In this
case the last three subroutines are not needed). If
LAPOIS is equal to 1, we are solving Poisson's equation
and hence the potential and its gradient produced by the
impressed sources must be provided by the last three
subroutines.

For each of NTOTAL linear segments, the main program
calls the subprogram INFOR. Then it calls the subroutine
SOLTN.

The INFOR subprogram:

The subroutine INFOR reads in

a) The coordinates (Xl, YI) and X2, Y2) of the starting and
ending points of each linear segment approximating the
boundary C. (Xl, YI, X2, Y2 are in micrometers).

b) The number NSEC, of subsections that each linear segment
is to be divided into.

-.
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c) For each linear segment a , 8 and a are read in. These
are sent back to the main program, where they are stored
in the matrix BCOND.

In the subroutine INFOR, the coordinates of the starting
and ending points of each subsection is computed. This
information is stored in arrays XVI, YVl, XV2 and

The subroutine SOLTN:

In this subroutine the moment matrix equation is formed
and solved. This subroutine calls various subroutines.

i) The subroutine VMATRX:

In this subroutine the right hand side of eqn. (7) is
computed at the center of each subsection. The result is
stored in the array V.

ii) The subroutine ZMATRX:

In this subroutine the moment matrix Z is computed. The
(i,j ) th element of this matrix is the right hand side of
eqn. (7), computed at the center of jth subsection. (0 here
is the potential produced by a constant charge density of

2I 1(C/m ) on the jth subsection).

iii) The subroutine ELSV:

This subroutine takes the inverse of the moment matrix Z
and stores the inverse matrix into the Z matrix.

Once Z matrix is inverted, the surface density is
computed in SOLTN subroutine by multiplying the inverse of
the Z matrix by the column vector V. The charge density is
stored in the array I.

iv) The subroutine FIELD:

This subroutine computes the total potential at K points
equally spaced between the points. (XIN, YIN) and XFIN, YFIN)

The last three subroutines compute the potential and its
gradient at a given point due to a constant volume

3
charge density RHO (C/m) in a rectangular cylinder of
infinite length.

, ,.' , --. ' • - - . .
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INPUT/OUTPUT OF THE PROGRAM

The input to the program is through the data file 92.

The first line of the input file is

NTOTAL, EPSE, LAPOIS

Then we have NTOTAL pairs of lines which have the form
Xl, Y1, X2, Y2, NSEC

ALPHA, BETA, GAMA.

Where (Xl, Y1) and (X2, Y2) denote the coordinates of the
starting and ending point of a linear segment, and NSEC is
the number of subsection, that the segment will be subdivided
into ALPHA, BETA AND GAMA show the values of a ,

and o on the segment.

The last line in the input file has the form
XIN, YIN, XFIN, YFIN, K where (X IN, YIN) and (XFIN, YFIN)
are the coordinates of two points, and K is an integer. The
program will compute the total potential at K equidistant
points lying between the points (XIN, YIN) and (XFIN, YFIN).

The output of the program is printed in data file 18.
_Here the potential at K points is printed. X and Y are the

coordinates of the point at which the potential is computed.

-10-
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~ PROGRAM LISTING

The following is the listing of the program:

V

S.

S.

*
tx
'S

.5,.
'A

-5

5-

.1*
,.J.

-11.-
5.

'5

i's' -5



• " . ..... , . ... .... CcCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC'CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

C THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES THE EOUIVALENT ELECTRIC C
C CHARGE DENSITY ON THE SURFACE OF A LOSSLESS DIELECTRIC C
C CYLINrER. THIS IS A TWO-DIMENSIONAL PROBLEM. THE TOTAL C
C POTENTIAL INSIDE THE DIELECTRIC IS DUE TO SOME SPECIFIED C
CHARGES INSIDE AND DUE TO SOME IMPRESSED POTENTIALS C

C ALONG THE SURFACE. C
c C
C AT ANY POINT ON THE BOUNDARY OF THE CYLINDER UF HAVE C
c C
C ALPA(C)*POT(CHARGE)+BETA(C)*(D/DN)IPOT(CHARGE)) = -ALPHA(C) C
C *POT(SOURCE)-BETA(C)'(D/DN)POT(SOURCE)+GAMA(C) C
C C
C WHERE; C
C C SHOWS THE VARIABLE ALONG THE BOUNDARY OF THE CYLINDER, C
C ALPHA(C), BETA(C) AND GAMA(C) ARE THREE FUNCTIONS THAT ARE C
C SPECIFIED AT ANY POINT C, C
C POT(CHARGE)=POTENTIAL PRODUCED AT THE POINT C, BY THE C
C UNKOWN EQUIVALENT SURFACE CHARGE RESIDING ON THE BOUNDARY C
C OF THE CYLINDER, C
C (D/DN) IS AN OPERATOR WHICH GIVES THE NORMAL DERIVATIVE C
C OF THE FUNCTION THAT IT OPERATES ON , AND C
C POT(SOURCE) IS THE POTENTIAL PRODUCED BY THE IMPRESSED C
C SOURCES AT THE POINT ON THE BOUNDARY. THE IMPRESSED C
C SOURCES ARE THE VOLUME CHARGE DENSITY INSIDE THE CYLINDER. C
C THESE ARE THE SOURCES THAT APPEAR ON THE RIGHT C
C HAND SIDE OF THE POISSON'S EQUATION. C
C CCCCCCCCCCCC CC CCC CC CC CCCCCCC CCCCCCCC CCCCCC CCCCCCCC CCC CCCCC CCCCCC

CCCCC CCC CC CCCC CCCC CC CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC CC CCCCC CC CCCC

C
IMPLICIT COMPLEX*16 (C)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-B,E-H,P-Z)
DIMENSION V(200),RI(200),Z(200,200)
DIMENSION XV1(200),YV1(200),XV2(200),YV2(200)
COMMON/NNN/NDP(10),BCOND(10,3),NTOTAL
COMMON/TYPE/LAPOIS,EPSR
NMAX=200

C
C READ TOTAL NUMBER ,NTOTAL,OF LINEAR SEGMENTS WHICH
C CONSTITUTE THE BOUNDARY FOR THE PROBLEM. ALSO
C READ THE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT ,EPSR, OF
C THE MEDIUM.
C
C IF LAPOIS IS ZERO THEN WE ARE SOLVING LAPLACE EQUATION
C IF LAPOIS IS ONE THEN THE PROBLEM IS POISSON TYPE.
C

READ(92, * ) NTOTAL,EPSR,LAPOIS

IF(LAPOIS.EO.1I)WRITE(93,1232)
IF(LAPOIS.EO.0)WRITE(93,1233)

1232 FORMAT(/,25X,'THIS IS POISSON S EQUATION:',/)
1233 FORMAT(/,25X,'THIS IS LAPLACE S EQUATION:',/)

WRITE(93,1234)NTOTAL,EPSR
1234 FORMAT(25X,'-----------------------------------------

4 ,//,10X,'NO. OF TOTAL LINEAR SEGMENT BOUNDARIES=',I2,/,1OX,
4 'THE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT OF THE CYLINDER IS=',FS.4,//)

NAI=O
NBI=0

-12-
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DO 199 I=1,NTOTAL

C FOR EACH OF NTOTAL LINEAR SEGMEETS FORMIt!C THE BOUNDARY
C CALL THE INFORMATION (INFOR) SUBROUTINE TO ;
C A) READ IN THE COORDINATES (Xl,Yl) OF THE INITIAL POINT AND (X2,Y2)
C OF THE FINAL POINT OF I-TH LINEAR SEGMENT.

C B) READ IN THE NUMBER ,NSEC, OF SMALLER SUBSECTIONS THAT THIS PARTICULAR
C LINEAR SEGMENT IS TO BE DIVIDED. THE CENTER OF EACH OF THESE
C SUBSECTIONS IS A MATCHING POINT.
C C) READ THE VALUES ALPHA, BETA, AND GAMA FOR THIS PARTICULAR
C LIVEAR SEGMFNT.
C D) FIND THE. COORDINATES OF THE STARTING AND ENDING POINTS OF THESE
C SUBSEC1IONS AND STORE THEM IN THE ARRAYS XV1,YVI,XV2,YV2.
C
C
C

CALL INFOR(XV1,YV1,XV2,YV2,NAI,NMAX,A,B,G)
NDP(I) =NAI-NBI
BCOND( I, 1)=A
BCOND( I,2)=B
BCOND( I, 3) =C

C
C WRITE THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS DATA FOR THIS LINEAR SEGMENT:
C

WRITE( 93,111)
111 FORMAT( '')

WRITE(93,112) IA,B,G
112 FORMAT(////5X,'THIS IS THE INFORMATION OF THE

$ BOUNDARY =',lX,13,//,5X,'HERE ALPHA=',F9.5,3X,
$ 'BETA=',E11.4,3X,'GAMA=',F9.5,/)

C
C WRITE GEOMETRICAL DATA FOP THIS LINEAR SEGMENT;
C

IWRITE(93,114)
114 FOPMAT(////12X,2('X-COORDINATE' ,5X,'Y-COORDIN]ATE' ,5X))

WRITE(93,115)(JXV1(J),YV(J),XV2(J),YV2J),J=NBI+1,NAI)115 FORMAT(//( 5X, I3,4 (2X, IE) )/) .
NBI=NAI 1w,

199 CONTINUE
C
C OBTAIN THE TOTAL NUMBER OF UNKNOWNS IN THE MATRIX EOUATION.
C

NUNKNS=NAI

WRITE(93,993 )NUNKNS
993 FORMAT(5X,'TOTAL NO. OF UNKNOWNS=',13,//)
C
C CALL THE SOLUTION SUBROUTINE TO SOLVE THE PROBLEM.
C

CALL SOLTN(Z,V,RI,XVI,YVI,XV2,YV'2,NUNKNS,NMAX)
998 CONTINUE

STOP
END .1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC ,,

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

SUBROUTINE INFOR(XVI,YV1,XV2,YV2,NAI,NM .,A,R,G)
IMPLICIT COMPLEX*16 (C)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-B,E-H,P-Z)

C
C IN THIS SUBROUTINE THE DATA IS ARRANGED IN THE PROPER FORM

-13-. " p'



C
C I MENS ION XV I (tM) , YV I(NM),XV2(tlM),YV2(?t)
NNODES =NA I

C READ THE COORDINATES (Xl,Y1) AND (X2,Y2),
C READ THE NUMRFR OF SECTIONS OF THE BOUNDARY (NSEC),
C ALSO READ THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS INFORMATION; ALPHA(A),
C BETA(B) AND GAMA(G)
C
C

READ(92,*)Xl,Yl,X2,Y2,NSEC
X1=Xl*1 .D-06
YlY1l*1.D-06
X2=X2*1 .D-06
Y2=Y2*1 .D-06
READ(92,*)A,B,G
EDELX=(X2-X1 )/FLOAT(NSEC)
EDELY=( Y2-Y1 )/FLOAT(NSEC)
DO 20 J=1,NSEC
NNODES =N NODES +1
XV1(NN)ODES)=X14-FLOAT(J-1 )*EDELX
YV1(NNODES)=Yl+FLOAT(J-1) 'EDELY

20 CONTINUE
Do 70 I=NAI+1,NNODES-1
XV2( I) =XV1 (I+1)
YV 2 I) = YV 1 (I+ 1)

70 CONTINUE
75 XV2(NNODES)=X2

YV2 (NNODES)=Y2
76 NAI=NNODES

RETURN
END

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

SUBROUTINE SOLTN(Z,V,RI ,XVI,YV1,XV2,YV2,N,NIM)
C
C IN THIS SUBROUTINE THE MATRIX EQUATION AX=Y IS SOLVED USING THE
C METHOD OF MOMENTS.
C

IMPLICIT COMPLEX*16 (C)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-B,E-H,P-Z)

DIMENSION V(N) ,RI(N) ,Z(N),N) ,AUX1(600) ,AUX2(600)
DIMENSION XV1(N? ),YVI(NM),XV2(NM1),YV2(NM1)
COMMON/NNN/NDP(10) ,BCOND(10,3) ,NTOTAL

C
C INTIALIZE THE VECTORS Z,V,AND RI.
C

DO 5 I=l,tl
V( I)=0 .DO
RI (I) =0.DO

5 CONTINUE
DO 10 I=1,N
DO 10 J=1,tl
Z (I ,J )=0.DO

10 CONTINUE

C CALL THE SUBROUTINE VMATRX TO COMPUTE THE EXCITATION VECTOR.
C

CALL VMATRX(V,N,XV1 ,YV1,XV2,YV2,NM)
C

-14-
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C CALL THE ZMATRX SUBROUTINE TO OBTAIN THE IrIPEDANCi., tIATIXIX.
C

CALL ZMATRX( Z,XV1,YVl,XV2,YV2,Nl,NM)
C

C CALL THE ELSV SUBROUTINE TO INVERT THE MATRIX.

EPO .1D-09 .
CALL ELSV(Z,AUX1,AUX2,tN,DE,EP)
WRITE(93,118)DE

118 FORMAT(5X,'DE -,1E)
C
C MULTIPLY THE INVERSE OF 2-MATRIX WITH THE EXCITATION VECTOR
C TO OBTAIN THE CHARGES.
C

DO 25 1-1,N
SUM=0.DO
DO 24 Jul,N
SUM=SUM+Z( I J)*V(J) V

24 CONTINUE
RI (I)=SUM

25 CONTINUE
C
C WRITE THE CHARGES ON THE OUTPUT FILE.
C

N F=0
DO 135 JKLM=1,NTOTAL
NI=NF+l
NF=NF+NDP(JKLM)
WRITE( 93,101)

101 FORMAT('l1)
WIRITE(93,102) JKLM

102 FORMAT(//5X,'CHARGES ON THE BOUND. =',lX,12,//)
ALPHA=BCOND(JKLM, 1)
BETA=BCOND(JKLM,2)
GAMA=BCOND(JKLM,3)
;IRITE(93, 198)ALPHA,BETA,GAMA

198 FORMAT(5X,'FOR THIS BOUNDARY ALPHA=' ,E11.4,
&3X,'BETA=, Ell.4,3X,'GAtIA= F11.4,//)
DO 30 I=NI,NF

CALL FIELD (RI, N, XV1 ,XV2, YV1, YV2, NW

END

SUBROUTINE VMATRX(V,N,XV1,YV1,XV2,YV2,NM)
C
C IN THIS SUBROUTINE THE EXCITATION VECTOR V IS
C COMPUTED

IMPLICIT COMPLEX*16 (C)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-B,E-HP-Z)

DIMENSION V(Nl),XVI(NM),YV1(NM),XV2(NM),YV2(NMl)N
COMMON/NNN/N]DP(10) ,BCOND(10,3) ,NTOTAL
COMMON/TYPE/LAPO IS, EPSR.
PI=4 .DO*DATAN(l1.DO)
TP=2.DO*PI
EPS=EPSR*8 .854D-12
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NF=O
DO 110 JKLMN-1,NTOTAL
NI~t]F+l
NF=NF+NDP(JKLMN)
ALPHA-BCOND(JKLMN, 1)
BETAwBCOND(JKLMN, 2)
GAMA-BCOND(JKLMN, 3)
DO 100 1-N1,NF
V( I )GAMA*TP
IF(LAPOIS.EQO)CO TO 100
X1=XV1(I)
Y1uYV1 (I)
X2=XV2(I)
Y2-YV2(I)
XF=(Xl+X2)/2.0
YF=( Y1+Y2)/2 .0
IF(ALPHA.EQ.0.0)GO TO 90
CALL POTEN(XF.YF,POT)
V( I)=V( I)-ALPHA*POT

CIF(LAPOIS.EQ.1.AND.BETA.EO.0.0)V( I)=10.O*V(I)
IF(BETA.EO.O.0)GO TO 100

90 CALL GRAD(XF,YFPOTXPOTY)
FNRMD=- (X2-X ) *POTYy
FNRMD=FtIRMD-( Y2-Y1 )*POTX
FL=SORT((X2-Xl)*CX2-Xl)f(Y2-Yl)*(Y2-Yl))
V( I)=V( I )BETA*FNRM.D/FL

100 CONTINUE
110 CONTINUE

RETURN
END

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
SUBROUTINE ZMATRX(Z,XV1,YV1,XV2,YV2,N,NM)

Cft
C IN THIS SUBROUTINE THE 2-MATRIX IS FORMED.
C

IMPLICIT COMPLEX*16 (C)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-B,E-H,P-Z)

* DIMENSION XV1(NM),YVI(NM),XV2(NM),YV2(NM),Z(N,Nl)

COMMON/TYPE/LAPOIS ,FPSR
C1=DCMPLX(1 .DO,0.DO)
CK=DCMPLX( 100.DO,C.DO)
PI=4.DO*DATAN( 1.00)

NF=0
DO 1000 JKLM=1,NTOTAL
ALPHA=BCOND(JKLM, 1)
BETA=BCOND(JKLM, 2) t

NI=NF+l
NF=NF+NDP(JKLM)

DO 999 1=N1,NF
C
C COMPUTE THE PARAMETERS OF THE FIELD SUBSECTION
C

XI=XV1 (I)
XIPl=XV2( I)
YI=YV1 (I)
YIP1=YV2( I)
CZI=CMPLX(XI ,YI)
CZIPl-DCMPLX(XIP1 ,YIPl)
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UVk:LL=LVA13b ( I L~ F kI-L 411

CUI=(CZIPl-CZI )/F2DELI
CZICAR-(CZI+CZIPl )/2.DO
DO 888 J-l,N

C
C COMPUTE THE PARAMETERS OF THE SOURCE SUBSECTION

XJP1WXV2(J)

YJPI1YV2 (3)
CZJ=DCMPLX(XJ ,YJ)
CZJP1=DCMPLX(XJPl ,YJP1)
EDELJ=CDABS(CCZJP1-CZJ)
CUJ-(CZJP1-CZJ )/EDELJ
CARG-(CZICAR-CZJP1 )/(CZICAR-CZJ)

C
CTERM=CDLOG( CARG)/CUJ
IFCBETA.EO.O.DO)CO TO 666
Ip( I.EQ.J)EDERV=PI
IF( I.NE.J)EDERV=DIMAG(CUI*CTERM)
Z( I ,)=BETA*EDERV
IF(ALPHA.EO.DO)GO TO 888

CCCCCCCCCCCCC
666 CT1=(CZICAR-CZJ)*CTERM

CT2=EDELJ*(1.D0+CDLOG(CK/(CZICARCZJPi)))
Z(I,J)=Z(I,J)+ALPHA*DREAL(CT1+CT2)

C IF(LAPOIS.EO.1.AND.BETA.EQ.O.DO)Z(I,J)=10.0*Z( 1.3)
888 CONTINUE
999 CONTINUE
1000 CONTINUE

RETURN
END

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
SUBROUTINE FIELD(RI,N,XV1,XV2,YVI,YV2,NM)
IMPLICIT COMPLEX*16 (C)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-B,E.-H,P-Z)
DIMENSION RI(N),XV(NM),XV2(NM),YV1(NM),YV2(MM)
COMMON/TYPE/LAPOIS ,EPSR
TPI=8.DO*DATAN( 1.DO)
IF(LAPOIS.EO.1 )TPI=TPI*EPSR*8.854D-12
Cl:( 1.DO ,0.DO)
CK=(100.DO,0.D0)

C
C READ K=NO. OF POINTS AT WHICH FIELD AND POTENTIAL IS TO BE COMPUTED
C

READ(92,* )XIN,YIN,XFH1l,YFIN, K
IF(K.EO.1) IJKLa1
IF(K.EO.1)GO TO 78
XDEL-(XFIN-XIN)/FLOAT(K-i)
YDEL=( YFIN-YIN)/FLOAT( K-i)

78 CONTINUE
DO 50 J-1,K
Xw(XIN+FLOAT(J-i)*XDEL)*1 .D-06
Y=(YIN+FLOAT(J-1 )*YDEL)*1 .D-06
IF(K.EO.1.AND.J.NE.1)GO TO 50
CZK=DCMPLXCX ,Y)
SUMP=O. DO
SUMX=O. DO
SUMY-O. DO

-17-
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CZ I= DCMPLX(XV1( I) ,YVl(I)M
CZIP1=DCMPLX(XV2(I) ,YV2(I))
EDFLI=CDABS(CZIPl-CZI)
CUI=(CZIPI-CZI)/EDELI

CTERM C CZK-CZ I )*CTERMO
CTERM2=EDELI*C+CDLOGCK/(CZK-CZIPl)))
CVII=CTERM+CTERM2
SUMP-SUMP+RI(CI ) *DREAL[CWI)
SUMX-SUMX+RI(CI) *DREALC CTERMO)
SUMY=SUMY-RI CI) *DIMAGC CTERMO)
SUJMF=SORT(CSUMX* SUMX+SUMY*SUMY)

45 CONTINUE
SUMP=SUMP/TPI
SUMX=SUMX/TPI
SUMY=SUMY/TPI
SUMF=SUMF/TPI

C WIRITEC18,55)CZK,SUMP,SUMX,SUMY,SUMF
IF(LAPOIS.EQ.O)CO TO 50
CALL POTEN(X,Y,SP)
SUMP=SUMP+SP/TPI
WRITEC 18,49)X,Y,SUMP

49 FORMAT(3X, 'X= ,Ell.5,2X, 'Y=' ,E11.5,3X,'TOTAL POT= ,Ell.4,/)
50 CONTINUE
55 FORMAT(1X,'Z=,2Ell.5,3X,'POT=',EO.4,3X,'EX=',E1O.4,2X,

6 'EY=',E10.4,3X,'ETOT=',El0.4)
RETURN
END

CCCC CCCCCC CCCCCCCCCCC CC CCCCCCC CCCCC CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC CCCCCC CCC
SUBROUTINE ELSVCA,B,C,N,DEEP)
IMPLICIT REAL*8CA-H,P-Z)
DIMENSION ACN,N) ,B(N) ,C(N)
DO 11 1=1,N
B(I)=0.DO
C( I)0.DO
DO 12 J=1,N

12 CCI)=C(I)+A(I,J)
11 ACI, I)=ACI,I)-1.DO

DO 13 K=1,N
DO 14 J=1,N
B(J)=ACK,J)

14 A(K,J)=0.DO
A(K,K)1 .DO
W=B(K)+1 .DO
IFCABS(W).LT.EP)GO TO 17
DO 13 I=1,N
Y'=A( I,K)/W
DO 13 J=1,N

13 AC I,J)=A(I,J)-B(J)*Y
DE=O.DO
DO.15 J=1,N
B(J)0O.DO
DO 16 I=1,N

16 B(J)=B(J)+A(I,J)
15 DE-DE+C(J)*B(J)

RETURN
1. DE-1.DO

RETURN
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IMPLICIT COMPLEX*16 (C)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-B,E-H,P-z)

C
C
C THIS PROGRAM GIVES THE POTENTIAL AND THE
C GRADIENT OF THE POTENTIAL PRODUCED BY A
C "RTAIN TWO DIMENSIONAL CHARGE DISTRIBUTION
C C A POINT CX,Y).
C
C NOTE THAT AS THE CHARGE DISTRIBUTION IS CHANGED
C THIS PROGRAM SHOULD BE CHANGED ACCORDINGLY.
C
C THIS PROGRAM WILL BE CALLED BY THE PROGRAM NAMED
C 'DNEWPOISSON' ONLY IF THE PARAMETER LAPOIS IS 1 IN
C THAT PROGRAM.
C

RHO=-3200 .DO
AK=100.DO
X1=-O. 50D-06
Yl=-O.04D-06
X2=O.5D-O6
Y2=O.04D-06

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
POT=(Y2-Y1 )*(XX) *DLOG(AK)

C CCCC CC CCC CCCCCCCCC
EDEL1=DABS (X2-X1)
Ul=(X2-X1 )/EDELl

ccCCCCCCCCCC cCCCCC C
FI1=(Y2-Yl)
POT=POT+EDEL1*FI 1

CC CC CCCCCCCCCC CC CCC
CZ3=DCMPLX(X2 ,Yl)
CZ4=DCMPLX(X2,Y2)
CZ=DCMPLX(X, Y)
EDEL2=CDABS( CZ4-CZ3)'it CU2=(CZ4-CZ3 )/EDEL2
CT2=(CZ-CZ3)*CDLOG((CZ-CZ4)/(CZ-CZ3))/CU2
CT2=CT2+EDEL2* (1.DO-CDLOG( CZ-CZ4))

CCC CC CCC CCCCC CCCCCCC
F12=DREAL( CT2)
F131=(XI-X) *FI2
POT=POT+EDELI*FI2+FI31/Ul

CCCCC CCCCCCCCcCCCCC
XS=X2
CALL INTG(XS,Y1,Y2,X,Y,RES32)

cCcCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
F132=RES32
POT=POT+F132/Ul

CC CC CCCC CC CCCCCCCCCC
CZ5=DCMPLX(X1 ,Y1)
CZ6=DCMPLX(X1 ,Y2)
EDEL3=CDABS (CZ6-C25)
CU3=(CZ6-CZ5 )/EDEL3
CT41=(CZ-CZ5)*CDLOG((CZ-CZ6)/(CZ-CZ5) )/CU3
CT41=CT41+EDEL3*(l.DO-CDLOG(CZ-CZ6))

CccCCCCCCCCCCC CCC CCCC CC
F141=(Xl-X) *DREAL(CT41)
POT=POT-FI41/Ul

C C CcC CCCCCCCCCCC CC 
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CALL It4TG(XS,Y1,Y2,X,Y,RES42)
CCCCccCCCCCCCccCCCCCcCCCCCC

F142-RES42
POT=POT-FI42/Ul
POT= RHO* POT
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE INTC(XS,Y1 1Y2,X,YRES)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-B1 E-H,P-Z)
PI:'4.DO*DATAN(l1.DO)
TP'2.DO*PI
P02-PI/2.D0
P04-PI/4.D0
IF(X-XS)20,10, 15

10 IF(Y.GE.Y2)RES=P04*((Y-)(2Y-(IY*Y-)
IFYL.lRS-O*(2Y*Y-)(lY*Y-)
IF(Y.GT.Yl .AND.Y.LT.Y2)1M-1
IFI .O 1RS -O * (2Y*Y -)(lY*Y -)
RETURN

15 Tl=(X-XS)*(Y2-Yl)
T2=(Y-Y2)*(CY-Y2)+(X-XS)*(X-XS)
T3=( Y-Yl) C Y-Yl)+(CX-XS)C X-XS)
T4=C Y2-Y)/(X-XS)
TS=(Yl-Y)/(X-XS)
IF(Y.GE.Y2)RES=Tl-T2*DATAN(T4)+T3*DATANT5))/2.DO
IF(Y.LE.Yl)RES=(TIT2*DATAN(T4)+T3*DATAN(T5))/2.D0
IFCY.GT.Y1 .AND.Y.LT.Y2)IM~l
IF(IM.EQ.1)RES=(Tl+T3*DATAN(T5)-T2*DATAN(T4))/2.DO
RETURN

20 T1=(XS-X)*(Y2-Y1)

T3=(Y-Yl)*(Y-Yl)+(XS-.X)*(XS-X)%
T4=(Y2-Y)/(XS-X)%
T5=(YI-Y)/(XS-X%
TERM=PO2*(CCY2-Y)*(CY2-Y)-CYl-Y)* (Yl-Y))
IFCY.GE.Y2)RES-TERM-(CTI-T2*DATAN(T4 )+T3*DATANCT5) )/2.DO
IF(Y.LE.Yl)RES=-TERH+(T2*DATANCT4)-Tl-T3*DATAN(T5))/2.DO
IFCY.LT.Y2.AND.Y.GT.Y1)IM=1
IF(IM.EQ.1)TMPO2*((Y1Y)*(YY)+Y2Y)*(Y2-Y))

END
CccCCCCccccCcccCCcccccccccccCccCCCCCCCcccCccc

SUBROUTINE GRAD(X,Y,GX,GY)
implicit complex*16 Cc)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-B,EH,P-2)
RHO=-3200.DO
CZ=DCMPLX(X,Y)
Xl=-0.50D-06
Y1=-0.04D-06.
X2=0.5D-06
Y2=0.04D-06
CZ1=DCMPLX(X1 ,Y1)
CZ2=DCMPLX(X2, Yl)%
C23=DCMPLXCXl ,Y2)
C24=DCMPLXCX2 ,Y2)%
EDEL1=CDABS C C2-CZI)
CU1=(CC2-CZ1 )/EDELI
EDEL2=CDAIBS(CCZ4-C23)
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CU2=CCZ4-CZ3 )/EDEL2
CTEP.MI=(CZ-CZ1)*CDLOG((CZ-CZ2)/(CZ.CZI))/CUI
CTERM1-CTERM1+EDEL1*(l1.DO+CDLOG(lI.DO/(CZ-CZ2)))
CTEPM2=( CZ-CZ3 ) *CDLOG C CCZ -CZ4)/CZ -CZ3) )/C12
CTERM2UCTERM2+EDEL2*(l.DO+CDLOG(I.DO/(CZ-CZ4)))
GYO-RHO*DREAL(CTER42-CTERMl)
CX-O.DOS RETURV
END
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SAMPLE INPUT/OUTPUT FILE:

The following is the input/output file for the long
channel MOSFET problem considered in Fig. 4. The results
presented in the following are plotted in Fig. 6 and 7.

-.

o.5

.5

-2 - '!"

• :?'

Us



4 11.750 1
0.5 -0.106 0.5 0.106 12
1.0 0.0 5.9
-0.5 0.106 -0.5 -0.106 12
1.0 0.0 0.9
-0.5 -0.106 0.5 -0.106 25

0.0 1.0 0.0
0.5 0.1C6 -0.5 0.106 25
1.0 0.22E-06 2.0
-0.50 0.1059999 0.50 0.105999 21

X=-.50000E-06 Y=0.10600E-06 TOTAL POT= 0.9552E+00

X=-.45000E-06 Y=0.10600E-06 TOTAL POT= 0.10161+01

X=-.40000E-06 Y=0.10600E-06 TOTAL POT= 0.1005E+0O.

X=-.35000E-06 Y=0.10600E-06 TOTAL POT= 0.9841E+-00

X=-.30000E-06 Y=0.10600E-06 TOTAL POT= 0.9704E+00

X=-.25000E-06 Y=0.10600E-06 TOTAL POT2 0.9691E+00

X=-.20000E-06 Y=0.10600E-06 TOTAL POT= 0.9827E+00

X=-.15000E-06 Y=0.10600E-06 TOTAL POT= 0.1012E+01

X=-.10000E-06 Y=0.10600E-06 TOTAL POT= 0.1059E+01

X=-.50000E-07 Y=0.10600E-06 TOTAL POT= 0.1126E+01.

X=0.000OOE+00 Y=0.10600E-06 TOTAL POT= 0.1216E+01

X=0.50000E-07 Y=0.10600E-06 TOTAL POT= 0.1332E+01

X=0.10000E-06 Y=0.10600E-06 TOTAL POT= 0.1478E+01

X=0.15000E-06 Y=0.10600E-06 TOTAL POT= 0.1661E+01

X=0.200OOE-06 Y=0.10600E-06 TOTAL POT= 0.1891E+01

X=0.25000E-06 Y=0.10600E-06 TOTAL POT= 0.2178E+01

X=0.30000E-06 Y=0.10600E-06 TOTAL POT= 0.2534E+01

X=0.35000E-06 Y=O.1OCO0E-06 TOTAL POT= 0.2986E+01

X=0.40000E-06 Y=0.10600E-06 TOTAL POT= 0.3575E+01

X=0.45000E-06 Y=0.10600E-06 TOTAL POT= 0.4387E+01

X=0.50000E-06 Y=0.10600E-06 TOTAL POT= 0.5556E+01
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2.5 -0.106 2.5 0.106 12
1.0 0.0 5.9
-2.5 0.106 -2.5 -0.106 12
1.0 0.0 0.9
-2.5 -0.106 2.5 -0.106 50
n.0 1.0 0.0

5 0.106 -2.5 0.106 50
1.0 0.22E-06 2.0
-2.50 0.1059999 2.50 0.105999 21

X=-.25000E-05 Y=0.10600E-06 TOTAL POT= 0.9238E+00

X:-.22500E-05 Y=0.10600E-06 TOTAL POT= 0.7867E+00

Xz-.20000E-05 Y=0.10600E-06 TOTAL POT= 0.6475E+00

X=-.17500E-05 Y=0.10600E-06 TOTAL POT= 0.5955E+00

Xz-.15000E-05 Y=0.10600E-06 TOTAL POT= 0.5764E+00

X=-.12500E-05 Y=0.10600E-06 TOTAL POT= 0.5694E+00

X=-.10000E-05 Y=0.10600E-06 TOTAL POT= 0.5669E+00

X:-.75000E-06 Y=0.10600E-06 TOTAL POT= 0.5659E+00

Xz-.50000E-06 Y=0.10600E-06 TOTAL POT= 0.5656E+00

X=-.25000E-06 Y=0.10600E-06 TOTAL POT= 0.5655E+00

(=0.00000E+00 Y=0.10600E-06 TOTAL POT= 0.5656E+00

X=0.25000E-06 Y=0.10600E-06 TOTAL POT= 0.5659E+00

X=0.500OO0E-06 Y=0.10600E-06 TOTAL POT= 0.5667E+00

X=0.750E-06 Y=0.10600E-06 TOTAL POT= 0.5692E+00

X=0.10000E-05 Y=0.10600E-06 TOTAL POT= 0.5758E+00

X=0.12500E-05 Y=0.10600E-06 TOTAL POT= 0.5940E+00

X=0.15000E-05 Y=0.10600E-06 TOTAL POT= 0.6434E+00

X=0.17500E-05 Y=0.10600E-06 TOTAL POT= 0.7788E+00

X=0.200E-05 Y=0.10600E-06 TOTAL POT= 0.1147E+01

X=0.22500E-05 Y=0.10600E-06 TOTAL POT= 0.2158E*01

X=0.25000E-05 Y=0.10600E-06 TOTAL POT= 0.5499E+01
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Fig. 3. A line charge at the center of an infinitely

long grounded, rectangular pipe.
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Fig. 4. An approximate model for a rectangular depletion

region in a MOSFET.
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ESD/EOS SUSCEPTIBILITY OF A CLASS OF BIPOLAR RF POWER TRANSISTORS:

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES ON STRIPLINE-OPPOSED EMITTER TRANSISTORS

p

Perambur S. Neelakantaswamy Rennan I. Turkman

RIT Research Corporation Dept. of Electrical Engineering

75 Highpower Road Rochester Institute of Technology

Rochester, NY 14623-3435 1 Lomb Memorial Drive

Rochester, NY 14623-5649

ABSTRACT

Susceptibility of a class of bipolar RF power transistors (known as

stripline-opposed emitter (SOE) devices) to electrical overstressing (EOS)

is studied. By virtue of having unique packaging compatible for

RF/stripline applications, SOE devices pose prominent/extended exteriors for

static propensity and hence are critically vulnerable to damages/degradation

as predictable by the charged-device modeling. As such, contrary to the

popular notion that rugged bipolar devices are not excessively prone to ESD-

based detrimental effects, SOE transistors, on the other hand, are severely

vulnerable to EOS threats. It is not just the Wunsch-Bell limit of
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catastrophy due to PN junction burnout (under high-level zaps) that dicates

the damages in the devices like SOE transistors. The entire device

configuration, namely, active junction, metallization, bonding, etc., as

well as the external packaging, decide the device lethality. This is

demonstrated by experimental studies on a family of SOE devices by

subjecting them to ESD zaps using a Human Body Simulator. The results

positively indicate that their vulnerability is in excess of Class II limit

specified by DOD-HDBK-263 and require specific handling precautions, lest

they would pose quality control and/or field failure problems. Especially,

considering these devices being extremely costly, specific ESD control

efforts are rather imminent.

INTRODUCTION

This work addresses the proneness to ESD/EOS of certain bipolar devices

used in RF power amplification, commonly known as stripline-opposed emitter

(SOE) transistors. These devices have characteristic packagings as depicted

in Fig. 1. They are silicon transistors designed for high efficiency, high

linearity Class A-power amplification at UHF bands [1].

The primary electrical advantage of the SOE packages are the low

inductance stripline leads which interface very well with the

microstriplines often used in UHF/VHF equipment and the good collector to

base isolation provided by the two emitter leads. The two-emitter concept

promotes symmetry in board layout when combining devices to obtain higher

-2-
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power output. Further, stud and/or flange-mounting feasibility of SOE

devices permit excellent heat-sinking and hence high thermal performance. 4

While the aforesaid characteristics allow popular use of the SOE

devices for the purpose of RF power amplification, there is no available

data regarding their performance under electrostatic discharge

(ESD)/electrical overstressing (EOS) environment. Like any bipolar device,

per DOD-HDBK-263, these devices may, in general, fall under Class II

category [21 of components in respect of their ESD/EOS proneness. However,

this generalization needs to be verified because the peculiar package-

geometry pose a prominent/extended cross-section of exposure to the static

environment. As such, the severity of ESD damage in such bipolar devices

would be reduced not only by the Wunsch-Bell limits of catastrophy [3] at

the PN junction [4], but also by the static propensity and parasitic (shunt)

paths of static-discharge associated with the device package. Further, the

inherent capacitive and/or inductive reactance of the device-exterior will

profusely influence the static discharge characteristics and hence the

relevant ESD-based stressings on the device.

Thus the present work will decide whether SOE packaged bipolar devices

be classified under general Class II type of ESD-prone components as listed

in the DOD-HDBK-263. Relevant effort will also explicitly determine the

effect of performance-based packaging on the device vulnerability to

ESD/EOS.

-3-
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In SOE devices, the junctions are designed enough to carry a sustained
N

current flow of about 1 ampere, compatible for high power applications.

Therefore, the possibility of total junction burnout (Wunsch-Bell limit) by

ESD zaps may not be anticipated. However, considering the total device

geometry (with its constricted regions, bond/metallization regions, etc.),

vulnerability of the device to ESD-based damages cannot be ruled out,

especially due to the presence of high static propensive exterior

(packaging). Hence, the present investigations are done on the devices

subjecting them to simulated ESD zaps to evaluate their proneness to EOS

damages.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

The test transistors considered are: ENI 1OA, ENI 14B and ENI 2240.

These devices form a class of bipolar active elements intended for

applications with high performance thermal and high frequency

characteristics. They have typical stripline opposed emitter (SOE)

packaging designed for interfacing with microstriplines and for good thermal

dissipative capabilities.

Prezap Tests:

The static characteristics, as well as the transistor gain hFE, were

measured prior to the application of zaps. The unstressed device

-4 -'



characteristics indicate that for a given type of transistor, the reverse-

bias leakage current varies widely from piece-to-piece at ambient

conditions. The reverse breakdown also ranged from abrupt to smooth

artifacts. In some cases, ohmic short across base-emitter (B-E) junctions

were observed.

The prezap test results are presented in Tables 1 to 3 and the prezap

test is labelled as 'a' in the test sequence.

Zap Tests:

The zap tests were performed on the devices using an ESD human-body

simulator (Model: IMCS2400). This equipment simulates the transient

discharge characteristics which is a close representation of the ESD event

pertaining to the static discharge from a human body. The simulator circuit

(per MIL-M-38150) [2] is depicted in Fig. 2.

Testing methods are documented [2] in DOD-HDBK-263, Art. 6.2. Normally

ESD-based part failure is defined as the inability of a part to meet the

electrical parameter limits of the part specifications. Any measurable

change in a part electrical parameter due to an ESD could like an indication

of part damage and susceptibility to further degradation and subsequent

failure with successive ESD.
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Hence using the standard ESD Simulator (Model: IMCS2400), the test

devices were subjected to various combinations (in terms of polarity,

amplitude, multiplicity, etc.) of ESD zaps. (Prior to overstressing, the

devices were assessed for their characteristics, as mentioned earlier under

'Prezap Tests').

The characteristics of the devices after each mode of test were

measured using the Semiconductor Parameter Analyzer Model: HP4145. These

results are presented in Tables 1-3. The sequence of tests conducted after

overstressing are referred to as b, c, d, e, f, and g.

Tables 1-3 provide the complete compilation of test data and summarize

the results. The recorded characteristics are depicted in a few sets of

figures appended. Each set of figures is identified by the device 4.

type/number, the sample number, and the test sequence. For example, 4.

Fig. A l.b denotes the characteristics of the transistor A (ENI 10A), sample

number 1, after the overstressing sequence of 'b,' as described in Table 1.

Likewise, B refers to transistor ENI 14B, and C denotes ENI 2240.

OBSERVATIONS

a. The tested devices are prone to ESD-based failures and/or

degradations.
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b. Low level zaps cause no catastrophic damages. However, the devices

are susceptible for catastrophic failures at high zap levels which

can be anticipated at low humidity situations.

c. The degradation is cumulative but stabilizes after a few multiple

zaps. Up to 20% change in hFE and a more serious variation of IEBO

(leakage current) changing in excess of 100% were observed.

d. Polarity Dependence: Zaps of alternating polarities appear to

influence the degradation to a larger extent. (The probabilities

of occurrence of positive and negative zaps can be anticipated to

be the same in practice.)

e. Multiple single polarity zaps of larger magnitude do not cause more

harm than low intensity, multiple zaps of bidirectional polarity.

f. Isolated single zaps appear to cause no damage (even on already

wounded devices).

g. Frequent manual handling of the devices with the possibilities of

applying zaps of bidirectional polarities in a sequence, would

damage them to a maximum extent.

-.7
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h. The devices are more prone to damages while receiving a set of

initial zaps. Subsequent zaps may not influence any further

degradation. However, the devices pose high probabilities of

receiving initial zaps anywhere in the production/manufacturing,

shipping or assembly lines.

i. The devices can be subjected to harmful zaps at subassembly/PCB

levels. However, their chances of getting degraded by single or

multiple zaps at equipment level are rather remote.

J. Devices which exhibit base-emitter ohmic leakage during prezap

screen, have been observed to suffer higher damages, even at low or

subcatastrophic ESD levels.

e,

k. Description of observed damages in these test devices:

Noncatastrophic ESD-Human Body model zaps applied between the base

the the emitter of the transistors with serial numbers ENI 10A and

ENI 14B caused these devices to exhibit lower hFE and/or larger

base-emitter junction leakage current. ESD pulses that forward

biased the B-E junction, lowered the hFE without significantly

increasing the leakage current while pulses of reverse biasing

polarity degraded the B-E junction's characteristics invariably

without affecting the transistor gain at nominal current levels.

~.* %



ESD pulses of reverse polarity did also affect the low current

level transistor gain. The observation can be explained as

follows:

1. When a reverse biasing ESD pulse is applied to the junction,

most of the power dissipation occurs within the depletion

layer where the electric field intensity is maximum. The

temperature rise and the subsequent crystal damage in the form

of increased recombination/generation centers can be

anticipated to be very high in the vicinity of the junction.

Therefore, junction leakage current which is predominately

controlled by carriers that are generated within the depletion

region increases.

2. The transistor gain at nominal current levels does not depend

on depletion layer parameters and therefore, it is not

sensitive to reverse biasing ESD pulses.

3. The reason for transistor gain being lower at low current

densities is the significant loss of injected carriers by

recombination across the B-E junction's depletion layer; this

parameter drops when reverse biasing ESD pulses are applied to

the junction.

%
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4. The test transistors are made by planar technology. The

curved edges of the junctions are the most vulnerable regions

in reverse bias; the reverse breakdown occurs first at these

edges and most of the ESD transient current flows through edge

regions.

The rest of the junction, as well as the bulk of the emitter

and the base, are however, much less affected. As the

transistor gain at nominal current depends mainly on what

occurs in these regions, this parameter is not very sensitive

to ESD pulses of reverse polarity.

5. The transient current during forward biasing due to ESD zaps

flows through the entire junction area and degrades the bulk

of the emitter and the base, thus affecting hFE at all current

levels.

The catastrophic failures observed with the transistors ENI 10A and ENI

14B are due to the (emitter) contact metallization penetrating into silicon

and introducing an ohmic low resistance path across the B-E junction. This

metal-silicon alloy spike(s) penetrate deep into the base, even reaching the

base-collector junction depletion layer, thus, severly affecting current-

voltage characteristics at this junction.

e -. 4
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Regarding the transistor ENI 2240, the observed latent failures were

due to an increased wire/thin film and/or thin film metallization/silicon

contact resistance. Both the emitter and the base contacts displayed this

sort of vulnerability to ESD zaps. The contact fatigue increased gradually

with repetitive ESD zaps, resulting in an undue increase in contact

resistance values. As a result, larger VCE values were needed to pull the

transistor out of saturation (an increasingly larger portion of the applied

VCE dropped at the contacts, rather than appearing across the internal PN

junctions). The excessive Joule heating at the contacts resulted in the

penetration of the thin film metallizatlon into the silicon. Low resistance

paths were found across the B-E and/or B-C junction of the devices that

suffered catastrophic failures.

DEVICE HANDLING: SUGGESTIONS

1. Inasmuch as the test devices indicated proneness to wounding and/or

catastrophic failures under ESD zaps, proper handling procedure is

suggested.

2. Though classified as Class II, the test devices being costly

semiconductors be packaged, transported and handled with necessary care

as specified in DOD-HDBK-263.
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3. Part Screening: Some of the devices tested exhibit bypass leakage

characteristics across B-E junction (e.g. ENI 1OA) prior to zapping.

This could have resulted from improper handling (?). Another test piece

having normal prezap characteristics was zapped (ESD-HBM Test Voltage

16KV peak, multiple) and showed similar wounded ohmic characteristics.

Therefore, it is suggested that for reliable circuit operation, devices

which could have been damaged earlier either due to ESD or otherwise may

be screened out via simple base-emitter I-V characteristic tests

enabling the rejections of damaged pieces.

4. ENI 2240 shows contact and/or metallization based vulnerability to

damages under EOS. Test results indicate contact and/or metallization

resistance increasing cumulatively with number of zaps. Hence, it

limits the I capability of the device to a significant extent and
c max

makes it unsuitable for large-signal applications. Both emitter and

collector pose the above enhanced contact/metallization resistance

problem. In this point of view, use of ENI 2240 may be carefully

reviewed.
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ABSTRACT

A class of composites, popularly known as static dissipative

materials, is widely used in semiconductor manufacturing and/or

handling situations, as surface- -inises, packing media, etc. to

prevent excessive triboelectric charge accumulation upon semiconductor

devices, lest device failure may occur due to electrical overstressing.

Presently, a mixture model to predict the effective electrostatic

propensity of a two-phase composite formed by a dispersal of conducting

(and shaped) inclusions in an insulating medium is developed on the

basis of stochastical considerations. A closed-form expression to

determine optimum design-value for the volume-fraction of conducting
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inclusions so as to get a minimum static bleed-off time, is derived.

The optimization is done with the constraints imposed on the

electrical resistivity of the composite by certain practical

considerations.
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INTRODUCTION

A variety of synthetic and organic composites are used in the

industrial environment as bench-top materials, floor-finishes,

containers, carpets/floor-mats, workroom apparel/garments, etc.

and these materials, in general, are highly electrostatic propensive

[1-5]. That is, whenever there are two nonconductive (inisulating)

materials moving in opposite directions abrading against each other,

a high triboelectric potential would build up between the abrading

surfaces on separation; as a result, electric charges of opposite

polarity accumulate upon these surfaces and they do not bleed-off

easily due to high resistivity of the insulating media. They can

stay put upon the surfaces as puddles over a long duration of time

until a conducting medium comes in contact with the surfaces [2].

In electronic industries triboelectricity is regarded as a menace

(6] because any accidental static voltage transfer/buildup occuring

in a semiconductor device may cause catastrophic or latent device-

failure. Especially microelectronic devices pose high reliability

problems arising from sneaky failures due to electrostatic discharge

(ESD) which is considered as a new contaminant of the age of chips.

One of the preventive measures adopted to control static electrification

in microelectronic industries is to use a distinct class of synthetic

composites which are less prone to triboelectric effects. Such

static propensity-controlled composites are of two types, namely (i)

antistatic or static-repulsive materials and (ii) static-dissipative or

static-conductive materials [5].

Static-conductive composite materials help to solve the problems of

5



electrostatic discharge by controlling the generation, accumulation,

and dissipation of static charges. They offer proven static protection

in electronic manufacturing, assembly, and test areas -- in hospitals

and in computer facilities where sensitive electronic equipment is

installed and handled.

Static dissipative composites are, in general, composed of

conductive materials (such as carbon, metallic particles, etc.) which

are diffused into an insulating medium like ceramic, rubber or plastic,

etc. The conductive elements are randomly distributed throughout the

surface as well as in the bulk portion of the material so that a

required amount of volume and surface electrical resistivity are

realized, and this resistivity generally determines the ability of the

material to dissipate the static charge. Though it can be expected

that electrostatic decay performance would bear a linear relation with

the conductivity, this hypothesis may not be wholly correct in respect

of a composite material. This is because of the capacitance effects

associated with the material which would "slow down" the charge

dissipation rate.

The purpose of the present investigations is to develop a stochas-

tical model which would predict the electrostatic propensity and bleed-

off properties of a static dissipative composite in terms of quantifiable

terms suitable for design calculations pertaining to the fabrication of

composites having desired static-dissipative characteristics.
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MODEL

Stochastical characteristics of the test composite:

In order to design a composite medium which has a high electro-

static dissipative property, it is necessary to consider the electro-

magnetic response of the material in terms of both electrical

conductivity and permittivity of the medium. For this purpose, the

test composite is presently regarded as a two-phase stochastical mix-

ture in which the insulating medium forms the e ;persing continuum and

the conducting phase constitutes the random inclusions.

The electrostatic propensity of this composite/mixture can be

quantified in terms of electrical polarisability of the medium which

depicts the surface density of bound charges therein. And the

polarisibility can be assessed in terms of dielectric susceptibility

or permittivity characteristics of the chaotic mixture. And, to

quantify the static-bleed-off abilities of the test medium, one has to

consider the resistivity of the medium which is primarily determined

by the conducting inclusions.

To evaluate the effective permittivity and/or conductivity of the

test material, the relevant parameters to be considered are therefore,

(i) the permittivity (el) and the conductivity (01) of the dispersing

inclusions, (ii) the volume-fraction of the inclusions (4)), (iii) the

permittivity (e2) and conductivity (W2) of the dispersing insulator,

and (iv) a shape-factor (g) depicting the geometry of the inclusions.

There are a host of formulas available in the literature (71 to

7
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calculate the effective permittivity and/or conductivity of multiphase

systems. However, they are based on the analytical formulation

pertaining only to the material response to the electric field

(Clausius-Mosotti principle) [7] and they do not consider the true

statistical aspects of the mixture. The only stochastical formulation

that exists is due to Lichtenecker [7] and Rother (8,9] and is known

as logarithmic law of mixing. But even this logarithmic law has two

deficiencies, namely (i) it has no dependency on the shape-factor (g)

which is incorrect, and (ii) it would not reduce to a linear form so

as to be inconsistent with certain limiting conditions as indicated

by Reynold and Hough [10]. This inconsistency is due to an illogical

supposition by Lichtenecker who considered a mixture as chaotic and

ordered simulatneously [11].

Taking into view the aforesaid limitations on the existing

mixture formulas, a generalized stochastical formulation applicable to

any physical property of a mixture is presently derived by modifying

the logarithmic law as indicated below:

Modified logarithmic law of mixing

Considering the theory of mixtures as a probability problem,

Lichtenecker and Rother [8,9] deduced the logarithmic mixture law from

general principles. For a mixture of two components, it is given by,

p 2pP P2 (i)

where p depicts any g .ieric physical property. Inasmuch as the

logarithmic formulation is not consistent with Reynold-Hough's

generalization on linearity (101, an alternate form of weighted

8
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geometric mean, as given below, is proposed here:

n (a/b)1-n (a/b)
p = C(P' P ) n(a/b) L (2)

where PU = p1 + (1-) p2 and pL = /P + (1-/p 2  are the Weiner's

upper and lower limits respectively. In Equation (2) it is presumed

ththat n fraction of the chaotic system behaves as if oriented in

the direction of the electric field induction and the remaining

(1-n)t h fraction is oriented orthogonally. Here, n is considered as

a function of the axial ratio of the shaped-inclusions (namely a/b)

only, and C is the weighting factor depending on pit P2' and .

The expression of Equation (2) is, however, applicable to a

statistical mixture only when the following constraints are met with:

(i) In the limiting value of n 4* 1/2, Equation (2) should degenerate

0 to Equation (1). (ii) In order to satisfy the extreme conditions of

a/b tending to infinity or zero, n(a/b) should be bounded within the

limits 0 < n < 1 for any values of p1 and p2 and for 0 < < 1.

(iii) The magnitude of p (for any finite values of p1 and p2 and for

0 < 0 < 1) should always be bounded and lie within Wiener's limits.

(iv) At the terminal values of -- namely 0 and 1 -- the value of p

should be entirely specified by the single component value, p1

and p2 .

With the application of the aforesaid constraints, and after elaborate

algebraic manipulations, Equation (2) can be explicitly given by the

following expression(s):

9
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X(f)/2, p>P2,

0<0< 01;

Y(f)/2, pI<p2

12EA(01) 3(02)1.C)Z()

1/2 2(I + 2(2 CM# Z(M) p >P2 <(3

(I0 0 < 02;

pr
B( 1 A(02)

1/2 I ) + 2- 2)* C(M) Z(0), pl2 ,

Y(O)/2, p1>P2,

X(O)/2, p<P2#

where X(O) Z(f) + iL () , Y($) = Z() + p u(), Z(0) = PU(0) /L-l(),

/P 14 , B(4W - Ii +n-iuL and C($ P1~ P 2 /%//~PL( -U () 5

Further, by implementing the constraint on the extremities of a/b ratio,

the parameter n can be written explicitly as a function of a/b in the

following manner:

(5- M) if p > P 2  (4a)

and

n 4 1) if P 2 2- P I (4b)

Here, M is a function of a/b ratio and is given by (121,

10



Hu 2[ +arc sin (e)l-M = e 2  - (1-e) e(5)

where e is the eccentricity of the particle which can be expressed

in terms of the axial ratio as follows:

e= ( - ) if a > b (6a) P,
a

and e (- 1 if a < b. (6b)
b

When e = o (which corresponds to the base of = , or for

spherical and sphere-like particles), the value of M becomes 3;

and when b >>I or 1 <<l, M asymptotically reduces to unity. Hence,

from Equation (4) it follows that

a %n i) a 2 (7a)
a= 1
b

b(7b)
-- or (or p)

b'o = 0 or 1 (if P1 <P2 ).

Theefoen(-) is always within 0 to 1 limits, irrespective of

the extent of particle eccentricity.

Further, it can be shown that the coefficient function C of

Equation (2) attains minimum and maximum values at volume fractions

of 1 and *2 -(1- 0i) respectively; and *l is given by

'p

% %
atze_'.'t'?11



- / /- 4t (8a)

where t can be explicitly stated as

(p 1 +p 2 ) . 1 p1P2 2(8b)
2(p1 - p2 ) £n( P i1 2

Equation (3) represents a generalized expression which can quantify

the effective property such as the electrical permittivity, magnetic

permeability, electrical conductivity, thermal conductivity,

diffusion constant, and elastic properties of a two-phase composite

in terms of the corresponding properties of the mixture constituents

and the shape and volume-fraction of the inclusions (131. .'

ELECTROSTATIC PROPENSITY AND BLEED-OFF CHARACTERISTICS

To study the electrostatic propensity and bleed-off character-

istics of a test composite, the two electrical properties which are

of interest are the permittivity (W) and the conductivity (a) of

the mixture-state which can be quantified by Equation .(3), by

substituting e or a in the place of the general parametric quantity,

namely p. When a composite medium with an effective permittivity

E is subjected to triboelectrification, the corresponding surface-

charge (q ) induction can be related to the electrical polarisation
5

(P) as follows:

q. - (C-i c 0 ji (9)

----------



where 90 is the free-space permittivity and E denotes the

electrical field intensity associated with the triboelectric

potential of the medium.

Hence, the electrostatic propensity arising from triboelectric

polarisation is directly proportional to the dielectric constant or

the effective permittivity of the composite (assuming that the two

materials involved in the abrading process are identical); however,

if the materials involved are dissimilar, the triboelectrification

would depend on the ratio of the dielectric constants of the

materials concerned. That is, the relative triboelectrification in

the materials A and B can be specified as

A (CA7-) (10)
-B (cB-I)
P _(CB_1

B

In view of the above considerations, it follows that materials

with low effective permittivity are less susceptible for tribo-

electric propensity. This property should be duly considered in

the design of static-conductive materials as described below.

Static conductive materials can be characterized by their high

static-dissipative abilities. Quantitatively, the time-constant

(T) of static bleed-off can be regarded as an indicator of the

static-dispensing nature of the test medium. This time constant T

can be expressed in terms of the effective values of permittivity

(C) and the electrical conductivity (a) of the composite as follows:

13 '%r



T = E C / 11)

AlP

where the values of E and a can be determined by Equation (3) and

S0 is the free-space permittivity.

In order to achieve a fast bleed-off, the time constant T must

be minimum. However, minimization of T is subjected to certain

practical constraints. The constraints are: i) The test composite

is a stochastical mixture and therefore the effective values of c

and a should be specified by the expression of Equation (3).

(ii) The maximum value of the volume-fraction ($) of the conducting

inclusions is equal to 1. (iii) The minimum value of the volume-

fraction (5) (threshold value) is determined and limited by the

amount of conducting inclusions required for the establishment of

the electrical percolative current paths in the mixture-matrix.

(iv) Considering a test material of cross-sectional area 'a' and
I.

length '1,' the resistance per unit length, namely R/t = l/aa,

should be greater than a minimum value specified by certain manda- ke-

tory rules concerning fire-hazard/short-circuit protection

specifications stipulated for industrial applications of these

materials [14]. With the aforesaid constraints, an optimum value

for 5 can be obtained by minimizing the bleed-off time-constant (T)

as detailed below:

The electrical capacity (C) and the resistance (R) of the test

material of cross-sectional area 'a' and length '' are given by

C E 0 E a/t (12)

M

14 .



and

R = /oa. (13)

And considering the fire-hazard /short-circuit protection limita- Pk

tions on the resistivity of a test material, the relevant constraint

can be explicitly written as:

p n.. 1 (14)
C,

where p min is the minimum value of bulk resistivity of the composite

material prescribed by fire-proof regulations [15].

-4
'

Using Equation (3) and with relevant simplifications, the con- %

straint specified by Equation (14) can be rewritten as 4,

(min (15) ° e (miO2 '•'
l e  (a 1/' 2)15",

where *rin specifies the threshold value required for-the current

percolation. N

Considering the time-constraint T (equal to RC), its approximate

value, determined by Equations (3) and (11), can be expressed as

follows:

d2 1 
(16)T o 0[ y

77T
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Hence, to obtain a minimum value for T, (i) £2 should be close to 1;

and, (ii) since 2 >>o, it is necessary to take the largest possible

value of *. Therefore, the design- value of * (as given by Equation

15) should be

og e (Prain a2 (17)
Log e (al/la)

DESIGN EXAMPLE

Consider a composite material formed by blending Bakelite and

recycled aluminium powder. The Bakelite material (insulator) has

the following values foc the electrical constants: £2 = 4.5 and

P2 
= 2 x 101 ohm-meter; and for aluminium, i= l and a2  3.53 x 107

Siemens/meter.

Sunpose this composite material is used as a static-conductive

floor covering. Then, it has to meet the electrical resistance

requirements of the National Fire Protection Association Bulletin

56A, "Standard for the Use of Inhalation Anesthetics. " This stan-

dard specifies that the average electrical resistance of an

installed floor shall be between 25000 ohms and 106 ohms as

measured between two electrodes placed 3-feet apart. ':ae ave:3:

resistance to ground shall be more than 25000 ohms as measui rd

between a ground connection and an electrode placed at any p. ir"

on the floor. The resistances represent the average of five

more readings per room or installation and are measur ed actirt 'n
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to the procedures outlined in NFPA 56A which are essentially the

same as that of ASTm F 150-72, "Standard Test Method for Electrical

Resistance of Conductive Resilient Flooring."

Hence, taking the specified minimum value of 25000 ohms, the

corresponding value of resistivity (p min) of the test composite can

be calculated by assuming the thickness of the floor covering as 1/8

inch. Then the calculated value of Pin is equal to 8 x 106 ohm-meter.

Using Equation (17), the optimum value of 0 can be determined. In

the present example, it is equal to 0.3386. The corresponding value

of decay time-constant T is 191.53U sec. This value is acceptable as

per MIL-B-81705B specification which stipulates a decay rate of 2.0

seconds as maximum.

The static decay time-constant (T) of materials is normally

measured by the procedures outlined in Method 4046 of Federal Test

Method 101B, dated 8/15/74. The static accumulation or propensity

can be determined similar to the test procedure of AATCC-134,

"Electrostatic Propensity of Carpets." (or ANSI-ASTM D 2679-73 [15].)

STATIC PROPENSITY OF COMPOSITES

WITH FIBROUS CONDUCTING INCLUSIONS

The present analysis can also be extended to composite materials

formed by adding fibrous conducting inclusions in an insulating

medium. Such composites would give a required extent of electrical

1 -I



conductivity in a preferred direction determined by the orientation

of the fibers. Using Fricke's formulation (described by one of the

dM authors elsewhere 1121), Equation (3) can be simplified for long

(or needle-like) fibrous inclusions. Relevant investigations are in

progress.

RESULTS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

The present work essentially describes, via appropriate modeling,

a design methodology for choosing the correction composition of

materials in the fabrication of static-conductive composites.

The relative electrostatic propensity of two materials (A and B)

can be specified in terms of their dielectric constants (c A and C B )

(Equation 10) as illustrated in Figure 1. For identical materials

(N - c B - 1), the charge propensity is the same in either of them

as expected; and for large values of the dielectric constants of any

one of the materials (say, CA ), the relative propensity approaches

asymptotically the ratio of the dielectric constant, namely N,

irrespective of the magnitude of N. However, for low values of CA,

the relative propensity tends to infinity for any given value of N.

Therefore, it follows that, when a material of low permittivity

abrades with a material of higher permittivity, the triboelectrifica-

tion would be intense. This is true for composite materials also.

Considering the design of a composite with controlled static

propensity, the choice of optimum value of volume-fraction (#) (with

the constraint on resistivity specified by fire-hazard limitations)

18



depends on both the conductivity of the inclusions as well as on the

ratio of the conductivities of the dispersing insulator and the

dispersed inclusions (Equation 17). Figure 2 illustrates the

typical ranges of the practical values of the material constraints

and the corresponding design-values of the volume-fractions.

If low volume-fraction of inclusions is preferred (so as to

obtain, for example, certain desired mechanical/elastic properties),

then as could be inferred from Figure 2 it is necessary to choose

the dispersing material with higher conductivity. Thus the present

formulation has a design flexibility to suit the practical

situations.

Bleed-off time of a composite material as a function of conduc-

tivity of dispersed inclusions is presented in Figure 3 for two

different volume-fractions of the inclusions. The delay or

capacitive effects of the dispersing insulating medium is

determined by the dielectric constant (C2 ), and Figure 3 corresponds2I
to a (practical) parametric value of E2/02 equal to 1015 ohm-meter.

It can be observed from Figure 3 that both 01 and 02 control the

bleed-off time to a significant extent and that the role of £2 is

implicit. However, compatible design can be achieved as illustrated

by an example given before as regards a mixture composite of Bakelite

and aluminium powder.

Thus, the present work considers cohesively all the effective

parameters which decide the bleed-off and static propensity properties

of a composite material, and its utility in the design of static

19



dissipative composites needs no emphasis. Special composite

dielectrics using rubber [6) as the insulator and solid electrolytes

(171 as inclusions are being designed as per the present investigations.
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CAPTIONS FOR DRAWINGS:

Figure 1. Relative electrostatic propensity of two abrading (nonconducting)

materials A and B. The magnitude of relative propensity is

decided by the electrical polarisability/susceptibility of the

materials quantified in terms of the permittivities CA and cBe

Figure 2. Dependency of the optimized volume-fraction on the conductivities
of the dispersing insulator (a 2) and the dispersing inclusions

(aI ). The range of values of a1 and a2 indicated correspond to

practical materials; and the resistivity of a composite is limited

to a minimum value of Pmin = 8 x 106ohm-meter (as decided by fire-

(hazard regulations).

Figure 3. Bleed-off time of a test composite as a function of the conductivity
(a ) of inclusions in the insulator for two typical volume-fractions

(0). The capacitive effects of the insulator are implicitly

decided by the ratio c2 taken as a constant parameter. (The ranges

of the constants depicted correspond to practical materials.)
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COMPLEX PERMITTIVITY OF A DIELECTRIC where e-, = #ij + (I - &2 and 6
L-4/a, + (I- ii

MIXTURE: CORRECTED VERSION OF are Wiener's upper and lower limits, respectively. In eqn. I. it
LICHTENECKER'S LOGARITHMIC LAW OF is presumed that the nth fraction of the chaotic system
MIXING behaves as if polarised in the direction of the electric fieldinduction, and the remaining (I - n)th fraction is polarised

orthogonally. Here. n is considered as a function of the axial

Indexin terms: Dilecrcs, Complex per mulvty ofa mixture, ratio of the inclusions (namely, a/b) alone and C is the weigh-
L c teneck, ffmnua. Logai hmic law ting factor depending on a,, saand 4.

The expression of eqn. 1 should satisfy certain Bmting con-
Lichtenecker logarithmic expression for the pmivty o ditions pertaining to x, and a. The conditions arm: ()
a dielectric mixture is corrected to eliminate certain mathe-
mtadcal inainstendes. This is done by a wdghted Spometric 0 a n I; (ii) 0 1 and (it) for any finite values ofa,
mean technique which renders the expresion empaubl and e, c must be bounded and lie within Wiener's limits.
with the o-caW Reynold-Houh linear rormulatim Cal- Hence
culsted are compared with some available dat.

Introduction: Calculation of electrical induction in a dispersed 0
system by classical electrostatic techniques forms the basis of a
the existing analytical descriptions of mixture dielectria. The I A( Il,) C M ,2)1 >2
pemittivity of a mixture (a,) is usually expressed in terms of i L -f,) + i-
the permittivity of the inclusions (a,.) and that of the diaper-
sing continuum (&,). he suffix s here denotes the static field - 34,4< (2)
conditions.) The interrelation between the permittiviies would 1 - ) A(4,) 1
also include the volume fraction 4 of the inclusions and a I' t -% 

+  <,
'field-ratio' term' to account for the depolauisation effects'2[2(,)2(41] Z(. e<a
governed by the shape and spatial distribution of the inclu- Y
sions. ( >.e <

Reynold and Hough' succeeded in 1957 in reducing all the X(4)/2, zs <aJ
mixture formulations then available to the closest approx-
imation of a linear form except for the mo-caetd 'logrithmic where X(#) Z Z(4) + 1/&L(k) Y(#) - Z(#) + ,(.). Z(#) -
law of mixing' developed by Lichtenecker and Rother. 's They A(*)/- '(4,), A(#) - I + I/tv eL, B(#) - I + I/4- IsL- &M
doubted some error in the Iogarithmic formulation and later C(O) - %/((4,VA)]4a*9 .
(in 1974) Dukhin attributed the observed inconsistency to an Further, n is equal to (5 - M)/4 or (M - 1)4, depending on
illogical assumption by Lichtenecker,' who considered a dis- c, > e3 or e, < z2, respectively. Here. M is a function of the
perse system as chaotic and ordered simultaneously. a/b ratio which can be determined in terms of the eccentricity

Despite the prevalence of the aforesaid mathematical incon- of the inclusions as indicated in Reference 7.
sistency, the logarithmic law of mixing has surprisingly gained In'eqn. 2. 4, and 43 - (1 - 4,) denote the volume fractions
recognition, supported by experimental data gathered on at which the weighting coeff=ident C attains minimum and
chaotic mixtures with near-spherical inclusions." - However, maximum values, respectively; and it can be shown that
it is still preferable to eliminate the persisting incompatibility
of the logarithmic law with respect to the generalised linear -- ( - Al) (3)
form This could be done by the modifications sugest
below. where t is given by

Tlsorirticn formulation: Considering a chaotic mixture, the
effective permittivity as given by the logarithmiLc w of mixing (a, + a-) (4)
corresponds to a weighted geometric mean-" of at, and ,., 2(a, - a) In (a./,.) (a, - a?)(
namely a, - s*,,.

Inasmuch as the logarithmic relation is inconsistent, a dif- Results and conclusions: Since eqn. 2 is in a linear form and is
ferent form of weighted geometric mean, as given below, is functionally related to the shape-dependent (depolarising) par-
proposed: ameter a/b, it is compatible with Reynold-Hough's expression.

It is also valid for dynamic (time-varying) cases relevant to the
s C(ct, a, @)e "tL - ''' (I) complex permittivity ofa mixture.

Table I COMPARISON OF CALCULATED DATA ON THE PERMITTIVITY OF A DIELECTRIC MIXTURE

Volume fraction,4, 0 0-1 0-2 0-3 0-4 0-5 0-6 0-7 0.8 0-9 1-0

Dielectric constant of mixture (e.,
a/b ratio Calculated by: (Mixture constituents: el = 78"3. z2 - 2-0)

Lichtenecker's 2-00 2-89 4-17 6-01 8.67 12-51 18.06 26-06 37-60 54-26 78-3
formula'

1.0 Present method 2-00 2-89 4-17 6-01 8-67 12-51 18-06 26-06 37-60 54-26 78-3
Boned & Peyrelasse 2.00 3"02 4.25 5.00 7.50 I1-00 17-01 2696 40.52 58.3 78-3
formula'

Uchtenecker's - - - - - - - - - -

formuk'
5-0 Present method 2-00 4-32 6-00 9-06 13-43 19-53 27-96 39-27 53.70 58-91 73-3

Boned & PeyrelMasse 2-00 4-36 6-42 8-41 12-46 19-25 27-27 37-90 30-16 64-17 78-3
formula

L4hteockwf - - - - - - - - - - -

0.1 Present method 2-00 4-7 6-60 10-29 1541 22-49 32-09 44.63 59-00 61"97 78-3
Boned & Peyrelasse 2-00 5-70 8-41 11-52 17-44 25-67 35-94 48-23 58-20 68-02 7-3
formula'

RAPrinted frn ELECTRONIC LETTERS, 28th March 1985, Vol. 21 No. 7pp. 270-271
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DWATT diodes are useful as high, peak-power originate from the onuniform tenperature distribution
microwave sources intended for short duratioapplica- across the diode reaulting from finite thermal spread-

on such 8 In mLsstle-borne syetsm. Nowever, ing resistance of the diode/beat-snk combination.
they exhibit high-catastrophic failures indicated Normally, the edge regions of the diode are cooler
by either peripheral (meas surface) "burnouts or by than th, Inner ones. Turther, since both the satura-
ncnase filamentary shortouts within the bulk of tion current and the avalanche multiplication factor

the samlcomuctor. Such failures are normally attr- are heavily dependent on local junction temperature.
buted to electrical overatressings (M0S) arising the resulting current density profile would invariably
from ILF-ssociated transients or perturbation@ due be nonuniform.
to changes tn bias voltage, 3F-impedance loading
and/or due to external stimuli such as electrostatic Under normal operating conditions, the negative
discharge (SD), electromagnetic pulsing (DEP), etc. temprature coefficient of the avalanche multiplication
These electrical overstressings significantly influence process would dominate the positive temperature coeffi-
the temporal and spatial thermal response of the cient of the saturation current. Consequently, the
device leading to the provocation of catastrophic cooler regions of the diode would carry more currani
failures. Veuce in order to obtain optimm utility than the warmer parts. This overall negative tempera-
yield of Ij1ATra. failure-prediction and trade-off tur coefficient of the current density stabilizes
studios required for design-reviews are considered the diode against the thermal runaway. That is,
here by identifying the mechanism@ of failures along any local increase in temperature would cause the
with relevant beat-flow calculations (Uunsch-sell current and hene& the power dissipation to drop at
approach) compatible with the diode geometry and that point, bringing the temperature downward.
electrothermal power relations. 7r a given extent
of failure propensity due to thermal runaw y reliabil- Soaever, with the changes in Input power, this
ity aspects of some typical diode structures are stabilization of current distribution within the
evaluated, diode will be upset by either one of the following

situationas
Introduction

(i) ate temperature build-up in the warmer
Hoder high performance radars and missile-borne (imer) parts of the diode allowing the

system require microwave solid-state sources capable saturation current to dictate the local
of delivering high peak-po wer at mexli officisincy, current flow and power dissipatiio, and
together with the adjunct requirement of high perform-
once reliability. JUATT diodes are useful in such (i) large current densities is the cooler (outer)
applications, but they exhibit significant susceptibil- parts of the diode may induce a current-
ity to catastrophic failures arising from electrical controlled bulk negative resistance

7
-

1 0

ovorstrasses (EOS) caused by electrical transients/ via space-charge effects associated with
perturbations due to undesirable extsrnal influencen,

1  
the generated carriers.

such as ZSD. DIP, etc., or from circuit-associaed
changes like bias-voltage fluctuations or IF-impedace Both of these perturbation phenomena would ulti
("detuning") effects

2 , 
etc. Proneness to such failures mately lead the diodes to catastrophic failures.

of lX 1A-7s ts due to the diodes being operated close Changes in input power causing the aforesaid perturba-
to their electrical and thermal limitations so as tion(s) may arise from external stimuli, such as
to realize 4igb IF power output and maximum efficiency, electromagnetic pulsing (OP). electrostatic dischargel
Typically, ito power densities of INATTs are in (SD), etc.. or from circuit-asociated instabilities
the 104 W/co range under CV operationg and they provoked by bias-voltage fluctuations and/or by "detun-
approach 10 V/cm

2 
under pulsed operations with pulse Ing" effects

2 
related to 37 impedance loading.

durations of several microseconds at duty cycles
in the range of 10 to 40%.. In general, perturbations responsible for electri-

cal overstressing would he transient in nature.
to order to improve the yield of loss failure Therefore, the relevant fsilure mechanisms would

prone IMPA?? diodes so as to make them cost-effective be studied by tempural and spatial electrothermal
when used in high reliability systema, it is necessary modeling of the diode/heat-sink combination and the
to understand thoroughly the failure mechanisms) criteria for failure should be established via thermal
involved so that appropriate corrective measures runaway/heat- flow formulations (uInsch-bell

1
l

can be adopted at the design-level, approach).

The available fault-isolation data from failed Considering the destabilization of current distri-
diodgs

3 "5  
indicate metal penetration from contacts bution due to temperature build up in the warmer/core

Lto the semiconductor and/or burnout sheatha and regions of the diode. Olson
3 

developed an one-dmars-
cracks along the ma periphery. Although the damage sional model which computes the d.c. J-V characteris-
sites usually show shapeless, large-ares metal precipi" tics of Schottky-barrier IJPATI diodes for a pecified
totes. well-defined metalhia filaments Indicating heat-sink thermal resistance. The characteristics
the e istenca of etimuated bet-spots in the to displayed region of Initial increse and later
have else bee identified in em dge, WcMs

3
. to decrease positive differential resistasma (PO)

eatastropkic appearmese of sue" filamentary bet-speza followed by a region of esurem-eoetrohlled Negative

92 Minneapolis, MN
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rFr

differential resistance (MDR). Olson associated

the formation of high current density filaments with 2

the presence of not only the MDR. but also with that

of the decreasing FDR. Indeed, experimental aspects

of his study did indicate device failures for operating W I
conditions of decreasing FDR. To explain such failures A1WC. &

.lson
3 

resorted to and extended the "phenoenological" r

argument of Sze
1 2 

regarding the formation of a high-
current filament even before the resistance of a

diode going negative. According to Olson. the argument

as applied to an I)PATT diode would go as follovs

suppose the diode c.rrent is uniform and the diode
resistance is positive but is dropping with increasing

diode voltage .(and electric field). Now, suppose W SIM
that the electric field is also momentarily perturbed

upward at some locale in the diode. This would cause Rf.Ill ANNLARA Defl rDE
the resistance at that point to drop and more current
to flow through that point. By virtue of current

continuity, the low-resistance high-current region Cylindrical mean Diode
will grow into a complete filament along the direction Considering the diode structure depicted in

Figure (a), a uniform power density (W) profile

This argument of O1son
3 

is not justifiable because is initially assumed over the diode cross-section.

a local increase in the field intensity would enhance When a disk-shaped region (cylindrical diode) is
the current flow at that point as long as the IMPATT placed over an infinitely large heat-sink and dissipat-

operates in the PDR region, no matter whether PDI ing power uniformly across its cross-section, Laplace
decreases or not. That is,. local changes in the equation, for the spatial temperature distribution

field cannot be applied selectively to the decreasing has a closed form solution for the region z S
PDR region alone in order to explain the observed 0. In the a - 0 plane, this solution is given bylS.

1 5

failures. Moreover, Olson's model
3
, which is one- R 2

dimensional, bears an inherent assumption of uniform T(r.0) -P - - E() + TA.sts (1)

radial current and temperature distributions. k T

Therefore it does not form a natural basis to explain

the toa-dimensional cu-ren filamentation extending and
in the radial and longitudinal directions.

Rance, in the present investigations a conpre- T(r,O) P F

hensive tvo-dimensional (numerical) model to describe U. I

the local current density variations with changes

in input power is developed which is devoid of the
inconsistencies present in the Olson's phenomenological (-)K(-)] + TA[ r(-t, (2)
approach. 3,12 a a (

Numerical Nodel where ka is the thermal conductivity of the heatsink,
T
A ia the ambient teuperature. a - Cr/i)

2 
and W(m)

In the proposed model, the d.c. I-V character- and E(m) are complete elliptic integrals of the

istics of a Schottky-barrier IMPATT diode is evaluated first and second kind, respectively. The resulting
via algorithmic description of the variations (spatial) temperature profile presents a maximum at the center

in the current density as functions of input power. o
r 
the disk and decreases vith, r (Figure 2a).

Numerical computation of the local current density
is done using expressions relevant to thermionic
emission current and avalanche multiplication factor,
hi.

The specific geometries of the diode considered -

here are illustrated in Figures (la) and (lb). They
represent cylindrical and annular ring mesa

1 3 
struc-

tures. respectively. Further. the heat-sinks in
Figures (Ia) and (lb) are taken to be sufficiently -

large so that constriction effects are ignored.
For a d.c. voltage applied to the diode, the resulting O .AD!US(i-. I

current and temperature profiles are determined as no Eel 1D. AltJ P FLE AT T iR

detailed below. - TE ET Spaf Z (rDIMCAL OWE)

IhATt DIODE 7At
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£The temperature Profile computed Via equations result from a fictitious dissipation of -6P

(1) and (2) can be used to determine the current over a disk radius of a. again by using equations

and power distributions, denoted respectively &S (I and 2). Once the now temperature T~r) is obtained,
J(r) and P~r), by an iterative procedure as outlined the procedure if Iterated ll the temperature Profiles
by Olson

3
, but modified to include the radial at two consecutive iterations do not dif fer from

depeaecy of the temperature and Current densities. each other by more then a permissible error. Hence.

The analytical relations used Im the iterative from the final solution for .1(r), the diode current

computational procedure are as follows Is calculated by integrating the current density0 i) The saturation current density Jf(r) versus poieoe h id ra

peak electric field Intensity, Cu~r)
at a temperature T~r)s Anzular-limz 

tMass Diode

-(u'q.C)AcThe treatent tof annular ring diodes (Figure Ib)
j5r). e.( (3) issiiart that of the cylindrical diode. That

Itr~z 1(r Is. initially a uniform power density dissipation

q MF is presumed over a disk of radius R2 which is
superimposed with a uniform power density (-?) "dissi-

where A** is the Richardson constant, k is the pated" over a disk radius of 11 (Figure lb). The
goltzmann Coostant. 03 is the Schoctky-barrier height, resulting temperature profile is schematically shown
q is the electronic charge and C is the permittivity in Figure 3a
of the device-medium.

Wi) Avalanche snaltiplicstion factors

M(r) - i~r)/JCr) (4)

where .1(r is the local current density.

(III) Avalanche multiplication factor versus
impact Ionization coefficient. a~r)s

S gW(r) 0 m AZ

fa - G(r) dr (5) RADIUS I" -
M~r) FIGF, 3Wl TDETRAM PAW AT IMTPSM

OF1~ IM WAT 9CC
EAmILAN RING DIO

where a~r) - a(r) alp t-Ib(r)/Cm(r)j
2
j*

m The masximum temperature occurs within the diode at
a point relatively close to the inner edge of the
annular ring. Figure 3b depicts the power density

Further. a(r) end W~) are temperature dependent profile associated with such a temperatura distribu-
ionization consantsc

1 3 and W(r) is the local extension tion. The discrete approximation of the power density
of depletion region. It is related to "(r) profile by superposing quantized. consrtant-density
end carrier space Change effects via Cause law as levels (A?) required for Iterative computation,
given below, is also illustrated in Figure 3b.

1(r) - C.Cr)/IqPjyJ~r)/vd~(r)] (6)

where ND) Is the doping level and Vd(v) is the local

electron drift velocity.

(iv) Lastly, the local current density can be 2

expressed via space charge resistance concept r
as follows, r;Z

J(r) - (q"jD- jvr)(7)

2V RADIUS (r-.

where V is the applied diode voltage. FIG. 3CWPON DOISM VTY ' A RACPUS
(AMLAR PING 01=

Hene. the power density P(r) is given by

P(r) - .1(r) x V (a) Pulsed Operation

A typical power density variation with respect to Under pulsed conditions. the temperature and

r is shown in Figure 2b. In the computational proce- current density profiles are computed as folloes
dure. this nonuniform profile of P(r) is approximated As IJIPATM operate at large duty Cycles (above 10%.)
by the superposition of a series of constant power and as the diode/heat-sink thermal tiuse-constant
density profiles. Corresponding to Pmin in Figure is much larger than the pulse-duration, the temperature
2b, the temperature Profile Is obtained via equations at a given point Is estimated by superposing a tim
(I and 2). And the effect of each incremental (uni- average value i~r) with a transient increment &r(r.r) -

* form) power densities A? is determined by superposing 2P(r.t)oft/kgAl. where a is the diode/lbeat-sinik thberual
the temperature distribution due to a diseipetie diftmaivicy and P(r~t) is the imsatameas local
A? ever a disk radiusa ansd the ome whieb would power density. This time-depeadeat temerature distri-

I lo

% %
W% .- ?P rh% L



be.tio to then used to compute the instantaneous
current-density profile in the same manner an in

the CW operation.

Results aMd Discussiom

A. Failure Hechaflism

To analyze the mechanism(a) of failure, three
versions of diode structures, namely single me,
quad-mesa

17 and annular-ring mesa
13 mounted on copperMeITC

or diemond heatesink are considered for relevant
computer simualatioe. All the structures are assumed
to have am effective cross-seccional area A equal
to S.6 2 10O4cm

2 . The annular ring mess structure
with outer-to-inner radius ratio Of R2/111. has the
ame circumference as the quad-mesa diode. The
semiconductor is assumed to be do e -aswt
a doping level of ND equal to 10'O cm'3. for the
a-CaAs-to-refractory metal (Pt, Wo etc.) contact
the Schottky-barrier height #g is typically
O.8ew which is used in the computations. is

The computed d.c. .1-V characterisitics of test
diodes (mounted on Cu hetat-sinks) are presented in
figures 4&-6s. These illustrations display the average -

current density J1 - I/A, the current density at the
core of the cylindrical diodes W1c) and the edge CS

current density, .Jg, so functions of the applied 71W-A
diode voltage, V. For the annular structures. the CM
outer and inner current densities are denoted as IB

JZl and .lg2. respectively. The current density at 17A 0
th ote tzone of the annular diode is depicted t

asJ . In the computations. the thermal resistance I NA
IssAaced with the contacts and plating metallic A&4b C01t~ DMT AND TttDAPA VGM55

RAMS (SOL A ONT me P"
layers is ignored. MWl

Figures 4b-Gb Illustrate the radial variation
of the current density and the temperature at the
diode/heat-sink Interface, for maximum approximate
temperatures of 250% and 3S0*C. The corresponding
d.c. hiss conditions are also indicated. In the
case of annular structures, the temperature profile
along the etire beet-sinsk surface Is shown on appro-
priate diagrae

XXW- ~ ~ ft U.5wuLno MLP
W. C5E* DEM'mIo
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stag PO region. At these temperatures,
. current flow due to thermally generated
a the depletloe layer is several hundreds

nce, the corresponding increase to the:ion would naturally result La a thermal

1 AWLAR ICK g the INPATls which are fabricated
thermal designs, the failure mecheanism
Ally initiated. These diodes have

arrying capability as shows on Figures 6:
example. the diode in Figure I has a
sink, and if Its bias current io kept

k level. the computed maximum function
Ss lsehs thand 350. Also the current

Ie $.weset part of the diode -does mot
.AI 10 resaming FOR. All these conditions are I

-- "'JvIeIrIA saf , e o pe ra t ion o f the d iode . Ro y ve t o
3MI UP T 9i bias current is excess of the peak

current flow, the diode voltage and
er dissipation would reach unacceptableCAN 60 he edge regions suffering to a maxim

IsI.I-A A ch s they carry the largest current
itually, the diode would burnout before

-- ble operating point. Hence. for reliable
_ _ _ _ _ _ _a bias current should be limited to

t ,o the peak level, by a margin of safety.
P'I etU O. E OOWTY Ag I5INtt P

*nI su I OadI eANDa RlMeUt Vi I mr u v of Various Diode Destints A Comparison

a better heat-sink in general has
L6,17 to be the most important aspect

be power handling capability of DIPATWS.
pose, diamond hot-sinks are normally

r heat-sinks (as well as with diamond).
mall area diodes or realizing annular

also would provide improved performance
the present analysis.

presence the relative power handling
f the best diodes studied ls the present

It refers to CV operation with safe
tio temperature of 250%. The results
mnd hoet-sink improves the power handling
a factor of 2.5 over copper; and annular

is show an improvement of about 23%
3e, Am 76 IOU,W5 mas devices while retaining comparable

formity in current distribution which
le factor concerning the efficiency,

3 bg sensitivity of IMPATr diodes.

_ Under Pulsed Operation: 5"

ty cycle of lO and peak power levels
as those resulting In a maximum junction

("OCR) 3l '70 (f 250C under CW operation, the
ZeIIOTEI Z we) Y.-. (May 2 sK] how that the IMPATTs are relatively

tance, the core temperature of quad-mesa
sond heat-sink is only 45C when they
peak power level of 410 W. However,

Lode temperature being very low. the
ion becomes intense resulting in current

large as $800 A/cu
2  

in the cooler,Eions. Such high current densities
- L n 1, o iode failure by forcing it to operate

0.1 M0tl M 1vf- region vith the current distributionIL 7 0"M DOW oel COO V001 ible across the diode. The currentI AWS/IAI I" NROI ONl IOAfem6 MrCAI""iaaees m will be the highest at the locales

NLAMM: IM Lf) irrent density. It moans that under

a, the catastrophic high density sheath
I* mass edge is rather Inevitable.

96 S
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Table 1. Comparison of the Paver Handling Capabilities of Different GaAs Schottky-barrier
IMPATT diodes (Maximum Function Temperature - 250*C)

CW Operation

NO, Design Type Diode Voltage I.C. Input Power* Relative Poaer
and Current Handling Capacity

Sinsgle-msa on Cu oatlSiok V W 90.70 V P a 42.3 W 1.00
I a 0.466 A

2 Quid-mesa
1 7 on Cu Beat-sink V a 103 V P - 86.9 V 2.06

I 0.8"MA

3 Annular-ring mesa
13 

on Cu Heat-sink V * 108.8 V P - 116.5 V 2.76

12/11 - 100 ur/16
7 
us " 1.67 1 * 1.071 A

4 Single-mesa on Diamond Neat-sink V a 105.8 V P - 104 V 2.46
1 - 0.983A

3 Quadmasa
1 7 

on Diamond Beat-sink v - 130 V P - 201.8 V 4..77
I - 1.552 A

6 Annular-ring mesa
13 

on Diamond Seat-sink V - 151 V P - 285.8 V 6.76

1L2/i - 1.67 1 - 1.893 A

7 Aunular-ring masa
13 

on Diamond Rest-sink V - 142 V P a 239.5 V 5.67

1.2/Il - 142.6 un/S0 us - 2.85 1 - 1.687 A

'Thermal resistance due to contact and plating metallic layers at the heat-sink/diode interface is neglected.
Typically, this additional resistance may bring down power handling by 30%.
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Microelectronic devices nd coonents are essen- due to the unpredictable or 'pbhntamoui' appearance of

tilly dielectric-based monolithic structures with s= Menacing Latent failures.-

additional metallizatiOn parts. These integrated cir-

cuits are highly susceptible to woundings arisxing from Presently the interaction of repetitive electrical

zappings due to electrical transients. Presently, transients and the device is studied to assess the

electrostatic discharge (ED) -based repetitive over- extant of threat involved due to latent failures by

stressings which may raendar the devices in a state of formulating a quantitative description of the perfor-

latent mode of failure are considered. Such wounded mance degradation or forced acceleration of the aging i 6

or Irogue components may still be functional with process.

deviatory characteristics, and are potentially prone
to catastrophic failures on subsequent stress-rpeti- ENDOCRONIC MODEL

tions1. Thes time-depandent degrading performance of

wounded components is quantified via static-1i d Latent failure occurs when a device takes multiple

electrotherml effects in the device structure. The (low-level) zaps at random (or regular) interva~ls and.
aging of the device is specified in terms of four poe- the resulting wounding remains dormant over an unspeci-

sible damaging influeacasl namely, the elevated temper- fied period with the complete out-of-spec condition

ature, intensive electric field, depletory electromi- showing up at a much later time. The time dependent

gration, and undue thermoellstic stresses. Based on or endochronic performance degradation of the device

the relative severity Of these influences, a lethality an the belated failure can be expressed by a consti-

endurance factor (L.E.P) is defined to estimao the tui±ve law, in terms of a generic function S(t) as

failure time. Enhancement of severity due to pulsed follows"'

wavefor- is also discsssed. Lastly, the latent failure
is regarded as the belated response d to slow e[do-

chronic growth of microfractures (creeping) caused by S .e 1-aT*(t) J

theroolstic stresse" arising fro repetitive-b/ t
zappings. ()A I

i

In the area of microelectronics there is an : T"

increased awareness to assess the long-term reliapillty [M(t)/I-n t)

of semiconductor devices which are susceptible to dam-

ages due to alecTrothermal effects at the dielectric where a, b, c, d are constants and T Ct) is a

and metallizatslon interiors of the device arising whee tb perare con givn b- (t) -
dependent temperature funct-ion given by T,(tW

electrical overstress x caused by electrostatic dis- T T(t)/T(t)+T Here T denotes the initial tepera-
charges/transients. 2 High-intensity electrostatic i T t e

zappings normally provocate catastrophic failures in ture and T(t) is the hot-spot teperature within the

the device either by burnouts due to high current den- device at an observation time. t. Further, in Equation

sitles or by dielectric puncturing (breakdown) result- (1) Si depicts the initial value of the generic Pa rame-

ing from high electric field intensities across capec- ter S and the exponential term represents the thar-s!1

itire elements.
2 For example, high-current burnouts life of the device a govr.ed by the .,Thenisi ne

I

are common at PN juncTions end metallizations, and .he quantities F, C, and M are time-dependant elec
- rI -

dielectric breakdowns have been observed at t cal, che icl, end mechanical stess parsmeters P-

gate--oxide layers of AOS structures. While ih- Cal, aie, and a ri'

intensity zaps would induce the aforesaid catastrophic tively end the initial values of C, C, and M are E ,

failures, low-level transients may be regarded as the Ca, and M. (respectively), below which the correSpond

causative factors for the So-called 'soft' or latent ing roceises of aging are insignificant. Te

type of failures in wtich the test devices exhibit

andochronic performance degradation. Recurrence of containing C, C, and M in Equation (1) follow t &

endohroic prfoman~ . ecurenc of inverse power law depicting andoabronic detare-=atin
tape would ultimately lead the 'wcoded' devices n h unite ,m n denot rsetValy %be

the dormant stage of (1mal) fUnctiOn&eilitY to the out eetiaceiaadmcaia endurauc
of-sepec or catastrophic condition.I The performance etrca c hamical.n respechi ae enraes.e

deqradation Or forced-aging due to electrical o - c

stressing not ony raeuces the Lf* exectsnay of the -

devce ut ISOwold oceit~e ostly al-reval=

CM1 33-14tSOMD-03..0 SI.00 IMt ME 35W
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qxuation (1) essentially depicts four major DETERJ4IKATION OF L.E.F & S.F: ESD MODELS
failure-inducing mechanisms. The domination of one
particular process would depend on the strength of the The ESD phenomena normally encountered can be
excitation source (namely the SD) and the infra- simulated by three well-established model ; namely,'
structure of the device. For example, intense i) human-body model, (ii) charged-device model, and
transients can melt the PN junctions and/or metalliza- (iii) field-induced model. The human-body model (Fig.
tionsi the resulting damage can therefore be regarded 1) depicts the transfer of static from a charged indA-
primarily as therma. Likewise, dielectric-breakdowns vidual to ground via the test device. C-arged-device
at the gate-oxides of NOS structures are failures due model represents the bleed-off of accumulated charge
to high electrical field stressing (C). Further, elec- upon the device-surface to ground through the pin and
tromigration of metals at vulnerable zones, inducing conductive parts of the active device (Fig. 2). The
localized pittings and voids, is a thermochemical/dif- third model simulates the effect of the charge distri-
fusion-based failure governed by the factor C. Machan- bution and discharge, when a device it exposed to a
ical damage characterized by the quantity N would often static-electric field (Fig. 3).
result from thermelastic stresses which may develop in
the composite-device structure due to thermal gradients
and other thermodynamical inhomogeneties. 0O

Both the current-induced burnouts (melting) and
voltage-induced dielectric breakdowns are, in general,
catastrophic in nature, and therefore the relevant
causative parameters are considered to be of the high-
est severity. With low level zaps, however, the degra-
dation (say due to electromiqration or thermoelectric R. ".=
straining) would be relatively less severe and the
failure would take latent mode based on the cumulative
growth of electromigration and/or thermoelastic micro- . o,1I
fracturing. Bence, representing the net failure pro-
ces of Equation (1) by a monotonic decay function such
as, 

E

St) - Si exp(-K t) (2)i 0 O m~hhna

(where o is the decay-rate constant), it is possible rom 1: "ma-§ UM&

to specify the endurance of the device to lethality for
different severity conditions, as follows:

o.S(t) Acual Pro>cess %r-r
Lethality Endurance Factor -St) ctalre

(L.E.F) ) Catastrohic

Process (3)
W l --~Baco, for a cataLstrophic failure (either current in- , ................

duced or voltage induced),. the severity actor (S.?) is ThioJETh~c
taken as 1 and the corresponding L.E.F is equal to 1.

owever, for less severe dosages ,S.P<l), the corres- . ",R,
ponding value of L.E.F can be written as, r2  Vj,.Nj 0 :s-- .

m/T(t) R
K1[c (t) Ci]  T.

L.E.1 
,'%• F<1 S (t) Catastrophic Process l

= K [M )/ -n+d/T " t) OW G D- E K & E
- XlMt/M i I~ ' :

S W castr pic Process 2(4)c~~a~c

depending on the mechanism involved being electromigra- C | -_
tion or thermoelastic creeping, and K1 and K2 are con- -T144"(1 '1
stants of proportionality. The value of L.E.F in
Equation (4) would be greater than 1, depicting the C,
higher endurance by the device to zaps of lower inten- T-- -
,ity or severity. It can be shown that L.E.F is also . ii
identically equal to the ratio of failure times of the I I
actual and catastrophic phenomena. That is,

L.E.F - (t d)Atual Process
(td)~a~trphcProcess (5) C

'td't , ....

where td L- the time-to-failure. C

EmpLicit determination of L.K.V sAd 2.7 can be ___________T__

dwe by considering the characteristics of the z6
source and the static discharge path as described _

in the following section: J
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T severity of sapping in each model is deter- is given by,
aaid by the source voltage (V ) and the load condi-

tions of the discharge Path- The Coresponding P (t) -Fk-pC (T -T)t
"

(
lethality can be assessed by computing the average c
jnction dissipation per unit area (if the lethality
is curaent-based) given by. where k, p, and C are respectively the thermal conduc-

tivity, density, and hert capacity of the device

Pd(t) - (V2(t)/R~ Jdt () material with a melting point equal & to Tm a.Hnce, the
At ilethality endurance factor (L.E.7) is given by,

where A is the junction area. Further, a complete or

catastrophic failure %ould occur when the junction Y_. -1(
malts and the corresponding power density Pc(t) can be L.T.F - IS

calculated from the so-called Wunsch-Sell model. I wewhere TI is determined by the equation Pd(Tl) * pc(!1 );

and T2 is the catastrophic failure-tine determined by
the Wumsch-Bell relation (applied to spherical hot-

M spot), and is nearly equal to (A 0 C P/35k).

For the human-body model shown in Figure 1, by

taking the severity factor (S.F) as 1 corresponding to
V, - 750V, the computed S.F versus L.E.F is shown in

"r =00fl Figure 4. For different component values of the simu-
lated charged-device circuit (Fig. 2), the calculated

w 0O values of L.E.F are listed in Table 1. These results
indicate the dependency of lethality on source as well
as loading conditions.

" rC"5 Ri-w \ The extent of severity would also depend on the

-T wave-shape and rate of occurrenoe of the transients.
T- Ci qqjSuch enhanced severity can be quantified by a risk-

Il 0' coefficient y representing the overvoltage effects of
S - mom recurring transients. It is given by:

LE. - Xrr, @6
&FVK M (VI /7) (l+tan

1 
6)__2

".VK' MAMMIAL' S Y . (9)
A: 1OOi 2V2 4 1+n2 tn2

1O -where w - 2w/T and T is the pulse repetition rate (or
0 02 04 05 0*; LO average number of zero-crosaings if the occurrence in

SEVVUTY FACTOR (LF. random), u is the pulsating component of the transient

FIGURE 4 : LETHAITrY CKARACTERISTCI and F is the Fourier transform of the exciting time
OF OJWF-BASED FAILURE function. Further, the quantity tan 6 denotes the loas-

tangent of the device-dielectric at the angular frequen-
cy of w. The risk-coefficient y in general would be
larger in comparison to unity (depicting increased

Table 1: Calculated Lethality for the Charged-Device Model (Figure 2)

V- SOOV; Material: Si; A - 100 Vm2

Lt 10n; Ci 3 p; RIDl

td td

n'H (Wunsch-Bell) (Actual) L.E.F
NO. Case L2 C2 pF ns ns

1. Worst Case A: LOw L2  10 1 '0.1 0.003
Low C1

2. Worst Case St Low L 10 1 0.3 0.009
Pied Ca

3. Expected Case Xt Had L2 50 1 33 0.5 0.015
Low C1

4. Expect d Case &a Ned It so 10 9.0 0.273
Ned CS

S. 3igh Inductaae Sigh le 100 1 4 6.0 0.102
Discharge Patho low Cg
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Power dissipation) when the transients are narrow Presently, another possibility of microrupture is
(short-duration) pulses. Typical static-discharge considered. That is, owing to the existence of thermo-
waveform are shown in Figure 5. For random recurrence dynamic inhcmoqanities In the device structure, the
of transients, the Fourier transform in Equation (9) electrothernal processes due to zapping. can possibly
can be obtained from the relevant autocorrelation induce tjiermoslastic stresses within the composite di-
calculations. electric interiors of the device. The corresponding

strains/creeps can cummulatively build up (or propogate)
by receiving repeated zaps,* ultimately reaching an
active site, leading to a failure. When an ESD sets up
a temperature gradient of AT at a hot-spot inside the
device, the maximum thermolastic stress that would
develop is given by

119 CL MA~ C2~( AT (10)

(00481. CCPONEHIJ (001511E EXONMDTIL where a and E are the coefficient of thermal expansion
DERIVTIVE)and Young's modulus of elasticity of the device materi-

al respectively, and V denotes the Poisson's ratio.
In Figure 7, considering Si1 as the device material,

a a"is plotted as a function of temperature, T. Also
shown in Figure 7 is the variation of fracture stress
with respect to the temperature.7 It could be evinced
from Figure 7 that the thermoelastic stress could ex-
ceed the fracture strength of the material even at a

wAVO NO, 3 WAVEFOR MM 4 temperature much below the mlting point or the Wunsch-
(DUea SmuSIOI (DCTN CWHNtL Bell' I limit of catastrophy.' HeBnce, at low severity

factors (for which the temperature elevation is well
________________________below the melting point), the lethality endurance is

FMSJE 5. TYPICAL M.ECTROSArIC mRAIIEMT possibly limited by cumulative effects of thernoelastic
rupturing and thermal shocks due to repeated stressings

When a voltage-based noncatastrophic failure (suc which would eventually lead to the observed latent
as in a IMSMl) is considered, the performance degrada- falrs
tion can be assessed from the enhanced nonlinearity of
the CV characteristics. by measuring the distortion
factor of the wounded device, it is possible to assess- --

the severity and the lethality involved. Figure 6 Soso

illustrates a typical L.Z.P versus S.F curve of a1.
iOSM, obtained by measuring tha 3rd harmnic distor- so - -
tion in the transfer characteristics of a stressed aTas 00,

device. F lmW
M-13K CAPACITOR 7soe 25

Sso ELECTODS. At; IAr 0 - -

ZO TEMPERATURE. -C

_j FuI.M 7: rMERMOELASTIC 5140 FRACTURE STRESS

w ~ ~ LL - So",, d~~' A~ OVV~L 8PR~

(M Q Q3 4 05work is in progress to determine the average num-
SEVERITY FACTOR (SF.) ber of zaps per unit time required to cause a latent

failure. This would enable the prediction of latent-
FIGURE 6. LETHALITY CHARACTERISTICS OF failure time. Further, a systematic accelerated aging

VOLTAGE -BASED FAIWJRE procedure and an algorithm based on the principle of
equivalent aging are being developed to assess the
statistics of latent failures, pertaining to microelec-

LATENT FAILURE tronic devices. The aging would be assessed by devia-
toric leakage current and/or nonlinear transfer charac-

As mention~ed before, when less severe but repeat- teristics of the device.
ad stressing prevails, slow materiel depletion/damage
could occur and it would cumulatively build up leading CONMISXONS
to a belated out-of-spc or irreversible damage con-
dition. in rich latent failures, the material damage A possible mechanism of latent failure dma to
is often regarded as due to metal (Al, An, ae.) migra- Zoo in microelectronic devices is the time-deeensent,
fAcm from crucial sites cauaing Line-to-lime short cir- (colatia) thezwelastic response of the device mad-
emits or interconnection ruptures (open-circuits). iiin. Latest made of failures can be assessed VIA two
Soft electrumgration Is essentially a thez~chmical quantifiable taxast amely. severity factor (s.F)
process governed by the factor C of Equation (1). depicting the extent of causative influence Oan
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lethality endurance factor (L.z.r) denting the degree
of deleterious effects observed. Both S.? and L.Z.F
are governed by the source (ESD) and load (discharge
path, device) conditions.

This work iI supported by a research grant from
the Office of Naval Research (No. 613-005) which is
gratefully acknowledged.
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Sumar'y-

Latent u 5O/tS effects produce so detectable chages to latest failure by formulating a quantitative dt-
tn device performance at to time of LSD/gOS event(). ciptio of the performance dqrsdatoea or forced c-
but subsequently produce duviatory device chiarreria- celeration of the aging process*@ as governed by the
tics during nomal use. The causative factors and the elastic creep. -.

oechanlem(s) of MS-based latent failures are subtle Sm hi
mature. lkwever. considering the time-dependent degra-
datas obeerved at low or subcac cropbic thresholda of
satic-exeoure. the latent failure tauuction cna be A Amnom v v--
attributed to the cumnulative buildup of strains doe, to
tbermoellatic acrosem Caused by relpettive gaps. as m .SW
Presently, the interaction between repetitive trsaments
and the device i specified by two quantIfiable terse b *U
designated as severity factor (ST) and lethality eandur- I
ance factor (LEF). A thermodynaulcaL analysta is Je el- _-- .. ,
oped to portray the thermoelastic straining. and the re- =>
suLting endochronic response of etresa-relief LA studied
by a constitutive modeling o the creep involved. 'TaU.RJi M 8U.MAMN \1//

Introduction = .me. ma

In the area of aicroalecr t"e thetre in as
ncre.sed awaremss to assess the laog-tars reLiabilt

ee nmicosductor devices which are susceptibla to dome- M I , ins omD PUnAW
aem due to electrobaermel effecr at tis di lectric.
and etalizacim Interiors of the davice aIsing from
electrical overstrasses caued by electrostatic dtm- .1S-induced Thnerwolastic Effects: A Thermo-
chargsl/transtnts. Nigh ltmity electroetaric rp- dynamical formlation
pl 4s mrmally provocate catastrophic failures L the
device either by burnouts due to ligh current densities External electrical averstresaingI would generate K
or by dle.eccr'c pumcturing (breakdown) resulting from beat vzihia the device dAw to I3 loss and would set
biAh e!ctric fieid intensities mcroe capacitive up a tvea ure gradiea€t acros thea begeneous de- %
elements (Fig. 1). For eamaple, bigh-current burnouts vice media. Owing to the discontinuiti es (spatial or
ace coas at PH junctions and metalliations. sad di- temporal) tn the thermodynamical variables. anoly.
electric bTeakdous have been ubservd at the dI gate- me density (). specific best (C and C-), thermal

impde Layers of S nd rctures. hmule bgfh-aLnutmiy coeffi cint of expansion (a) and Isothermal compres-
low-level tranaseunts ay be rmearded as the esoaativem .or. due tobonaeemm erg*be* p-

factors for the so-called 'soft' or latent type of tio. characteristics, thermelastic strains ma be
failures is uhich the rst devices exhibit aoehroute induced In the device which may Initiate microcracks. I.
performance degradation. Recurrence of tape wltd. Subsequent rape would cause the percolation of the a,
ultimately lead the *roundod* devices from the dormac flaws to crucial Wite (in the active parts of the a,.
stae of (maL)fuecciomability to the out--3f-e-pse or device) leading to performance degradation and/or total
ca astrophic couditU. The performance degradation or failure. ae
fot.ed-enqai due to electrical ov.rstressing not only
reduces t- e life esvectancy of the device but also would Coosidering in arbitrar, bot-spot (Fig. 2). the
necessizrte costis fieid-repair due to the .wpredict- ea.tes reL lona based on conservatlon of msas. conser-
able or "-nantamouea appearsce of sanacing Latent vation of energy, and thet od naical equations of
fasiures. stats can be written as follows:'

The lcent Wde of device failure i expected to %
arts from the Jegraatiou of any generic property Go. d 

+ 
PY. - • (is)

the levic under repwated electrical stresaing. Wue
the £OS ie ,ot large enough to cause a tocal AT cats.- od e vL a 1 0 " (lb)
tropnic taLlfre. it may grill be uf fetet to tI Ji
the device turough elsctic atreas formatilos. The od-d
od oeviTe maw remain dormant over as (unspecified) per- 4j a1 + t . - (Ic)
inc. our eventuallv. vten it continues to rcceie raper-
Itive tar,. the d ,asa. resulting from elastic stress14, d 1 - [-(c /00) + (1/0') a , ,/V.;j dt"
beto-cs rumulattvV and turns the device into a rogue P j i

cooueet tch high chances of emhibiting malnctisr.
1Pteses.., a tharIt namical sodeL .i developed to ( T)Ij a t aj (Id)
depict tw eisrete of therloeitatic .tresae t/atratms;
ar/iS,-.' e tPS-bas-d electrotbermal processes. n where the operator d ts the convective derivative A
the ait:sctm oe if eretttive transient@ with the devte Lt
is etudM to mmse re eztemc of threst lvolvd &M oqual to I/It + ;.V where ; Is the bulk velocity of
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Table It Calculated Lethality for the (harged-Device Model (Fig. 4)

V
1 
I 500VI Material: Si; A " 100 n

t

LI - I0nH; C, - 3 pr; 1l - M

td4 t d

(Wunch-11) (Actual)
NO. Case L, N CapF ase LET

1. Vorst Cove At LoW Lt 10 1 0.1 0.003
LoW Ct

2. Worst Case 3: LoV La 10 1 0.3 0.009

Med CS

3. Expected Came A: ed Lt so 1 33 0.S 0.015
Low Ca

4. Expected Cone 5: Wed L2 50 10 9.0 0.273
Had Ca

S. High Inductance High La 100 1 6.0 0.152
Discharge rach:

lethality endurance factor (LEF) is given by, the severity and the lethality Involved. Fig. 7 illus-
trates a typical LEF versus SF curve of a MOSFET, ob-

LZF * ! (12) tained by measuring the 3rd harmonic distortion In the
Is transfer characteristics of a streesed device.'

where it to determined by the equation Pdf(1) - F€(T1);

and t is the catastrophic failure-time determined by
the Wunsch-Bell relation (applied to spherical hot-
spot), and is nearly equal to (A p C p/35k)..,

For the human-body model shown io Fig. 3, by taking
the severity factor (SF) as I corresponding to V I s I

750V, the computed SF versua LY ts sbown in Vig. 6.
For different component values of the simulated charged- 104" im I V N
device circuit (Fig. 4). the calculated values of LEF om.s vEYnwJ faOat1 D-oYtvtA.
are listed in Table 1. These results indicate the de-
pendency of lethality on source as well as loading
conditions .

C- The extent of severity vould also depend on the

,3 wave-shape and rate of occurrence of the transients.
14 C;.\ Such enhanced severity can be quantified by a risk-

0 L_ _T coefficient y representing the overvoltage effects of
w.-t w recurring transients. It is given by:

S
o

o p 2,' u' a 1u' Lan' 6
where w - 2R/T and I Is the pulse repetition rate (or

0 02 04 oa on S 0 average number of zero-crossings if the occurrence is
random), u Is the pulsating component of the transient

FI0G.. . UimAUrY OCHAACTESTCS and F is the Fourier transform of the einciting time
Or O ,J-15ASO F .jU function. Further, the quantity tan 6 denotes the

loss-tangent of the device-dielectric at the angular
Vhen a voltage-bated noncatastrophic failure (such frequency of w. The risk-coefficient y in general

as in a MOSFET) is considered, the performance degroda- would be larger in comparison to unity (deptctlog io-
tioan can be assessed from the enhanced nonlLinearity of creased power dissipation) when the transients sr
the CV characteristics. By measuring the distortion narrow (short-duration) pulses. Typical EDS waveforms V
factor of the wounded device, it is possible to assts are shown in Fig. B. For random recurrence of

12



transients, the Fourier transform In equation (13) can be evinced from Fig. 9 that the thervoisstic acres@ could
obtained from the relevant autocorreistion calculations. esceed the fracture strength of the material even at a

temperature such below the meltting point or the uoch-
lellts limit of catastrophy. Nence, et low severity

KVICE* anCUTIY"XIfactors (for which the temperature elevation to wall
Meg below the malting point), the lethality endurance IsQ-1*CA MRwe- n' p-issibly limited by cumulative effects of therar'elastic

So 1 CLCMWJ A. Atb- rupturing and thermal shocks due to repeated stressing.
cla - , ?"1-0. Which Would Gventually lead to the observed latent

-NIND failres. Percolation of Failure Front

Once a sicrof law is Initiated. subsequent external
stimuli would encourage a cumulative growth of the
deformation until a total failure occurs. Depending on

sgwinvrac 's the site of Initiation (nucleation) of the microflaw.
_____________________________________ the extent of functional characteristics of the devite

FWousga it? LUMrl oWMCTUxITCS OF been affected can be decided. As longs the Initia-
VOLTAGE -sIwo PMUuM tion and growth of flaws are In the nonactive regiona

of the device, the catastrophic failure may not show
Thermotestic Stressing up. Perhaps a performance degradation my occur. How-

ever, as the flaw percolates aod reaches a vulnerable
Asmnindbefore, when less severe but repeated site or an active zone in the device, the device fail-

stressing prevails, slow material depletion/damage could oewill be complettt with an irreversible damage.
Therefore, until the growth process culminates is aoccur and It would cumulatively build up leading to a catastrophic or out-of-spec condition, a dormant state

belated out-of-spec or irreversible damage condition, of failure would prevail. The propogation of a mirro--
In such latent failures, the material damage io often flaw and the creep ripture of an electritally over-
regarded as due to metal (Al. Au, etc.) migration 7from streased device can be studied by the following simple
crucial site* causing line-to-line short circuits or odl
Interconnection ruptures (open-circuits). Such elsctro- mdl
migration Is essentially a thermochemical process Saw-
erned by the factor C of aquatios (5).

Another possibility of microrupture, as Indicated
earlier, &rises owing to the existence of thermodynamic -V
inhomogenities in the devicestructurs. That is, the
electrothermal processes due to gapping. can possibly
Induce thermoelastic stresses within the composite Me117
dielectric Interiors of the device as specified by the 1-
thermodynamical relation of equation (3). The corre-10 a a e
sponding strains/creeps can cumulatively build up (or
propogate) by receiving repeated zaps, ultimately reach-
Ing an active site, leading to a failure. When an S
seta up a temperature gradient of AT at a hot-spot in- 1
side the device, the mazismn thermoelastic stress that 08 I aO 10 100
would develop is gives by NWAL2 a=P*OiM Tom I ,te~~

p M sT AIT (14)IM 01 U5UJWSM CRW MOIIO o
-u2 I-V 55. W W.OM WAIATI

where o sad 3 are the coefficient of thermal expansiont
end Young's modulus of elasticity of the device mtari- Consider a this layer of the stresed materials of
al respectively; and V denotes the Poisson's ratio. In width 8. Let Tj and T, be temperatures at the two cvx-
Fig. 9, considering silicon and CaAs as the device us- trmities of the layer as show in Fig. 10, where Tt '5
terials, a Is plotted as a function of tempeature. 1,. The test material being composite In nature. the -

"sIt analysis Is done by dividing the layer Into N-strips.
T. Also shown In Fig. 9 is the variation of fracture Due to the temperature difference, the thervoelastic
etress with respect the temperature. It could be stesad@ri@a h tbh0ti a erp~ne

by the quantities aand CiV respectively. If i 1 is

te e quilbrium oth th strip, then the basic equa-
tions of eulbimare*

Cs? 1 .tI*

go

YhemanMM")vw~ where 67 is the temperature difference. (7I-TI).E
o I Iand aL are the Young's modulus and coefficient of ther-

I .I I I al evpansion of the tt strip rveprtiv'elv,

oV e) . IThe strain-dis,lacement relation can b~e specified

-200 0 too 400 co0 goo N= Q

FIC'.S1 9: AND~p~ - RCUI STM together with the competibilit- condition,

* n 13



Further. the conltitutive equations of creep initiation I
and growth are given by I U/To U NO ) / (Oleo) ' (25)

C, . (01/CI) + cc (11a) where T Is the rupture time of a single strip under

a the tensile stress 0 and a - al 6T; further,
dc /dt - C1 (0 /1-qI) (18b)

k ruCk• -01 /l-q1 -)l# k/k-I1k6i

dq /dt - Ca (a/l-q) k
•  

(189) ( - u/ (26)

where Ci, C1, P and k are material constants and c Is The variation of normalized creep-fallure time as a
0 C function of temperature difference for a typical

the creep-atrain. The quantity e I a doaag parameter deteriorating semtconductor structure (thin layer) Is
hich tncreases from sero in a nirgin sittto to unity at shown in Fig. 10. Silicon and CeAs are taken as the

rupture. For moet of the materiala the value
s 

of a In test materials, and the failure Ia preaum-d to occur

le than 5 and ko Is nearly equal to 0.7 a when the creep reaches the fourth etrip (that is, 1
0 4).

When a continuous body occupying a volume V is acted
upon the surface by a certain stress, the constitutive In Fig. 10, a fast deterioration io Indicated for
factor concerning steady creep behavior would be sano- large differential temperatures. That in, for higher

tonic. That ia. increases in stresa would causa In- severity levels, there ia an accelerated damage perco-

creases is the strain rate. For a steadily creeping lation as expected. At subcatastrophic levels the

material, the growth tw of damage can be witten as failure percolation t belated and the failure Involved
would be of latent ande.

dec/d" dn o/dt (19) Conclusions

and 1. A possible mechanism of latent failures in micro-
k k k electronic devices is the thersoolastic stress-

q/dt -C2 * 0(0 / (1-q) 0 k (a) / ('-q) (20) relief cracks induced by repetitive electrostatic
0 discharges at subcat~aatropbic levelas.

where %.o (a) - Ci #
k 

(a) and * (a) is a scalar invert- 2. The therwoelsetic streesing is mainly governed by
the thermodynamical discontinuities is the material

ant of the stress function, a. variables and by the inhomogeneity of the source
fuactom.

Further, the specific rate of work done in the creep
process Of the stral-mergy dissipetive cam be writtem 3. The cause-effect rotatione involved i the 9lD/0S-
a based damages cam be quantified via severity sad

S 
o+t lethality end ,rance factors (SF sad IET). The
0(t)- level of severity would specify the catastrophic

CM "- ji -0 V. (21) and/or latent modes.

ntegrating the damage relation dq/dt of equation (20) 4. The extent of severity Ia also governed by the LSD
ever the volume of the body V) and coubaLng with quae- source. That is, the severity factor (Si) and the
ties (21), the following reswlt is obtained: corr 1dnlag lethality are determined by charge-

tranefer/diacharge pertsaing to bumman-body model.
(-l/k.l)() dl . (22) charge-dev e model, or fliald-ndcd model.

S. The endocebraic response (damage) ef the device ia
The growth damil as decided by the above ralstto would 1 determined by the characteristics of the interac-

culminate at a critical stress level of statically 'Ing pulstions. nmnely. repetitio rote, shape.

admiatnble value and then the rupture will take place. and emtlitude.

Initially. q " 0 throughout the body; that is, C(O) - 0. 6. The initiation and propagatlon of aicrocrcks and
At final rupture t - TU. C l *U , 0. ate by inte- flas within the device ore dirvetly controlled by

grating eqLatlon (22) over the time interval (0, TU), the extent of thermoelasic stressing.
the upper bound on life-tine is obtained ass,

2.Te ac~mum theree t •trese can reach the

)I k fracture strength value at differential tempera-
U V(l-;,) I [(like C, * (a) dV] (23) tures of magnitude w.ell below the melting point.
U That is. structural damage can be anticipated at

tap-levels coniderably lower than the ,unsch-bell
The steady-state stress for the multiple strip limit of cataacrophy.

structure (Fig. 10) is given by
e

1/n S. For a specific device. cn the basis of fault-a-* (iN~l-i)/n] o qA/t(N). i - 1.2,3... (24) isolation date gathered via micrographic studies oa
An lIteat failed devices, the creep propagation can be

traced and vulnerable zones prone to thermoelastic
where straining can be Identified. In addition, data

N 1+1/n °  collected fro pArametrtc measurements under accel-
Io(NI - # NIl-i/Nj .rated testing can be used to develop an algorith-

a - sic representation of creep-propagation and latent
time-to-failure in terms of mu.er of zape per unit

The corresponding upper bound of normalized rupture time tine. Relevant work Is In progrmes.
can be estimated as:

14
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ABSTLACT a datum level of susceptibility of the device to the
hazardous influence.

The causative factors and mechanisu(s) of latent-
failures in microelectronic devices induced by electri-
cal overstressing are subtle in nature, However, _________________________

considering the a&e-dependent performance degradation g

Sthat occurs at low thresholds of external electrical "gas I. Seler fedmAaLe swet toAt

stressing@ (such as electrostatic discharge. electro- Ifeetetal
magnetic pulsing, etc.) which my lead a device Into
out-of-spec conditions. the failure induction can be
attributed to the cumulative buildup of residual strains Lo a h
within the device resulting from thermoelastic stresses
caused by repetitive zaps. The corresponding thermal Davismt* o Vilt

shock and fatigue can initiate microflavs in the device
structure. and therefore the latent mode of device fail- 1 odcs tesPIe rcs..........Lta
ure can be regarded as the endochronic response of the 1

stress-relief In the device structure which can be gWitl8Lo" 81"I.Trnis................lts
analyzed by electromagnet ice-based electrothermal/ther- GVL i.6 ., f. ............. Latest
isoelastic considerations as detailed in the present R11c PVE~A...............latest
investigations.

Oor"ot.............................. [Atest

INTRODUCTION it.................attph

A major limitation that hangs over the future
generation of microelectronic deices Is the assurance 1. Irusr Stes Reie Crcs...................lAtest
of a suitable degree of reliability arising from physi-
cal considerations due to ultraminiaturization. Under- CDi.1.ctricsl Sufc Chq. A-Lstlea............Latest

standing the reliability attributes of monolithic BI.1.ctz~t S2..kd-m............Catastsvpi1c/lAteat
Integrated circuits requires knowledge of both physical Ca"rjcin(o arss ...ctsrv~
and chemical phenomena that can occur after a device Is
1 nufactured and that can effect reliability 11. In
:a. course of development of complex, monolithic device 3. ami ~ reoun................ cattqbpa

structures, It has been observed that most failures
could be characterized as function failures governed by I-Qiet........................ Z'stf
electrical, therml, chemical, and eleactrical-field elAiSO Its ..................... etasebis
factors. The related failure mechanisms expected to
plague the devices can be grouped accordiag to smacep-
tibla 0"leial locales as inicated la Table 1. 4. GmaeIes bntli .................

&mi" eft ~........................Sao
The failure machealis can be further classified

.T Into tw categorie; namely, (1) persistent stressing ............. .. '

due to temperature elevations caused by the operatins
current or due to environmental factors such as humidity -

which continuously act according to the Aryhenius pro-

cess law, and, (11) threshold-limited damage governed by 1 1

.PIZ 0-

V~~~~YA0o 19.19f~ 4 ~ /P $ /4 J S *'I~ ~ ~ .*~~*



While the stressings above the threshold level a temperature gradient across the heterogeneous device

would cause irreversible (or catastrophic) damages, it media. The spatial and/or temporal variables such as

is possible that low-level zaps can stimulate degrada- mass density (p), specific heats (C and Cv), thermal

na in the device performance characteristics. A coefficient of expansion (a) and isothermal compressi-

sative growth of performance degradation would even- bility (kT ) would induce thermoelastic stresses which
~ly lead the device into out-of-spec conditions.
#iji. brand of failure is better known as the latent may initiate microcracks. Subsequent zaps would cause

failure. Such time-dependent failures are often caused the creep-propogation and the percolation of cracks to

by low-level overstressings due to electrical transients crucial sites (such as metallization interconnections)

or electrostatic discharges. would cause performance degradation and/or total failure

Presently, the endochronic performance degradation
is analyzed as a thermoelastic-based creeping of micro-
ruptures arising from thermodynamical inhomogeneities E ECTMCAL $7RSSM
in the composite device structure. (lD.E Etc.

INDOCHRONIC PERFORMANCE DEGRADATION (POWER pPJT" W}

The time-dependent performance degradation of a

microelectronic device and the belated failure can be YL T
modeled by a constitutive law in 

terms of a generic

function S(t) given by [2]: 0 VOLUM: V
AREA OF

SMt) - S- exp [--/T*(t)]4 CROSSSECTICI A

DEIE(f.¢C .v-. kTt

[c(t) CImc/Tw l * ( t )  [M(t)lM i3 - n+d l T * ( t )  (1)

where a,b,c,d are constants and T*(t) is a time-depen- FIQRE I" STRESSED DE'v AND HOT4WT FORMATX)N

dent temperature function given by T*(t) - Ti T(t)/

(T(t) - T 11. Bere, Ti denotes the initial temperature Considering an arbitrary hot-spot (Fig. 1), the

system relations based on conservation of mass, conser-
and T(t) is the hot-spot temperature within the device vation of energy, and thermodynamical equation of state
at an observation time, t. Further, in equation (1), can be written as follows [7]:
$S depicts the initial value of the generic parameter S

*Zj',te exponential term represents the thermal life of ()+ pV.v o ()
evice as governed by the Mrhenius process. The dtP

'Voities C, C, and N are time-dependent electrical,
chemical, and mechanical stress parameters respectively; PAt vi + 6j O1 - o (2b)

and their Initial values are &it CID and M below which

the corresponding processes of aging are insignificant. oij 5 vi + pdt EI - PW (2c)

The terms containing E, C, and M in equation (1) follow
the inverse power law depicting endochronic deteriora- d a)-+-(C /2 a p

tions; and the 4uantities L, m, and n denote the corre- dt I p + (1/0p) i S vIV.v] d
sponding electrical, mechanical, and chemical endurance
coefficients respectively. + (Cv/a) (kT)ij dt aij (2d)

Equation (1) essentially represents four major where the operator d is the convective derivative equal
failure-inducing mechanisma. The domination of one t

particular process would depend on the extent of the to a/at + v.V where ; is the bulk velocity of the
corresponding stress and the strength of endurance of theroelastic vibrstion. Further, 64 depicts the space
the device infrastructure (to that particular stress).

7or example, Intense electrical transients can-melt ?N derivative a/axj, and E, is the internal (thernodynamic)

junctions and/or metallizations; the resulting damage is energy density and W is the power input from the exter-
therefore primarily thermal [33. Likewise, dielectric nal stimulus. The quantity oij represents the stress

breakdowns [4] at MOS-gate structures are failures due tensor.
to high electric field stressing (t). Further, electro-

migration of metals (Al, Au, etc.) at vulnerable sites A small hot-spot region (Fig. 1) can be regarded as

can induce localized or extended pittings and voids mechanically isotropic and hence equations (2) can be

[.,6]. This is a thermochemical/diffusion-based failure simplified to obtain linear equations for atOp. a, and
which is governed by the factor C. Mechanical damage . "hey are given by [7]
characterized by the quantity JI would result from

thersolastic stresses which may develop in the com-
posite device structure due to thermal gradients and 6l (atp) - C2 V1(6 P) [Ct PIa/C V"W (3a)

other thermdynamical inhomogemelties as diused t 0 P

bellow. ao - c t  [V0 Ca / C 1 6 V (3b)
t o o p t

TUNOUASTIC STRESSES ANID MICRODEFORKATIONS
8: - CV - -C a / CVW (30)

;E ternsl electrical overstressings would generate t 0 o p
b.- wvithin the device due to 12R loss, and would set up

2
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where 0 refers to the stress at time t in the homoge-
neous, isotropic hot-spot region, and C is the thermo-
elastic wave velocity in the device media. It is equal 90.1lO
to ( (C /pC kT)I1o. (The suffix o denotes the equilib- -

rium state and 6 t refers to the operator a/at. )  CrOAX

Fh dws)

The wave equations given by the relations (3) can 40 - /
be solved with appropriate boundary conditions if the Z
hot-spot dimensions are specified. Thus, for a filamen- -20

tary hot-spot of length L and cross-sectional area A ATE& 1L SI
(Fig. 1) which may result from a pulse input due to an I
external stressing (say. electrostatic discharge), the 0 -
following solutions concerning the stress waves can be -200 200 400 600 600 O TW 0
obtained [7]: TE-. AT1.R, %

01,2 (x,t) - A n exp (-Jwnt) (4) FIGURE 2: THERM0LASfrC AND FRE STESS
n nl,2 W.n VERSUS TEMPERATURE

where the indicies 1 and 2 represent the regions inside
and outside the hot-spot; n is an odd integer, if tan 4 PERCOLATION OF FAILURE-FRONT
- (Co) I(pCo)z <1; otherwrie it i even. The coeffi-

Once a sicroflaw is initiated, subsequent external
cients A and A are given by, stimuli would encourage a cumulative growth of the

l nz deformation until a total failure occurs. Depending on

the site of initiation of the microflav, the extent
A (-l) -21 (poC3IC L) [Coo (W x/C )] to which the lunctional characteristics of the device

U,2 o p n 01
are affected can be determined-s long as the initiation

and and growth of flaws are in the nonactive regions of the
device, the catastrophic failure may not show up. Per-

Aa -J-) .f ( 1xaC'/2CpL)a tan(24') exp[Jn(X-L)ICo haps a performance degradation may occur. However, as
A n J p L2n 0) the flaw percolates and reaches a vulnerable site or an

(5) active zone of the device, the device failure will be
complete with an irreversible damage. Therefore, until

urther, wu = (0)/2L] (nw-Jyo) where y Is the the growth process culminate. in a catastrophic or out-
Z u - [ ( of-spec condition, a dormant state of failure would

solution of the equation coth(y ) + (-1)
n csch(yo) - prevail. The propagation of a microflaw and the creep

tan #. rupture of an electrically overstressed device can be
studied by the following simple model:

For each frequency component u the corresponding

stress amplitude exhibits some resonance phenomena
according to the value of the pulse width. The influ-
ence of pulse widths of electrical transients in causing
performance degradation has been established via experi- i
mental studies 18,9] and the present analysis indicates "000
the existence of elastic (resonant) stress waves arising
from external stimuli which could possibly induce micro-
deformations. i n-5 407

The maximum stress developed at a vulnerable site 1 00" M123 " NAs
due to a temperature gradient of AT is given by

a a(T) E AT /(l-v) (6)

where E is the Young's modulus of elasticity and v is 10 0
the Poisson's ratio. Considering silicon as the device 1W | K) 0 TM 00/0
material, a is plotted in Fig. 2 as a function of T - TIME (tI

along with the variation of fracture strength with res- Irwris 3: NC~AUZED OtW PRACM 11I
pact to temperature. It can be seen from Fig. 2 that V&. o: awaZ L TDP
the thermoelastic stress can exceed the fracture
strength at a temperature well below the melting point
(1215*C), indicating that even low-level saps can possi-
bly Initiate uicrodeformations in the device via Cousider a thin layer of the stressed materials of
induction of theroelastic stresses. width B. Let T1 and Tt be toeratures at the two

extremities of the layer as shown n Fig. 3, where
TI>Tj'.' The test material being composite in nature,

e--M the analysis is done by dividing the layer into N strips.
Due to the temperature difference, the thersoelastic

streas and strain at the ith strip can be represented by

the quantities a and ci, respectively. 11- 6 ia the

3
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th
elongation of the I strip, then the basic equations of r r"
epuilibrIum are: (-1/k +1) d;(t)/dt - V (a) dV (13)

')01iAT =NQl(7) The growth damage as decided by the above relation would
._/-j ) I A culminate at a critical stress level of statically ad-misable value and then the rupture will take place.

Initially, q - o throughout the body; that is, I(o) - o.
where AT Is the temperature difference, (TI-T2). I Iand At final rupture, t - Tug "U > 0. Hence by inte-

i are the Young's modulus and coefficient of thermal grating equation (13) over the time interval (0. vU), .%

expansion of the I th strip respectively, the upper bound on life time is obtained as,

The strain-displacement relation can be specified k V~i-.) / [(l+k0) Ci * (a) dv] (14)

" B, (a) The steady-state stress for the multiple strip
structure (Fig. 3) is given by (10]

together with the compatibility condition, 1/n
- [(Q+A-/)/N] n / (N), 1 - 1,2,3... (15)

*+1 - i (9) 0
6I N

where
Further, the constitutive equations of creep initiation N
and growth are given by (10): 1(N) -E [(Ne1-i)/N)l1I/n

CiC - /l + Cc (10a)
The corresponding upper bound of normalized rupture time

n can be estimated as (11]:de Idt . C (l-qi) o(lOb)

k
k /T -F u(k) I (/a) 0 (16)

dq /dt - Ca (aI/1-qi ) 0 (10c) U U 0 0

where T is the rupture time of a single strip under the
where C1 . C2, n and k are material constants and E is 0

0 c tensile stress a and a - ol AT; further,
reap-train. The quantity q Is a damage parameter 0

increases from zero In a virgin state to unity at N k - -
rupture. For most of the materials [10], the value of FU (k - . [(N+l-i)/N] o (17)
n is less than S and k is nearly equal to 0.7 n.0 1 0J

When a continuous body occupying a volume V is The variation of normalized creep-failure time as a
acted upon the surface by a certain stress, the consti- function of temperature difference for a typical deteri-
tutive factor concerning steady creep behavior would be orating semiconductor structure (thin layer) is shown in
monotonic. That is, increases in stress would cause in- Fig. 3. Silicon and GaAs are taken as the test
creases in the strain rate. For a steadily creeping materials, and the failure is presumed to occur when the
material, the growth law of damage can be written as creep reaches the fourth strip (that is, N - 4).
[10],

Work is in progress to estimate latent damage time

E /dtd /dt (a) due to creep propagation to vulnerable sites. This is
/ 0 done by evaluating the severity of zaps and the lethali-

ty of the effect. The lethality will be Aeasured in

and terms of the creep failure time quantified by equation
(16).

k k k
dq/dt " C2 f °(c) / (l-q) o .k (a) / (l-q) o (llb) Further, the average number of zaps per unit time

0 required to cause a latent failure will be determined by
k a systematic accelerated aging procedure based on an

where Io (a) - C1  o (a) and 4 (a) is a &-alar invari- algorithm formulated on the principle of equivalent
aging. The aging of the test device will be asessed by

a f t f1 deviatory leakage current and/or nonlinear transfer
ant of the streas function, a (10]. characteristics of the device.

Further, the specific rate of work done in the
creep process or the strain energy dissipation can be CUCIZSIOUS
wutttem se A possible maechanism of latent failure due to elec-

Lfff ko+l trical overastressing in microelectronic devices is the
C(t) - (l-q) dl. (12) time-dependent (cumulative) thernoelastic response of

the device medium. That is, latent modes of failure can

be attributed to the creeping of microflavs in the ac-ip -rating the dama.ge relation dq/dt of equation (11) tive locales of the device leading to deviatory perfor-
u,er the volume of the body (V) and combining with equa- tive calest ic e lenoe atrperor

tion(12 th folowng esut i obaind: ance characteristics. The thermolastic response oftion (12) the following result is obtained:

4
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the device Is governed by both the thermodynamic inhomo-
goseitiee of the medium as well as by the pulsating/

:@ transient nature of the external stimuli. The present
theoretical analysis on creep percolation can supplement
the (latent mode) failure analysis based on micrographic
studies of failed devices; hence the statistical predic-
tion of latent failure time is possible with the date
acquired via accelerated teats and calculations based on
the equivalent aging principle.
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NOTE

SUSCEPTIBILITY OF ON-CHIP PROTECTION CIRCUITS TO
LATENT FAILURES CAUSED BY ELECTROSTATIC DISCHARGES

(R ecelvd 26 Aiawmn 19M; in reled form 2 Nowmber 1915)

D'MODUClON shown in Fig. i. The times corresponding to some fixed
Among the LSI devices, MOS circuits are highly sensi- value of'p under two distinct streu levels me i, and 12
tive to damages due to electrical overstressings (EOS) (Fig. 1) and are known as "equivalent times" [5]. The
arising from electrostatic discharges (ESD). Hence, "equivalent.aging principle" [5], assumes that
several schemes have been developed for LSI input pro-
tection (on-chip) circuits f1.21. However, it has been VT, - Vt, = K, (Constant) (1)
observed that, if repeated, and/or multiple discharges
occur, the protection circuits themselves would be cumu- where n is the endurance coefficient. Equation (1) can
latively stressed, with the result that their protection also be written in terms of the average numbers of "aps"
capability will be degraded progressively [3]. At a par- (number of stress occurrences) ZI and Z2 assumed pro-
ticular stage, the ineffectiveness of the protection circuit portional to the periods t and tz as
will allow subsequent stress occurrences ("zaps") to reach
the active MOS regions causing a total device failure. VIZI - V;Z 2 = K2 (Constant). (2)
Considering various component-damages ("woundings")
observed at the protection networks, the cumulative Thus, from eqn (1) or (2), for a given value of p, the
degradation at low or subcatastrophic thresholds of corresponding value of failure-time (or average number
static exposure can be modeled by an appropriate ag- of stress occurrences during the period of failure-time)
ing process with relevant statistics as indicated in the can be assessed by determining the values of n and the
pr sen work. constant K, or Ka.

AGI4G MODEL CASE STUDY

On-chip protection circuits which provide a low in- For test studies, EPROMS fabricated withN-channel,
pedance path for surge voltages consist either singly or silicon-gate technology are considered and the follow-
as a combination of the following basic structures [3]: ing test results due to Chase (6] are analyzed: The device
(i) Polysilicon or N' (diffused) resistors; (ii) thin or was stressed at different severity (stress) levels
thick oxide transistors; (iii) field-plate diodes; and (V 1 1000 V and ±300 V) by a transient discharge
(iv) punch-through devices. Low-level discharges at
these protection elements may not cause the threshold-
power dissipation required for catastrophic damages
such as junction burnouts, oxide punchthrough and/or
metallization burnouts (3]. However, repetitive, sub-
catastrophic occurrences of ESD can possibly induce
stressings which may cause electrothermal-based
"woundings" (or damage such as electromigration of
metals (1,31, thermoelastic stains (41, oxide pin-hole v V
formation (1-31, etc.). Cumulative buildup of damage
with the recurnce of stresses amounts to a dormant .... .
stage of failure during which the circuit would exhibit a
performance degradation. Ultimately, the deviant per.
formance would lead to catastrophic conditions.

The time-dependent degradation or aging can be
assessed by measuring the time variation of a non-
destructive property (p) related to the aging of the cir-
cuit. Suppose two time-variation curves are obtained 2 2
corresponding to two distinct (subcatastrophic) stress- TIME (t)

levels. The functional form of p is assumed independent
of the stress magnitude and the two curves will have the Fig. 1. Unspecified degrading device characteristics (p) vs
same shape, but different length (along the time axis) as aging time for two distinct stess levels V, and V2.

J~k, 677
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LIFE-TIE STATLSTICS

0
"o2 The device reliability relevant to the degradation-

performance under repetitive stfrings can be modeled
t ' by assuming that degradation rate is proportional to theI ~ existing degradation (71. The proporionality constant is

R I e1 a positively distributed random variable. Then the extent
no"  of degradaton would tend to be asymptotically log-

normal. Hence, the general form of life distribution in
pA 4 V tems ofZ (number of stress occurrences) is given by [7].

0I G4Z~y.) = y - _n( -_ (3)

,wher is the standard normal disibution and y,,

(tt - 4L-I). Furthe, ln(y.) has the mean value of 1 amda
g 1  -9 , standard deviaion equal to a. From the data pertaining

to stress level of + 10o0 V of Fig. 2, the presumed log-

normal fit [eqn (3)] is demonstrated in Fig. 3 where the
ao00U quantity h.refers ton(1--C-1.

ZI I 1 X uII I

0 4 S , 1S 20 CONCLUDING EMiARKS
NU R OF ISO4RGES(z)-. The existing works on protection network reliability

Fig. 2. Input leakage curent as a fuction number of __i are invariably concerned with catastrophic failures
discharges a a sensitive pin. Test results by imlating [3,8]. The lack of analyses on latent damages prompted
via eqivalew human body RC-network model [6]. e-o-. the present investigations. The approach indicated here
V - + 1000 V; 0-0-0, V -1000 V; A-A-A. provides an algorithmic support based on "equivalent
V - +300 V and X-X-X, V -300 V chip details me aging principle" to analyze the test data on latent fail-

urea. The study reveals the applicability of lognonnal
distribution to the statistics of aging process of the pro-

from an RC-network as shown in Fig. 2. (The RC- tection circuits.
network chosen simulates the ESD from a human-body
[61.) Stressing was done at a sensitive pin and Acbaodgems -This eearwork ispeby a gram
performanc-degradation was monitored by measuring by the Office of Naval Research (No. 613-005) which is rate-
the input leakage current (h,). Device failure was as- Mly acknowledged.
sumed when It exceeded 400 IA. The relevant results
are shown in Fig. 2. The endurance coefficient calcu-
lations [eqn (2)] (based on the criteria that the criti-
cal leakage current (Jc) exceeded 400 p.A), yields I. C. Duvvury, R. N. Rountree and L. S. White, Proc. Elec-

n = 1.390 and 0.704 for positive and negative values of cal Over'e/Eltfrotok Dicharge Syup. EOS-,•181-197, Lms Vegas (1983).

V, respectively. (Relevant calculation uses data points 2. J. K. Keller, Proc. Electrical OverstresslElectrosatic Dis-
namely V1. VY2, Y3, V4 & Z1. Z . Z,, Z shown in Fig. 2.) charge Symp. EOS-2, 73-S0, San Diego (1990).

30-

Fig. 3. Lognormnal fit to the tea daM on EPROM (Fig. 2);" C'
experimental. -fitted cue.
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ABSTRACT transients occur repeatedly, endochronic build-up
of interface-states, trapped charges in the bulk-

VLSI/ULSI strategies applied to MOS devices dielectric, etc., would occur due to the field-
shrink-dovn the active dimensions to extremely induced injection and/or Impact ionization
small magnitudes and warrant unique modeling of the 5
device-response under electrical overstresses (ROS) phenena in the oxide. The purpose of the
caused by external influences like electrostatic present investigationa is to analyze the
discharge (ISD), electromagnetic pulsing, etc. The performance degradation failure of a eOSFIT under
resulting adverse effects can manifest in two various severity levels of 5SD zaps and to evaluate

failure modes, namely, the catastrophic damage and the corresponding extent of lethality in

endochronic degradation. The impact of scaling- quantifiable terms via appropriate models depicting

down on device failures is deduced in terms of BOS the various modes/mechanisms of BSD Interaction

parameters and device-dimensions. with the infrastructure of the device. Hence, the
role of geometrical parameters in deciding the
lethality/survivability of the device subjected to

IDl ICTIOl ESD transients (single or repetitive) Is

elucidated. This analysis would form the basis to
A new type of contaminant that plagues the assess the device reliability as a function of

modern microelectronics industry Is the scaling-dovn strategies.
triboelectric static accumulation and discharge

through semiconductor devices.
I Especially among ANALYSIS

all devices, the component most sensitive and
susceptible to damages arising from electrostatic The ESD phenomena normally encountered can be

discharge (RSD) is the metal-oxide semiconductor; simulated by three vell-established models,

high electrostatic potential build-up often renders namely,6  (a) human-body model, (b) charged-device
the MOSFITs to fail completely (catastrophic model, and (c) field-induced model. The human-body
damage) or to show performance degradation as a model (Fig. 1) depicts the transfer of static from
result of deteriorations in the dielectric a charged individual to ground via the test device.
integrity and oxide-silicon interface under ESD

environments. 2 Charged-device
7  model represents the bleed-off

of accumulated charge upon the device-surface to

Vith the scaling-down imposed by shrinking ground through the pin and conductive parts of the

geometrical requirements designed to obtain active device (Fig. 2). The third model simulates

improved device characteristics and increased the effect of the charge distribution and discharge

packaging density, the gate-region of the MOSFUT vhen a device is exposed to a static-electric field

has become even more vulnerable to ESD-based (Fig. 3).

failures caused by two major geometrical factors,
namely, (a) scaling the gate-oxide thickness to
ultra thin dimensions (about lOOk) results In an OUCH

extremely high field intensity in the dielectric

approaching the limits of breakdown conditions
3 ' 4  Poo

and (b) geometrical reduction leading to shortened
channel length and narrowed channel width can
augment the possibilities of electrical
overatressing due to external transients. .SK

Thus the net effect of shrunk geometry would be
to enhance the susceptibility of the device to iSD- 1
based failures vith two possibilities: The first €1T I

one would refer to irreversible (catastrophic)
gate-oxide (dielectric) breakdown due to the I

impulsive ISD zap at the gate terminal.4  The -- PMM

second type of damage would pertain to slow (time-
dependent) performance degradation resulting from noI : ,um -, M
sub-catastrophic zaps; when such low-level

400
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The critical voltage or severity level of
catastrophy at which irreversible gate-oxide damage
would occur can be formulated in terms of 3OS
parameter(s) and the vulnerable geometries of the
device as follovas

IG-e- '.X O- A - I

/ ] _T' :Consildering a cylindrical current path from Si _

substrate to the polysilicon electrode across thegate-dielectric (Fig. 4), the heat-flux (H) in the
" 1oir a..........." current path into the Si substrate can be written

a' 1 212 ia/Xi and (1) .

. : - is vhere t and ox are thermal conductivity and thermal

In the event of a high intensity EtSD at the diffusion vidth, repectively. Further, 51 is the,'gate of a NOS device, a dielectric breakdovn is temperature rise, I is the radius of current path
Slikely to occur in the thin gate-oxide film. This and tox is the gate-oxide thickness.In terms of

bre.kdov. process may be divided into two stpae: electric hoer dissipated aS heat, the critical
Duzring the first or build-up stage, localized high- voltage (V ) of oxide breakdown can be obtained -
field current density are formed as a result of c-
charge-trap generation with accompanied barrier from the following relations:.
lovering. Hventully when the local current

density or field exceeds a critical value, the Itox' . (per unit area) (3)
rapid runavay stage begins during which additional "c-"
runaway (electrical and/or thermal) process result ''in breakdown vhere K refers to the electrical conductivity of

the oxide-film. For steady-state temperature rise
The field-controlled breakdown essentially (ST),,),

depends on the intrinsic breakdown strength
(S8ieV/cm) of the oxide and is primarily dictated by [1si T the/ gato)]t/2 .
the Fkovler-ordhe e3 tunneling of electrons from cs (a) ba th citc

the conduction band of Si substrate into the oxide.

fiel crepodd current density are~ iomdasar sul of

chare-tra enertin uret ac nied (rier For the transient condition governed by the
approximately equal to exp (-ig) where A and 3 narrow pulse regime of the ESD events, the thermal
are constants with (approxiate) values of 2 x 106 conduction equation for the dielectric gate can be

Iupere/(MV) 2  and 238 rVr, respectively.8  to wit as

oxide-defects also would significantly influencete
the breakdown mechanism. Cen l(AT)/dt - .[*~i(5

Tunneling of electrons irom Si into the oxide
is followed by transport of these charges in the where /ci
oxide with the creation of electron-hole pairs by refer to the specific heat and mass density of the
the interaction of field-accelerated electrons vith oxide material, respectively. For a pulse duration
the oxide via impact ionization. This may lead to of , the critical voltae of breakdown Vcv can be ,
locaF dissipation of enerc i from the excitedt
carriers into heat through excitation of lattice obtained from the principal solution of eq. (5).
vibration nods if this joule heating i not It is given by ,r
extracted fast enolgh by conduction, the local
s temperature would rise until a permanent damage V I(x,t) . i the cri1/2 (6)

lf '.occurs, a observed by Yamae, et al.9 t excite

caaohu
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vhere a v  - £T,1l-(x,t)j. Bore 6T. (x) is equal VD0CMMI C DGRAUTIOU

2 [to21-x2 At subcatestrophic level. of stressing, the
oxto q I and device vould exhibit a latent mode of failure

manifesting as the endochronic performance

degradation. Such *wounded, or "rogue" components
S(t)ul- (Wl)( (erf x-+erf x*)dt) vhere x may still be functional (hovever, vith deviatory

L tcharacteristics) and are potentially prone to
Is the hot-spot under observation. Further x caatohc fiue o-usqet srs[2n*l)tox/2 ; xJ/2 1 where aSI02 is the catastrophic failures on subsequent stress

thermal diffulvity of the oxide. The aging of a device can be specified in terns
Thus 3q. (6) evaluates the critical volt of four possible damaging influences, namely, the

tags in elevated temperature, the intensive electric field,
terms of the ISD parameters (I c and VJ) and the depletory electromigration and undue thermoelastic
device geometrical (scaling) quantity, namely, t stresses. Specifically, in a HOS device, the

ox. degradation is observed in the form of shifts in
It applies to the zap received by the gate from the threshold voltage and/or changes in trans-

a human-body (fig. 1) or a charged-body (Fig. 2). conductance. Vhen a device takes multiple (low-
It is analogous to the popular Vunsch-Bel level) zaps at random (or regular) intervals, the

relation10  specified for junction devices to net time-dependent degradation due to N stresses
calculate the critical power dissipation at the (zaps) can be written as follovs:11

junction.

Field induced odel (Fig. 3) LVT  I /2 1-p r

A NO device subjected to field-induced mode of rVT- 1-
electrical overstressing can be analyzed T T )
considering a dielectric plus air-gap model and
depicted in Fig. 5.

a N Agl 11/2 1-p r

o /- (1 -1) (8)

T where VT~ and go refer to the threshold voltage and* 16 the transconductance, respectively. Further, p is
a constant (<I) and the exponent r is greater than
one. .VTl and aml are the changes in VT and ge

T ~ cl:'owg1Mn (respectively) for a single zap. In general, AVT or
\9111 is determined by the magnitude and sign of th,'

charge injected into the dielectric. Typical
variation (measured) of a6g/g. as a function of

S& SUBsmM number of zaps is presented in Fig. 6.

FIG. S F1ELD-iOUCED BREAXDOWN ACROSS THE
GATE-OXlOE PLUS AIR-GAP ,

The critical air-gap voltage Vo  at which

breakdown occurs and pumps the charges into the
dielectric can be specified in terms of an over-
voltage parameter ALV is given by .4..

Vc 1 tox 2t i/6(l+t x/&CSi02
)2  (7) 16

where is a constant and I is the intrinsic * ,,, -

M IS 1RAM, M W (ftr AS Abreakdown strength of the oxide. PUNMOW W M U .A

Thus the electrical overstressing pertaining to Changes in go or VT is mainly controlled by the
the field-induced condition my initiate a
breakdown by the critical overvoltage (due to trapped carrier density N(t) given by12
stressing) which is directly proportional to the
square of the dielectric thickness and is inversely N(t) - NT(l-exp[-4Nnj(t)]) (9)
proportional to the gap width.
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with Ntnj(t) (1/q)4, JiJ (t')dt'. Here a is the REFERENCS
, charge accumulation coefficient and Jln refers to
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SUSCEPTIBILITY OF PCB-MOUNTED MICROELECTRONIC DEVICES TO FAILURES

CAUSED BY ELECTROSTATIC DISCHARGES

Susceptibility of PCB-mounted devices to failures caused by

electrostatic discharges (ESD) is studied. Theoretical analysis and a

simulated experiment indicate higher vulnerability of subassembled (PCB-

mounted) devices relative to their unmounted (isolated) counterparts.

By

Perambur S. Neelakantaswamy, RIT Research Corporation, Rochester, NY

and

Rennen I. Turkman, Rochester institute of Technology, Rochester, NY

Transference of electric charges from one moving surface to another by

forces created by the heat of friction induce static electricity oausing a

potential difference between the surfaces involved. The static voltage on

nonconductors commonly reaches magnitudes of 500 V to 1500 V under

2



relatively high humidity conditions and often as high as 15,000 V TO 20,000

V under dry conditions. The chargas induced on a nonconductor can remain in

"puddles" on the surface for hours for even days. When such a static build-

up occurs in a semiconductor, the device may fail either due to excessive

voltage difference or, due to the discharge of this voltage across the

device causing an excessive current to flow. In either case, a damage

(catastrophic or performance degradation) in the device is likely to occur

in the sensitive parts of the devices.

Thus electrostatic discharge (ESD) plagues the modern microelectronic

industry as a new contaminant and poses unique reliability problems due to

"sneaky" failures in production lines, in the inspection departments, at the

stock-room, while-on-transit or in the hands of the customers.

In general, such ESD threats are conceived as and supposedly

experienced only in isolated devices; that is, in those devices which are

not subassembled or mounted on a PCB. This presumption is rather incorrect

and as pointed out by Donald Frank (Ref. i), it is a "myth" to presume "an

ESD sensitive component cannot be damaged once it is installed on a circuit

board." Notwithstanding, in the existing practice, survivability assessment

of electronic systems under electrical overstresses (EOS) arising from

electrostatic discharges ('D) have been invariably restricted to analyzing

the isolated components only; and, failure prevention measures (Ref. 2) have

been prescribed acordingly in respect of handling and using isolation

devices. Further, failures threshold studies and protective circuit designs

have also been based mostly on the anticipated ESD threats exclusive to

unmounted/isolated devices only.

'
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However, case studies (Refs. 1, 3 & 4) reveal that devices mounted on

printed circuit boards (PCB) would experience high failure rates under ESD

environments despite exercising the prescribed precautionary measures. For

example, as indicated by William Thompson, (Ref. 3) non-observance of ESD ,

protective measures in handling and using certain costly replacement

subassemblies of tactical systems like missiles, resulted in excessive loss

and warranted frequent field-repairs.

Not taking care to protect ESD sensitive components from the damage

after they have been installed in an equipment can also result in

performance degradation of the unit, as pointed out by Donald Frank (Ref. 1)

referring to a case of a scientific calculator being not able to retain the

programmed memory when necessary handling procedures were not followed.

More evid.ience on ESD-induced damage to integrated circuits on PCB's

has been recently furnished by Shaw and Enoch (Ref. 4) with experimental

data pertaining to the sensitivity of a batch of octal-latch integrated

circuits mounted on a printed circuit board to ESD transients. Their

experiments reveal the high static propensity of PCB's would lead to an ESD

transient, sufficiently large enough to cause catastrophic damages in

mounted devices.

In order to assess, the proneness of PCB-mounted devices to failures

under ESD-based overstresses, it is essential to formulate a systematic

model so as to estimate the relative lethality of such devices (in the

subassembly) in comparison with that of isolated (unmounted) counter parts.

A typical model can be conceived as follows:

4



THEORETICAL MODEl

Referring to Fig. 1, the electrostatic discharge from a human body onto

a PCB-pin is equivalently represented by a network. The components of the

dual-RLC network (Ref. 5 & 6) (namely RB LB CB & RH LH CH ) denote the body

and the hand, and the voltage Vi on CB depicts the electrostatic voltage on

the body. The transmission-line path between the PCB-pin and the device-pin

is represented by an equivalent T-network (Ref. 6) with lumped elements of

Le and C . The device junction under stress is assumed to be purely

resistive (R.) and is shunted by substrate/packaging capacitance, C.

Associated with R. is the effective junction area (A) through which the bulk

of the ESD current is passed. Typical values OF Rj, C j, and dual-RLC

elements are shown in Fig. 1. Further, the path-length of the PCB

transmission-line is assumed as 5 cm (a typical value) with a characteristic

impedance of 50fl. The corresponding Le and Ce values (Ref. 7) per unit

length are 2.5 riH/cm and 1 pF/cm, respectively, if the PCB has a dielectric

constant of 2.5.

Analysis: The transient voltage Vj(t) across the device junction is

computed by Laplace transform technique, assuming a stress voltage of Vi =

1000 V. The device considered is of silicon material with A = 1000 sq.

microns. For a known (computed) Vj(t), the average power per unit junction

area, namely, P(PCBM-D) as a function of time is plotted in Fig. 2. To find

a measure for the damage (as implied by junction melting), the junction

5



power per unit area at the melting point of the device medium (silicon),

denoted as P(W-B), is computed as a function of time via well-known Wunsch-

Bell (Ref. 8) heat transfer equation. The relevant results are also

presented in Fig. 2.

The condition for catastrophic failure of the PCB-mounted device is

that P(PCBM-D) >, P(W-B). Prom Fig. 2, this failure condition corresponds to

the time, t = C = 4 nsec. If the test device considered were to be an

isolated piece (instead of being mounted on a PCB), the corresponding

junction power per unit area, P(I-D) as a function of time, can be

calculated (Ref. 5) by the equivalent network of Fig. 1 with the omission of

transmission line and inductive parameters. The results are shown on Fig. 2

with the associated failure time beingt 2= 9 nsec. Hence the relative

lethality endurance (Ref. 9) of the PCB-mounted device in comparison with an

isolated device is given by (Ref. 9) I' 1/'r2 = 0.44. That is, for a given

severity level of ESD, the PCB-mounted device has an endurance capability

(Ref. 9) of only 44% of that of an isolated device. The enhanced lethality

and higher proneness to failure of the PCB-mounted device results from

current-peaking effects (Ref. 10) due to inductive elements of the

equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 1. The super-fast initial-voltage spike

across R. is indicated by the overshoot curve of V. (PCBM-D) would pose a

higher severity, as experienced in the reported case studies (Ref. 1, 3, &

4).

6
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EXPERJIXNTAL STUDIES

To understand the implications of current-peaking effects due to the

inductive elements of the transmission-line on the PCB, an experiment

simulating the equivalent circuit of Fig. 1 was constructed using a PCB with

5cm long parallel line, terminated by a parallel combination of R. = l0 ohm3

and C = 5tF. The typical output-discharge voltage waveforms, with and

without the transmission-line, as observed on a wide-band oscilloscope are

shown in Figs. 3 A & B. These waveforms closely depict the computer-

simulated discharge profiles of Fig. 2. The characteristic initial peak

(due to the inductive elements of the transmission line) of Fig. 3A can

drive the junction into the Wunch-Bell's limit of catastrophy (Ref. 8). But

when the inductive elements are absent (that is, when the device is

considered as an isolated component), the discharge waveform is essentially

an RC transient curve without initial peak(s)/overshoot(s) as could be

observed from Fig. 3B. Thus the simulated experiment supplements the

concept that the BSD threat could be higher when the components are on a PCB

than when the components experience the ESD zap as isolated devices.

Remedial Measures: in spite of exercising ESD controls (Ref. 2) during

design, test, manufacture, assembly and packaging for delivery, etc., there

persists an enhanced threat of failure in respect of replacement assemblies

(PCB) as indicated in the present analysis. Therefore additional protection

methods may be required exclusivly at subassembly levels. Transient

suppression at subassembly level can be done by three schemes: In the first

7



method (Ref. 4) as recommended by some manufacturers, resistors ',up to 400

0ohms) can be included in series with inputs that are directly wired to off-
board connectors, so as to limit discharge current of an ESD transient.

Such in-line resistors have been observed to be effective in protecting ICs

on a board only to a moderate extent; and also their effectiveness is

dependent on the polarity of the transient, the greater effect being

achieved for negative transients (Ref. 4).

Another scheme suggested here is to use a negative resistance elements

(varistors) as shunt-type transient suppressors across the inputs and off-

board connectors (Ref. 11). Because of the symmetrical sharp breakdown

characteristics, a varistor can provide adequate bipolar transient

suppression. Further, availability of surface-mounted varistors (Ref. 11)

indicate their promising applications in PCB technology.

The third method (Ref. 12) of transient suppression can be achieved by

using positive temperature coefficient (PTC) resistors as series elements at .

the input terminals. Low resistance conductive polymer-based ?TC devices

have been studied as overcurrent protectors (Ref. 12) and their use as

protective devices for PCB-mounted components awaits the trial of

experimentation.
I-

It is suggested here that a miniature protective components compatible

for PCB applications can be developed by judicious combination of in-line

resistors, varistors and PTC resistors. If such a scheme is effectively
-U'

implemented, the hazard-proneness of PCB-mounted devices to ESD-based

overstresses could possibly be overcome.

Ik
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CAPTIONS FOR THE DIAGRAMS:

Fig. 1: Human-body model of electrostatic discharge (ESD) through PCB-

mounted devices: Equivalent circuit representation.

Fig. 2: Variations of ESD-induced junction voltage (V.) and average

power/unit junction area (P) as functions of time; Vj(PCBM-D) &

P(PCBM-D) correspond to PCB-mounted device. V.(I-D) & P(I-D)

correspond to isolated device. P(W-B): Calculated by Wunsch-Bell

model.

p-.

* -

Fig. 3: Typical outputs from an ESD Simulator Depicting the Human Body

Model shown in Fig. 1.

A. Reactive Elements of the FCB Transmission Line are included.

B. PCB Transmission Line is ommitted.

1.
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ESD Failures of
Board-Moun ted Devices

Analysis and simulated experiment indicate that mounted devices
are more vulnerable to ESD than are unmounted devices.

By Perambur S. Neelakantaswamy,
RIT Research Corp., Rochester, N.Y.,
and Rennen I. Turkman, Rochester
Institute of Technology,
Rochester, N.Y.

Electrostatic discharge (ESD) plagues
the modern microelectronics industry
and poses unique reliability problems I
due to failures on the production line,
in the inspection department, at the
stockroom, while in transit or in the

hands of customers.
Such ESD threats are supposedly

experienced only in isolated devices;
that is, in devices which are not
mounted on a printed circuit board

(PCB). This presumption is incorrect.'

It is a myth that an ESD-sensitive
component cannot be damaged once
installed on a circuit board.

Nevertheless, survivability assess- Cc=

ments of electronic systems under elec- 10Hj,
trical overstresses (EOS) arising from .

%

ESD have been restricted to analyzing
isolated components only, and failure
prevention measures with respect to I H
handling and using isolated devices
have been prescribed accordingly. 2

Further, failure threshold studies and
protective circuit designs have also 1. Equivalent circuit representation for a human-body model of electrostatic discharge
been based mostly on anticipated ESD (ESD) through PCB-mounted devices.
threats exclusive to unmounted devic-
es. they have been installed in equipment mounted on a printed circuit board, to

Case studies reveal that devices can also result in performance degra- ESD transients. Their experiments re-
mounted on PCBs experience high fail- dation of the unit, as pointed out by veal that the high static propensity of
ure rates in static-charged environ- Donald Frank,' referring to a case of a PCBs would lead to an ESD transient,
ments even when the prescribed pre- calculator that was not able to retain sufficiently large enough to cause cata-
cautions are taken.'-3. Non-observance its programmed memory when the strophic damages in mounted devices.
of ESD-protective measures in han- necessary handling procedures were
dling and using certain costly replace- not followed. Theoretical model

9M ment subassemblies of tactical sys- More evidence on ESD-induced dam- In order to assess the likelihood of
tems, like missiles, resulted in age to integrated circuits on PCBs has PCB-mounted devices to fail ander
excessive loss and frequent field re- been recently furnished by Shaw and ESD-based overstresses, it is essential
pairs.3  Enoch,' with experimental data per- to formulate a systematic model so as

Not taking care to protect ESD sen- taining to the sensitivity of a batch of to estimate the relative lethality of
sitive components from damage after octal-latch integrated circuits such devices (in the subassembly) in
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~ ~ ~ ~ lated piece (instead of being mounted
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po rper unit area, IA'-D) as a func-
2.Vrain fEDadcdjnto tion of time, can be calculated' by thle
votg (V nsaeae ecuiquivalent netw .ork of Fig. 1 with the

I juctio ara (P ar shon asfuntion ofomission of transmission line and in-
time. ~~ ~ duciv pPB-)adPPM-aramecters. The result,, are

* -,- - shown on Fig. 2 with the associated
* - -' failure time being T, 9 ns. Hence the

~70s~- relative lethality endurance' of the
c PCI3-iounted device in comparison

K C wi th a n i so] ated d evi ce i s givyen by 7
---- --- 0.44. That is, for a given severit%

60 level of ESD, the PCB3-mounted devce
'0 has an endurance capability of only 44

pretof that of an isolate-d device
The enhanced lethality and higher
proneness to failure o h IL
mounted de-vice results fromi current-

"r o0~ peaking effects!" due to inductive ele-
menits of the equivalent circuit 54how.n
in Fig. 1. The suLper-fast initial-voltage

spk across R,, indicated by the over-
- ;-=~-.shoot curve of V' (PCI3A-D), would

pose higher severity as experience-d
in the rep~orted case studies,'

05 Experimental studies
P(PCFeD unesand the implications of

20current-'peakinlg effects due1 to the inl-
ductiv-e elemients of the transmission

-line onl thie PCI3, anl experimenlt silmu-
l-ding the equivalent circuit of Fig. 1

-~- ~ was constructed using a PCI3 wvith
- - a cmlong para !cel line, terminatedbU parallel combination of 11.

,. ~ and C,. 5 pE. The ty-pical output-
~ ~,discharge volt age waveforms, with and

.al w~0~ ~ 0 ~ -~-- -------- ~ithout the transmission line as ob-
~~~9 ~'' im '- - sred on a wvide-band oscilloscope, are

-. ~~~~~ n iv-~~ so n Figs. 3a and 3b. Thesewae
forms closely depict thle computer-simn-
ulated discharge profiles of Fig. 2. The
characteristic initial peak (due to the

comparison wirth that of unmounted ing L, and C, values' per unit length inductive elements of the transmission
counterparts. A typical n odel follows. are 2..5 nIlcm and 1 pF/cm, respective- line) of Fig. 3a can drive the junction

Referring to Fig. 1, the electrostatic ly, if the PCB has a dielectric constant into the Wunch-Bell's limit of catastro-
discharge from a human body onto a of 2.5. phe.' But when the inductive elements
PCB pin is equivalently represented The transient voltage Vjt) across are absent (that is, when the device is
by a network. The compono-nts of the the de-ice junction is computed by considered as an isolated component), N
dual-RLC network"- (namely R.,3 Li3 Cii Laplace transform technique, assum- the discharge waveformn is essentially
and Rit, Ln Cii) denote the body arid the ing a stress x-eltsr.ge of V" 1,000 V. an RC transient curve without initial
hand, and the volt-age Vr on C0i depicts The device considered is of silicon ma- peak(s):,overshoot s) as could be ob-
the electrostatic voltage onl the body. term)l with A =- 1,000 sq microns. For a served from Fig. 3b, T1hus the siniu-
Thel( transmission-line path lcetv-even kn.owni (computed) Vtthe average lated experiment Supplements the con-
thi- PCB pill and the dwvice pin1 Is pv"s-s r u1nllit junlction area, namely, cept that the ESD threat could be
r ep rcsI- d by an equlivalent Tnut- iP 1k 'M-]); as a function of time is higher when the components are 0il a

wrdwith lumped elemients of L, and plottedo in Fig. 2. To find a measure for PCB than when the components expe-
C, 'IhOe vice junrctionl unldtr stress , is the canae(as i ipl ied by junction i-ieince the ESD zap as isolated devices.

aa: ied to be purely resistive (11.) and tuelti ngs, the junction power per unit In spite of exercising ESD controls'
1 -asi uted by subtrte pakain (--ara at th- mielting point of the device during design, test, manufa cture, as-
pslct.-incc, C Associatrd w% itli Rt. is the m in iiil (silIicon), denoted as P(W-13), semhtby and packaging fotr del iveryv,
-mf,-t-.- un1lction ,irea (A) through i., comrpute]i as a1 funlctionl of tinc via etc. there per:> '"St a grea,. rthreat of
-I,.hd thot bulk of the ESI) current is ti-' v-1-l-knowni Wun-,chlH I'os-- failure of repiacolnienlta--nbi--.

jcsed ypic-al v-alues (of R", ("'. arid trainsfkr (Pa~n Y~ ~l~ str-sUC B) as indicatd, in the( Icr--cat ail
'hial1-IL( oer:-rcnts are shown in Fig jr1- ;d:r.ou inl ig vss ''Ila-efor. a dditionll(t.ci
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Additional protection may be required exclusively at subassembly levels.

the first method,' as recommended by
some manufacturers, resistors (up to e" v
400f) can be included in series with "
inputs that are directly wired to off-
board connectors, so as to limit dis-
charge current of an ESD transient. Xv
Such in-line resistors have been ob-
served to be effective in protecting ICs
on a board only to a moder'te extent,
and their effectiveness is dependent on
the polarity of the transient.

Another scheme suggested is to use
negative resistance elements (varis-
tors) as shunt-type transient suppres- 4;

sors across the inputs and off-board
connectors.1 Because of the symmetri-
cal sharp breakdown characteristics a ,"
varistor can provide adequate bipolar I .
transient suppression. Further, the .-. 4
availability of surface-mount varistors 3. Typical outputs from an ESD simulator depict the human-body model shown in Fig. 1:
indicates their promising applications (a) reactive elements of the PCB transmission line are included; (b) PCB transmission line
in PCB technology, is omitted.

The third method'" of transient sup-
pression can be achieved by using posi- 4. Shaw, R.N. and R.D. Enoch, "An Exper- 6. Richmi'n, P. and A. Tasker, "ESD Test-
tive temperature coefficient (PTC) re- imental Investigation of ESD-Induced ing: The Interface Between Simulator
sistors as series elements at the input Damage to Integrated Circuits on and Equipment Under Test," Proceed-
terminals. Low resistance conductive Printed Circuit Boards," presented in ingsoftheSixth EMCSymposium, Zur-
polymer-based PTC devices have been the Electrical Overstress/Electrostatic ich, Switzerland, pp 25-30 (1985)studied as overcurrent protectors and Discharge Symposium, Minneapolis, 7. Bosshart, W.C., Printed Circuit Boards:Minn. (September 1985) Design and Technology, Tata McGraw-
their use as protective devices for PCB- 5. Hyatt, H., H. Calvin and H. Mellberg, Hill, New Delhi, India, p 70 (1985)
mounted components awaits the trial "A Closer Look at the Human ESD 8. Wunch, D.C. and R.R. Bell, "Determi-
of experimentation. Event," Electrical Overstress/Electro- nation of Threshold Failure Levels of

It is suggested that miniature pro- static Discharge Symposium Proceed- Semiconductor Diodes and Transistors
tective components compatible for ings, EOS-3, Las Vegas, Ne., pp 1-8 Due to Pulse Power Voltages," IEEE
PCB applications can be developed by (1981) Trans., NS-15, pp 244-259 (1968)
a judicious combination of in-line re- 9. Neelakantaswamy, P.S., T.K. Sarkar
sistors, varistors and PTC resistors. If and R.I. Turkman, "Residual Fatigues
such a scheme is effectively imple- in Microelectronic Devices Due to

sei. 0..at i.char :. Thermoelastic Strains Caused by Re-mented, the susceptibility of PCB- "?! :
ms l petitive Electrical Overstressing: Amounted devices to ESD-based over- .Transerencedof electricctharges from Model for Latent Failures," presented

stresses could possibly be overcome. "sne moing surface to another-by in the Electrical OverstressrElectrical
- -forces createdb'y:thehe at offriction Discharge Symposium, Minneapolis,
induce static electicity, cau g 'o- Minn. (September 1985)
!enial differee e tweenths§Om 10. Richman, P., "Comparing Computer

Acknowledgment fa'e-'invo'ive'dT':-l he static voltage .on, Models to Measured ESD Eventz," pre-
co dutsoy su..orted by a 6-- ,, -- -rs - r e " s sented in the Electrical Overstresz Ex-The present study is supported by a noncomeBoston, Mass. (April 1985)

grant from the Office of Naval Re- -magnitudes of .500 V to 1,500 V und6r
search (No. 613-005). ..relativelyhighh;umnidity.condtons 11. Korn, S., "Improved Transient Suppres-

.. m•. -. .. nditis. sion Made Possible by Advances in Var-
.and ,often as high as .15,000 V. to istor Technology," presented in the
2,000 V.u nd.er dry co6 nodition s T h'e" Electrical OverstressfElectrostatic Dis-
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ITEM 87
INTERFERENCE TECHNOLOGY ENGINEERS' MASTER

IMPULSIVE EMI RADIATED BY ELECTROSTATIC DISCHARGES (ESD)

Failure of equipment-mounted devices due to indirect (noninvasive)

energy transfer from the ESD via transient electromagnetic

coupling/interference warrants a unique modeling as detailed in this

article.

PERAMBUR S. NEELAKANTASHAMY, RIT RESEARCH CORPORATION, ROCHESTER, NEW YORK

*Conventional studies on ESD-based damages are invariably restricted to
i

chip-level. However, there has been an increased awareness recen,.y to

investigate the susceptibility of equipment and subassemblies to ESD

failures, 2 ,3  because such larger systems would present prominent cross-

sections of exposure to impulsive electromagnetic interference (EMI)

4
emanating from 'an external ESD event. That is, equipment, in general, is

potentially propensive to accept electromagnetic waves radiated from an

external ESD occurring in the vicinity. Therefore, any sensitive device

mounted within the equipment is likely to be damaged by absorbing the

interfering electromagnetic energy penetrated through apertures (on the

equipment-shielding) and/or coupled via conductor surfaces, connectors, etc.

Eventually circuit malfunctioning and/or equipment-breakdown would occur

.W depending on the failure being latent-type or catastrophic. Appearance of

2
........................................................'-. -



"ghost-bits" and "bit dropouts" in computers and "sneaky" equipment failures

in production lines, in the inspection departments, at the stockroom, while-

on-transit or in fields, etc., can be largely attributed to such ESD-based

electromagnetic influences. 5  To evaluate the cause-effect relations

quantitatively in the aforesaid failure-mode, it is essential to develop an

EMI model representing the ESD-excited electromagnetic wave, its coupling to

devices via equipment/subassembly cross-section(s) and the resulting damage.

This article proposes a model to portray exclusively the implicit (EMI-

based) ESD-to-device interaction in contrast with the existing models

(human-body model, 6 charged-device model7 and field-induced model 8 ) which

rather describe the direct (contact-based) interactive damages.

ESD MODELS

The electrostatic discharge (ESD) phenomenon that plagues the modern

electronic industry as a new contaminant, is normally simulated by three

well-established models 6 ,7 ,6 describing the device to ESD interactions: The

human-body model16 shown in Figure 1 depicts the transfer of static from a

charged person to ground via the test device. Charged-device model 7

(Figure 2) represents the bleed-off of accumulated charges (which "normally

stay put as puddles" upon the device-surface) to ground through the pin(s)

and/or conductive parts of the active device. The third model8 simulates

the effect of the charge distribution and discharge when a device is exposed

to a static-electric field (Figure 3).

-2-
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In general, ESD threats modeled as per Figures 1-3 are conceived and

supposedly experienced only in isolated devices; that is, in those devices

which are not subassembled or mounted on PCBs of the equipment. This

presumption is rather incorrect and as pointed out by Frank9 , it is a "myth"

to presume "an ESD sensitive component cannot be damaged once it is

installed on a circuit board." Notwithstanding, in the existing practice,

the survivability assessment of electronic systems under electrical

overstress (EOS) arising from ESD have been invariably restricted to analyze

isolated components only and failure prevention measures have been

prescribed accordingly--only to the handling and using of isolated devices.

Further failure threshold studies and protective circuit designs have been

mostly based on anticipated ESD threats exclusive to unmounted/isolated

devices.

However, case studies reveal that devices mounted on printed circuit

boards (PCB) in equipment would experience high failure rates under ESD

environments despite exercising the prescribed precautionary measures. For

2
example, as indicated by Thompson, non-observance of ESD protective

measures in handling and using certain costly replacement subassemblies of

tactical systems like missiles, resulted in excessive loss and warranted

frequent field-repairs.

Not taking care to protect ESD sensitive components from the damage

after they have been installed in an equipment can also result in

performance degradation of the unit, as pointed out by Frank9 referring to a

-3-
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case of scientific calculator being not able to retain the programmed memory

when necessary handling procedures were not followed.

More evidence on ESD-induced damage to integrated circuits on PCBs has

been recently furnished by Shaw and Enoch10 with experimental data

pertaining to the sensitivity of a batch of octal-latch integrated circuits

mounted on a printed circuit board to ESD transients. Their experiments

reveal that high static propensity of PCBs would lead to an ESD transient

sufficiently large enough to cause catastrophic damages in mounted devices.

31

Recently, the author has also studied3  the susceptibility of PCB-

S mounted devices to failures caused by ESD and indicated the higher

vulnerability of subassembled structures.

EMI MODEL

In ESD problems related to subassembled and/or equipment-mounted

devices, the threat would arise not only from direct/contact-based bleed-off

of electrical charges, but also due to noninvasive electromagnetic coupling

(Figure 4). That is, as mentioned in DOD-HDBK-263, electromagnetic pulses

(EMP) caused by ESD in the form of a spark can cause part failures in

equipment.

-4-
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The following analysis will enable a simulation/modeling to represent

such noninvasive ESD-base EMI threats. Consider an ESD event, say, from a

finger tip occurring in the vicinity of a circular aperture on an equipment

(shielding) as illustrated in Figure 5. For the purpose of analysis, the

finger is regarded as a dielectric-wedge (vide the insert in Figure 5)

inducing an intense electric field in the discharge gap. The propagating,

transient electromagnetic field generated at the gap can be represented by

the lightning function as follows:

e1 (t) - E1 [exp(-At)-exp(-Bt)] (1)

with A and B being constants dependent on the rise and decay times of the

impulse discharge. The amplitude E1 at the center of the discharge-gap is

61proportional to T D where D is the gap-width and T is a parameter

(O<r<l) dependent on the wedge-angle (a) and on the ratio of dielectric

constants, 2 /Ei. The electric field E becomes singular attaining

infinitely large magnitude as D approaches zero. This enhanced local field

(E1) due to the wedge-like structure of the finger can be evaluated by the

12
analysis due to Meixner.

As the induced field is intercepted by the circular aperture on an

(invariably) grounded and charge-free equipment-shield, the corresponding

electromagnetic wave interior to the shielding is related to the exterior

field components by means of a coupling coefficient (K) given by
1 3
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sin 0 sin 20 sin 30
K=-1 0 0 0  (2)n "0 -o 2 2 6

where 0 is the semiangular width of the circular aperture, assumed to be

located on a large, hollow, spherical shield (Figure 5) of radius, p.

The penetrated EMI is incident on a lossy dielectric sphere (of

microscopic dimension) representing the vulnerable part ("hot-spot") in the

microelectronic device, presumed to be located at the center of the

spherical shield. The peak absorbed energy (Y) at the dielectric sphere

(with complex permittivity equal to c'-jc") can be determined by the
pp.

spherical wave expansion technique (Mie solution) due to Stratton14 with

appropriate boundary conditions and small argument approximations and by

expressing the EMI field in the frequency domain through Fourier transform

method. The result is,

H (4 a3 /3) oK2 E IF(R,0,,)I(B-A)/(B+A) (3)

where a = wc.c" and,

2, (9/(c'2+c" ) + O.4(koa/2)1, (4)
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with k being the free-space propagation constant.o

If A is the junction area in the device, W/A would refer to the average

power density over a pulse duration, x . Presuming that the failure occurs

at td' the quantity W/Ajx° can be equated to the Wunsch-Bell's limit'5 of

catastrophy (due to junction burnout) and the corresponding result yields an

expression for the damage-time (td) as:

2222

td = T2 aJ(Tm-Ti)2(nkdCp)/V2  (5)

where T and T. are the melting point and initial temperature of the device,m 1

respectively; further, the quantities kd, p and Cp, respectively, refer to

thermal conductivity, density, and specific heat of the device material.

The results on damage-time (td) as a function of the rise-time (T r) of the

excited transient field (Equation 1) indicate that the relative damage-time

tdl/td2 (corresponding to two rise-times, namely, xrl and xr2 ) is

approximately equal to (T rl/ r2)2 assuming that the pulse duration (- ) is

constant and r is equal to An(B/A)/(B-A). In the computation, the value of

k was taken approximately equal to 2n/cTr (with c being the free-space

-7-
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velocity of the electromagnetic wave); further, the square-law relation

between the relative values of td and Tr is found to be valid, irrespective ..

of the material of the device (that is, either silicon or GaAs).

.%

16The author has indicated elsewhere that the relative damage-time directly

specifies the lethality endurance coefficient (LEF) of the device. Hence,

2
it follows from the present analysis that the LEF is equal to (-rl/r2).

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

As radiated interference results from discharges to nearby conducting

objects, the currents flowing through the conducting surface would create

transient electromagnetic waves which can be picked up by vires acting as

antennas interpreted as valid signals; or, the interference can also

directly invade the devices causing catastrophic or latent failures. The

extent of lethality is governed by the analysis iadicated before. 6"

The existence of ESD-based EMI can be verified by an experiment

simulating the ESD-sparking environment. Per DOD-HDBK-263, ESD spark

11
testing can be performed by discharging the ESD in the form of a spark

across a spark-gap sized for the ESD test voltage or by slowly bringing the

high voltage test lead of the test circuit close to the case or electrical

terminal of an ESD sensitive item while it is operating until the voltage is

discharged in the form of an arc.

A.
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More elaborate test methods have been described by Honda and Ogura
17

who utilize time-domain and frequency-domain methods for quantitative

prediction of ESD-based EMI.

Presently a simple arrangement is described to simulate the test

studies under discussion. The principle of the test method is depicted in

Figure 6, and Figure 7 illustrates the actual experimental set-up used.

A human-body zap simulator (IMCS Model 2600) is used to establish the

spark across a metal tip and a grounded metal sheet. The simulator can

provide positive or negative 25v to 25 kV peak, single or sequenced (5 or

10 pulses with variable ramp up rate of 5 to 25 kV/sec. The pulse mode

operation corresponds to the human-body ESD of Figure 1.

The equipment/subassembly is simulated by portable static sensor

(RITRC-l000) developed by the RIT Research Corporation. It is a

miniaturized static sensor (originally developed to evaluate the efficacy of

ESD protection bags) mounted on a PCB with an associated circuitry to

respond with audio (buzzer) and video (LED) annunciations when the sensed

static or static-induced electric field exceeds a present level.

The sensor was enclosed in an EMI shield (metallic sandwich box) with a

small coupling hole of 1/4" diameter. It was placed at a convenient

distance (d) from the induced spark, such that for a given discharge voltage
dt

5

(peak) Vs and ramp rate (r--t) the sensor would annunciate the reception of

-9-
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EMI. For a given gap width at the spark, it was observed that the sensor

response level was proportional to product of V5 and r.

The test performed confirms the possible noninvasive interaction

between an ESD and a nearby equipment via electromagnetic coupling; and

quantitatively, such an interference is governed by the arc gap-width,

coupling cross-section and the product of V and r.s

CONCLUSIONS

From the analytical discussion presented before and from the

, experimental results obtained, the following conclusions can be inferred:

1. Quantification of EMI coupling reveals that the extent of severity

involved primarily depends on the ESD source and the coupling through

the shield.

2. The intrinsic lethality of the device is mainly a function of the

electrothermal parameters of the junction in the vulnerable device.

3. The intensity and rise-time of the transient ESD overwhelmingly dictate

the extrinsic-dependency of the device-lethality.

-10-
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4. The present analysis also indicates that the influence of ESD via EMI is

governed by the gap-width (D), as experimentally observed by Honda and

Kawamura.
4

5. The overall lethality of the device is directly proportional to the

effective cross-section of the equipment exposed to the EMI, quantified

via the coupling coefficient, K.

p.

6. Intense EMI coupling would be experienced if the ESD event is provoked

by short-tips or wedges.

7. The implicit dependency of device-lethality on the transient nature of

the ESD (expressed in terms of xr) as evinced in the present work,

r4

concurs with the results due to Honda and Kawamura who expressed the

EMI severity in terms of the voltage and rate of change of current

product (V x dis/dt) pertaining to the ESD loop (Figure 5).

s ss

8. Lastly, the relative lethality of the device to transient discharges is

equal to the square of the relative rise-times of the transients. 10

'U4

There are two possible solutions against radiated interference from an

ESD. The first method is simply to make the overall equipment shield as

complete as possible. That is, making the shield a nearly seamless six-

sided box, would reduce or eliminate the internal fields induced by the

invading interference.

12
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However, for cosmetic reasons, if a complete metal-housing is not

possible, the second approach is to adopt second internal shields exclusive

to ESD-sensitive PCBs and connect the second shield to the first (external

shield) at the electrical power inlet. By this arrangement, the outer

shield acts as radiating plane producing fields in its interior, the second

shield, at the same time does not have induced current flowing through it.

Similar effect can also be activated by a ground-plane under the PCB or

multilayer board with a buried ground plane.

.:

4°

,' .t
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CAPTIONS FOR THE DIAGRAMS

Figure 1: ESD: Human-Body Model

Figure 2: ESD: Charged-Device Model

Figure 3: ESD: Field-Induced Model

Figure 4: EMI Due to Static Effects

Figure 5: ESD-Based EMI: Modeling

Figure 6: Principle of Simulating ESD-Based EMI

Figure 7: ESD-Induced EMI Coupling To A Circuit: Experimental Set-Up
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IMPULSIVE EMI RADIATED BY
ELECTROSTATIC DISCHARGES (ESD)

An understanding of failure of equipment-mounted devices due to indirect (noninvasive) energy transfel,
from the ESD via transient electromagnetic coupling/interference warrants a u'nique modeling.

Perambur S. Neelakantaswamy, RIT Research Corporation, Rochester, NY

INTRODUCTION
Conventional studies on ESD-

based damages are usually restricted
to chip-level.' However, an in-
creased effort to investigate the sus- 

%

ceptibility of equipment and subas-
semblies to ESD failures is now un- ',

derway 2 .3 , because such larger
systems expose prominent cross-sec-
tions to impulsive electromagnetic in-
terference (EMI) emanating from an %
external ESD event. 4 That is, equip-

ment in general is potentially suscep- R 5 K

tible to accept electromagnetic _ _ _ _

waves radiated from an external - ----

ESD occurring in the vicinity. There- S.
fore, any sensitive device mounted ",
within the equipment is likely to be c-- C1 R1 V'

damaged by absorbing the interfer- T
ing electromagnetic energy which
penetrates through apertures (on the
equipment-shielding) and/or is cou- l
pled via conductor surfaces, connec-
tors, etc. Eventually, circuit malfunc- HUMAN - BOOY DEVICE PARAMETERS I
tioning and/or equipment break-
down can occur, depending on
whether the failure is latent or cata-
strophic. The appearance of "ghost-
bits" and "bit-dropouts" in comput- Figure 1. ESD: Human-Body Model.
ers and "sneaky" equipment failures
in production lines, inspection de- ESD MODELS
partments, at the stockroom, while The electrostatic discharge (ESD) In general, ESD threats mde!c'd
in -transit or in the field can be phenomenon that plagues the rod- as per Figures I to 3 are conc;.e':-
largely attributed to such ESD-based ern electronics industry as a new con- and, supposedly, experienced on!y i

electromagnetic influences.5  taminant is normally simulated by isolated devices, th't iR, in k' , '
To quantitatively evaluate the three well established models 6.7 8 de- vices which are not sub3ssemb'!ed or %

cause-effect relationship in the fail- scribing the device to ESD interac- mounted on PCBs of the equiprnnt

ure mode described above, it is es- tions. The human-body model 6  This presumption is somew'ha Inco:
sential to develop an EMI model rep- shown in Figure 1 depicts the trans- rect, and as pointed out by Frank' , it
resenting the ESD-excited electro- fer of static from a charged person to is a "myth" to presume 'an ESD

magnetic wave, its coupling to ground via the test dei.ce. A sensitive component cannot be dair
devices via equipment/subassembly charged-device model 7 (Figure 2) aged once it is installed on a circuit
cross-section(s) and the resulting represents the bleed-off of accumu- board." Notwithstanding, in the ex-
damage. This article proposes a lated charges (which otherv.-ise "nor- isting practice, the survivability az
model to portray exclusively the in- mally stay put as puddles" upon the sessment of electronic systems unde.
plicit (EMI-based) ESD-to-device in- device-surface) to ground through electrical overstress (EOS) arising

teraction in contrast with the existing the pin(s) and/or conductive parts of from ESD has been invariably re-
models (human-body model 6 , the active device. The third modei8  stricted to an analysis of isolated
charged-model device 7, and field-in- simulates the effect of the charge components only and failure preven
duced model8 ) which rather describe distribution and discharge when a de- tion measures have been prescribed
the direct (contact-based) interactive vice is exposed to a static-electric accord:ngly - only to the handling
damages. field (Figure 3). and us, of isolated devices. Further
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sensitive components from the dam-
age after they have been installed in
equipment can also result in perfor-
mance degradation of the unit, as
pointed out by Frank 9, referring to a

ESO case of a scientific calculator being

JURunable to retain the programmed

TRIOELECTRIC memory when necessary handling

CHARGING procedures were not followed.
More evidence on ESD-induced

damage to integrated circuits on
TRIBOELECTRIC PCBs has recently been furnished by

CHARGING Shaw and Enoch' ° with experimen-

L2  Ll RI tal data pertaining to the sensitivity

K SOI to ESD transients of a batch of octal-
C- / - Vi latch integrated circuits mounted on
C R2  a printed circuit board.'Their experi-

ments reveal that the high static pro-

pensity of PCBs would lead to an
ESD transient sufficiently large to
cause catastrophic damage in
m6unted devices. Recently, the au-
thor has also studied3 the susceptibil-

Figure 2. ESD: Charged-Device Model. ity of PCB-mounted devices to fail- ,
ures caused by ESD and indicated
the higher vulnerability of subassem-
bled structures.

EMI MODELI - GATE! C -In'TC

S- JRCE c: I .N TIn ESD problems related to subas-
E A-- sembled and/or equipment-mount-

_"I ed devices, the threat would arise
...- -C2 not only from direct/contact-based

" BSRA bleed-off of electrical charges, but

" -from noninvasive electromagnetic
111111_i ii i coupling as well (Figure 4). That is, as

mentioned" in DOD-HDBK-263,
electromagnetic pulses (EMP) caused
by ESD in the form of a spark can

D)EVICE INTERIOR cause part failures in equipment .
R The following analysis will enable

c -- a simulation/modeling to represent
Cj such noninvasive ESD-based EMI

cz threats. An ESD event is considered, i
T ! say, from a finger-tip in the vicinity ofL , vS a circular aperture on a piece of,.

SESD quipment (shielded) as illustrated in
Figure 5. For the purpose of ana!y-
sis, the finger is regarded as a dielec-

.... tric-wedge (insert, Figure 5) inducing
an intense electric field in the dis -

charge gap. The propagating, tIan

sient electromagnetic field gener cr''.Fjgujre3 ESE) Field-Induced Model at the gap can be represen1ted v'.

ightning function as folo~v

failure threshold studies and protec ing the prescribed precautioniary li

tive circuit designs have been mostly measures. For example, as indicated ed(t) = E,[exp(-- A) .

based on anticipated ESD threats ex- by Thompson2, non-observance of
clusive to unmounted/isolated de- ESD protective measures in handling with A and B -, 7),;
vices and using certain costly replacc: ,ent dent on the isk. ',

However, case studies reveal that subassemblies of tactical systems, thc impulse q
devices mounted on printed circuit like missiles, resulted in excessive tude F., at I!:.,

boards (PCBs) in equipment would loss and warranted frequent field re- cha:: q,' ":

experience high failure rates under pairs. D 1 '

ESD environments despite exercis- Not taking care to protect -S .D 7 nm' -
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the wedge-angle (a) and on the ratio
of dielectric constants, E2/l. .The
electric field E, becomes singular at- .-

taining infinitely large magnitude as EMI - N
D approaches zero. This enhanced / "-FIE -. \,
local field (EI) due to the wedge-like DIRECT DISCHARGE

structure of the finger can be evalu- -
ated by the Meixner analysis.12 EMP

As the induced field is intercepted E ELECTRONIC

by the circular aperture on an (invari- \DEVICES
ably) grounded and charge-free \\
equipment shield, the corresponding ___

electromagnetic wave interior to the ,.
shielding is related to the exterior TRIBOELECTRIC

field components by means of a cou-
pling coefficient (K) given by 13

K = IIr(o -(sin0o)/.-(sin2 0o/2

+ (sin3o0 16_
(2)

where 00 is the semiangular width of
the circular aperture, assumed to be Figure 4. EMI Due to Static Effects.
located on a large, hollow, spherical
shield (Figure 5) of radius, p. ,_

The penetrated EMI is incident on
a lossy dielectric sphere (of micro-
scopic dimension) representing the
vulnerable part ("hot-spot") in the

DIELECTRIC SPHERE ZJ
microelectronic device, presumed to (E'-JE-) X
be located at the center of the spheri- HOT SPOT IN THE

DEVICE a . c'" HOLLOW SPHERICAL

cal shield. The peak absorbed ener- -. , EQUIPMENT SHIELD

gy (W) at the dielectric sphere (with
complex permittivity equal to e - j)),

can be determined by the spherical .
wave expansion technique (Mie solu- ik"
tion) of Stratton1 4 with appropriate E

boundary conditions and small argu- 1-

ment approximations and by ex-
pressing the EMI field in the frequen- CIRCULAR APERTURE -
cy domain through the Fourier trans-
form method. The result is , -

IF(R D2 5D' DISCHARGE

(B-A)2 /(B + A) (- - z. .
(11)

where a = c .c' and, .S, , _I POTE '-

ESD04)1 TiALLINESF(R,OA) 2 = [g/( ,2.+ 2) ESIIII

+ 0.4(koa/2) 2] (4) SOURC E

with ko being the free-space propaga- "GRou ,
tion constant. GROUND

[~ J DIELECTRICIf Aj is the junction area in the WEDGE

device, W/Aj-ro would refer to the
average power density over a pulse
duration, To. Presuming that the fail-
ure occurs at td, the quantity
W/Ajr" can be equated to the Figure 5. ESD-Based EMI: Modeling.
Wunsch-Bell's limit15 of catastrophy
(due to junction burnout) and the cor-
responding result yields an expres-
sion for the damage-time (td) as:

td = To
2 Aj

2 (Tm - Ti)2 (7rkdpoCp)/W
2

(5)
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are Tm and T, are the melting
t and initial temperature of the STATIC

point GUN 0
device, respectively; further, the
quantities kd, Pa and Cp, refer to ther- E FIELD
mal conductivity, density, and specif-
ic heat of the device material, respec- TESTWvtively. EOUIPMENT

The results on damage-time (td) as
a function of the rise time (Tr) of the
e,.-ited transient field (Equation 1)
inc.cate that the relative damage-
time tdl/td2 (corresponding to two
rise times, namely, Tr1 and Tr2)is ap-
proximately equal to (Trl/rr2)

2 as-
suming that the pulse duration (To is STATIC
constant and Tor is equal to E FIELD GUN

log, (B/A)/(B-A).In thecomputation, 
PC BOARD GUN

the value ot ko was taken approxi-
mately equal to 27r/c-r, (with c being CASE
the free-space velocity of the electro-

m.inetic wave); further, the square- GROUND RETURN

law relation between the relative val-
ues of td and Tr is found to be valid,
irrespective of the material of the
device (i.e., either silicon or GaAs). Figure 6. Principle of Simulating ESD-Based EMI.

The author has indicated else-
where 16 that the relative damage-
time directly specifies the lethality F
endurance coefficient (LEF) of the DEVICE/CIRCUIT

de-ice. Hence, it follows from the d

pr :sent analysis that the LEF is equal BUZZER
tO(Trl/Tr2)2 .  STATICto ( II T/ SESOR,

[ ~~~PLATE a E .-.

[ 7f [RITRIC DISPLAY |l

, EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES Ts~OR

As radiated interference results TEST-BOARD

from discharges to nearby conduct-EI
ing objects, the currents flowing 

SHIEDIN

through the conducting surface cre-
ate transient electromagnetic waves
w]h"h can be picked up and inter- PLATE ARC ZAD

preted as valid 'signals by wires act-
ing as antennas; or, the interference
can directly invade the devices caus-
ing catastrophic or latent failures.
The extent of lethality is governed by
the analysis previously indicated.

The existence of ESD-based EMI
can be verified by an experiment sir- Figure 7. ESD-Induced EMI Coupling to a Circuit: Experimental Setup.
ulating the ESD-sparking environ-
mint. ESD spark testing' 1, per DOD-
HDBK-263, can be performed by dis- in Figure 6 and Figure 7, is described evaluate the efficacy of ESD-protec-
charging the ESD in the form of a to simulate the test studies under tion bags) mounted on a PCB with an
spark across a spark-gap sized for discussion. A human-body zap simu- associated circuitry to respond with
the ESD test voltage or by slowly lator is used to establish thespark audio (buzzer) and video (LED) an-
bringing the high voltage test lead of across a metal tip and a grounded nunications when the sensed static or
the test circuit close to the -case or metal sheet. The simulator can pro- static-induced electric field exceeds a
electrical terminal of an operating vide positive or negative 25 V to 25 present level. The sensor was en-
ESD-sensitive item until the voltage kV peak, single or sequenced (5 or closed in an EMI shield (metallic sand-
is discharged in the form of an arc. 10) pulses with variable ramp-up rate wich box) with a small coupling hole

67W More elaborate test methods have of 5 to 25 kV/sec. The pulse mode of -inch diameter. It was placed at a
been described by Honda and operation corresponds to the hu- convenient distance (d) from the in-
Ogura 17 who utilize time-domain and man-body ESD of Figure 1. duced spark, such that for a given
Irequency-domainmethodsforquan- The equipment/subassembly is discharge voltage (peak) V, and
titative prediction of ESD-based EM!. simulated by a portable, miniaturized ramp rate (r = di,/dt) the sensor

A simple arrangement, depicted static sensor (originally developed to would annunciate the reception of
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ABSTRACT

decThe ondochronic deNrsdatiom .1 nOs devices arising from the global response of the
ote kdevice parameters coilectively deteriersting under the repetitive influence of electrical

Ceterkebe overstressas (at subcatostrophic levels) such am electroastatic discharge (ESD),

electromagnetic pulsing ItHm). etc.. is quantified in terms of noise characteristics.

Lite-time studies depicting the degradation of a test device erm presented. Computed and

experimental data are furnished.

THE 4T"
04TrNAT1ONAL1CROCILAICTRONSCI
CONFEI NONMIC lmUUtUN static Iron a charged individual to grouid via

the test device.

Studies on gate-oxide degradation of
so W *a -"e*- . electrically overstressed KOS devices subjected Charged-device

5  
model represents the bleed-

to ESD/EMP environeents are useful to establish off of accumulated charge upon the device-surface

design-revievs required to achieve reduced device to ground through the pin and conductive parts of

instabilities and improved performance the active device (Fig. 2). The third model

seliability. simulates the effect of the charge distribution

end discharge 
vhen a device 

Is exposed 
to

The effect of elect rical-overstressing of, tatic-electric field (Fig. 3).

gate-oxides primarily causes charge-trapping in t

the oxide-region together vith the corresponding

changes in the interface states.
1 

In general,
intensity, polarity and the rate of occurance of
overstressing voltages vould determine the extent

of damage to the insulator Integrlty.2 While OUCM
high-level zaps vould cause oxide puncture(s)
Vith catastrophic (irreversible) damage.,

subcatastrophic transients occuring repeatedly
may cause a cumulative grovth of device
degradation and the time-dependent or endochronic

damage of the device vould be reflected is

measurable parameters, such as transconductance
( go), threshold voltage (VIt), etc. Inasmuch as

all the degrading device parametera are

ititerdependent, the cohesive damage of the device

should be assessed by an appropriste

characteristic function vhich collectively 
ESO

represents the net physical dasage due to C i " C
overstressings. It Is presently demonstrated I
that noise characteristics can depict the global C
representation - of the stoclastical variations in

charge-trapping and interface generation under

external overstressingsi and noise measurements I .

of degraded devices can therefore be useful for

accelerated test procedures adopted in life-tisme - O(-w: P r[,,R

modeling strategies. FIG I WMAM-800Y

TIUEORETICAL CONS1DERATIONS

The ESD phenomena normally encountered can

be simulated by three veil-established models,

namely,& (a) human-body model, (b) charged-

device model, and (c) field-induced model. The

human-body model (Fit. 1) depicts the transfer of

'3
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experimental results due to AbovitEz. et

*l (Fig. 4). Hence the time-dependent history of
NS as controlled by any external overstressings

s-'r~o can be tracked via the assessment of I"

AA_&K A ZUc I 10C The field-effect mobility Is also dependent

F '" 444 € .,* INGon NS and Is therefore linked
3
'
8 
vith the device

sa a -a.rmc parameters go and Vt. Explicitly,

CZ o V. . (2)

.

Bere a and 13 are constants and go refers to the

nG2 0o4AGD-ACEoc'r M value of go under unstressed conditions.

further. VG is the applied gate potential.

From Eq. (1) and (2), the folloving relation

can be obtainedt

l li " 
L Ia1311 .L The constant 0 has the approximate values of

.. ................ 0.138 and 0.308 for the n-channel and p-channel

)MSF L I, respectively.
8

C" ' . ., . . . . .
clz ISOI

T/

FIG 3 E Ir4LD O[ ' * MOM

Vhen a KOS device is subjected to an
electrical overetressing at the gate due to an /

impulsive transient caused by an LSD (or an WM?),
the corresponding induction of charge-trapping
and generation of interface states can be
equivalently represented by an Input noise

resistence N given by6 " a"

. qtol , FIG& StIRFACE SAT&TE DEMNgT VERSUS

4k? (2s (1 NOISE RESISTANCE: 54OS DEVICE
ox P o tREF 7)

vhere k is 'the Boltsmann constant, T Is the
temperature (-300 K) and q is the electronic
charge, Further, t0o and to, are the thickness

and " the peruittivity of the gate-oxide, PMEJ' kn STU IILS
respectively H S is the surface-state density and

P s 4 refers to the field-effect mobility to los A typical n-channel (enhancement mode)
o - MOSFET vas subjected to subcatastrophic zaps at

field-mobility ratio. its gate-input using a human-body ESD simulator

Eq. (1) indicates that % i directly (Fig. 1). Variations of If and Vt vere aeasured

as the functions of the number of saps.
proportional to 1S  concurring vith the Fig. 5 illustrates the relevant results.

4
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* * TIM I I I

FIGS VARATION OF o.& V, WITH RESPECT FIG.7 DEGRADAT ION VERSUS TIKE UNDER

TO N#MM9ER OF ZAPS TWO DISTINCT STRESS LEVELS

AGING HODEL

Cumulative build-up of degradation with the
HOISE PARAMETrER VESUS AGING recurrence of zaps amounts to a dormant stage of

failure during vhich the device would exhibit a
Using the results presented in Fig. 5, the performance degradation leading to out-of-spec

fractional change In % as a function of the condition(s). This device-aging can be assessed

number of zaps (Z) can be calculated via Eq. (3) by measuring the time variation of a
Thus Fig. 6 depicts the relevant computed data nondestructive property (p) such as a noise
shoving that the rate of variation of is parameter as indicated in the present analysis.

Suppose two time-variation curves are obtained
approximately twice as that of Sa . Further, corresponding to two distinct (subcatastrophic)

6t/L is linearly proportional to Z confirming stress-levels. The functional fors of p vill be
independent of the stress magnitude and the two

the observations of Abovits, at al. 7 
Bence, the curves vill have the same shape, but different

present study indicates the plausibility of length (along the time axis) as shown in Fig. 7.
a ssessing the ROS-based degradation via noise The times corresponding to same (extent of) aging
characterization, under two distinct stress levels can be denoted

as t I  and t 2  (Fig. 7) and are knovn as

• equivalent times.*
9  

by the application of
*equivalent aging principle," it Is possible to
relate the equivalent times in terms of their
corresponding stress levels, namely, l and V2.

.,, It is given by
9

,nt
1 1 2 2 K (Constant) (4)

where n is the endurance coefficient. Eq. 4 can

out also be written io terns of the average numbers
of saps Z1 and Z2 occurred during the period tI

• .. ,and t2, respectively. That is.

-n Vn Z 2  (Constant) (5)

it X m - Thus, from 1q. 4 or 5, for a given severity
'A awsui level, the corresponding value of failure-time

FI ,NC.trAS oE I .RSISTANCE *1n4 )s K4M O ZAKs (or average number zaps during the period of
failure-tie) can be assessed by determining the
values of a and K.
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the endochronlc degradation can be modeled by
assuming that degradation rate is proportional to This work vas supported by a grant from the
the eisting degradation.

10  
e proportionality Office of Naval Research (No. 613-05) vhich is

constant Is a positively distributed random gratefully acknovledged.
variable and the extent of degradation vould tend
to be asymptotically log-normal. Bence the RP.
general form of lift distribution Z (number of 1. C.S. Jenq, at l., "High Field Ceneration of
zaps) is given by Electron Traps and Charge-Trapping in

ln(p )~Ultrathin SID2,' IEDM, 1981, pp. 388-391.
G(Zp) - - ] (6)C a 2. G.C. Holmes, 'An Investigation into the

Effects of Low Voltage ESD Transients on
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ABSTRACT Design-revievs required to achieve associated occupation of surface states can be
improv-e performance reliability varrant the vieved as random/fluctuating phenomena vhich
assessment of gate-insulator degradation in metal- manifest as the device-noise vith a typical 1/f type
oxide semiconductors (MOS) subjected to electrical pover-spectrum. That is, noise characterization
overstressing (EOS) environments involving vould present the global influence of overstressing
electrostatic discharges (ESD) and/or unlike the other parameters (specified earlier)
electromagnetic pulsing (EMP). The collective vhich vould rather represent the partial effects
response of all the degrading parameters of the only.
stressed devices can be cohesively studied via noise
performance characteristics, As indicated in the In the present studies, an analyical
present analysis. The global influence of formulation relating the charge-trapping and the
overstressing quantified in terms of degrading noise electrical overstressing is derived in terms of an
parameters is useful in life-time prediction equivalent noise resistance. Measured data acquired
efforts. Relevant test calculations and from a typical KOS integrated circuit subjected to
experimental data are presented. electrical overstressings are presented.

INTRODUCTION ANALTSIS

Assessment of gate-insulator degradation in The ESD phenomena normally encountered car, be
metal-oxide semiconductor (NOS) devices caused by simulated by three vell-knovn nodels, namely, (a)
electrical overstresses (EOS), such as electrostatic human-body model 141, (b) charged-device model (51,
discharge (ESD), electromagnetic pulsing (EMP), and (c) field-induced model (63. The human-body
etc., Is essential for necessary design-reviev model (Fig. 1) depicts the transfer of static from a
required to achieve reduced device-instabilities and charged individual to ground via the test device.
Improved performance reliability. Chargd device model represents the bleed-off of

accumulated charge upon the device-surface to ground
The primary effect of electrical overstressing through the pin(s) and conductive parts of the

is to cause a charge-trapping phenomenon in the active device (Pig. 2). The third model simulatesgate-oride film [11. The extent of gate-oxide the effect of the charge distribution and discharge
degradation arising from electrical overstressing vhen a device is exposed to static electric field
vould depend on the cumulative magnitude of charge- (Fig. 3).
trapping and the corresponding changes in the
interface-states; and hence, it is directly
dependent on the intensity and rate of occurrence of
electrical overstressings. 

IUH

In the existing studies [1,21 on gate-oxide
degradation, the parameters normally considered to
characterize the influence of overstressing and the
resulting charge-tapping/surface-state effects are
[31, (a) device transconductance, g ; (b) gate-

current due to pumped-in charges, Icp; (c) gate-

oxide capacitance, Cox; and (d) threshold voltage,

V . Inasmuch as the aforesaid parameters are R-I.5K

largely interdependent, the estimation of one of -
these parameters (to depict the degradation) as a I
function of overstressing does not explicitly E
account for the deviatory characteristics of the ClOOpf
rest of the parameters. Vi  C, J j

Hence, it is purported in the present T
investigations to develop a nev and cohesive i J
foruulation in terms of noise performance of the KOS 1
device to characterize the overall degradation due
to overstressing. The noise characteristics of a HUMAN -BOY OEVICE PARAMNT-ES
NOS device vould, in general, depict the collective
response of all the degrading parameters. This Is
because the net effects of charge-trapping and the FIG 1 HUMAN-BOY MCE-
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permittivity of the gate-oxide, respectively; N is
s

the surface-state density and,- /ko/ refers to the

field-effect mobility to low-field mobility-ratio.

Eqn. (1) indicates that RN is directly

Th;EOELECTRIC proportional to N 3concurring vith the experimental

* _ C .RC G results due to Aboitz, et al 17J, (Fig. 4). Hence
the endochronic history of N as dictated by

TRIBOE'-rCTRIC external overstressings can be tracked via noise
CHARGING parameter measurements.

L? LI RI

C V'.VJ 0/ Ic . .V-

"R2 1
10 1 *- -0.~

FIG 2 C-ARGED-OE'/ICE MCCE. f. OI--

-i / - -

C-"

I C . . .. 
ICY

scl.URAE
1 1 ' SuATE DENSTY VERSUS

..................-- NOISE RESISTANCE: MOS DEVICE 0

DEVICE INTERIOR

I - The field-effect moblity is itself dependent Leo
C2- on N s as ell as on the other device parameters,

V, = 7 namely, the transconductance Qgm and the threshold,%

C.- -SC voltage (Vt). Explicitly, by using the results of""

•T H su and Tamn [3) and Akers, et al [81, one obtains oIs NOISE R A:E
F - IEL-NCCr MCE 5

where a and th are constants and gt h refers to g

under unstressed conditions. Further, V is the

g
applied gate potentials.

Vhen a NOS device is subjected to electrical
overstressings at the gate due to impulsive Combining Eqs. (1) and (2), the following
transients caused by electrostatic discharges (ESD), relation is obtained for the fractional values of
the corresponding induction of charge-trapping and RN, Vt and g.

generation of interface-states can be specified in
terms of the stochastical aspects of charge-
accumulation represented by the device noise 1
characteristics. Than is, under identical pumped-in &R a -2 AV (3)
current by repetitive transients, Leventhal 161 has N 12 ,- V
shown that the resulting input noise resistance R N t It

is given by ZPERIENTAL STUDIES

1 qto x NJs A typical n-channel (enhancement mode) MOSFETN )W~ (. ) ( o-) was subjected to subcatastrophic zaps at its gate-OX input using a human-body simulator (Fig. 1).
vhere k is the Boltzman constant, T is the Variations of Xm and Vt measured as the functions of

temperature (- 300 K) and q is the electronic the number of saps. Fig. 5 illustrates the relevant
charge. Further, tx and Sx are the thickness and results.
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as. -. form of p viii be independent of the stress
magnitude and the tvo curves vill have the same
shape, but different length (along the time axis) as

shovn in Fig. 7. The times corresponding to same
(extent of) aging under tvo distinct stress levels
can be denoted as t1 and t2 (Fig. 7) and are knovn

as "equivalent times" 191. By the application of
equivalent aging principle," it is possible to
relate the equivalent times in terms of their

.- .corresponding stress levels, namely, V1 and V2. It

f,, ~~is given by 191 cosan '

Vn t - V, t - K (Constant) (4)

vhere n is the endurance coefficient. Eqn. 4 can
also be vritten in terms of the average numbers of
zaps Z1 and Z2 occurred during the period t1 and t2'

S .respectively. That is,
0 S

FIG.S VARIATION OF g,& V, WITH RESPECT V1 1 2 2 (Constant) (5)

TO NUMBER OF ZAPS

Thus, from Eqn. 4 or 5, for a given severity level,
NOISE PARAMETER & AGING MODEL the corresponding value of failure-time (or average

number zaps during the period of failure-time) can
The fractional change in RN as a function of be assessed by determining the values of n, K1 and

the number of zaps can be calculated using Eqn. (3) K
and the measured data of Fig. 5. The corresponding 2

results are presented in Fig. 6.

CA

OUT,

57T' ..E'/_.._  VI • v 2

as :I. 0z ..

00

. ZAPSIZ)

FIG6 INCREASE IN NOISE RESISTANCE WITH NUMBEROF ZAPS FIO7 DEGRADA.iZN vERSUS T1E U:::- _7
TWO DISTI:C STRESS LEVIEl."

From the data presented in Fig. 6, it can be

ascertained that /R. is linearly proportional to Further, the device reliability relevant to the

endochronic degradation can be modeled by assumingZ (number of zaps), closely agreeing with the that degradation rate is proportional to the

observations by Abovitz, et al 171. Further, the existing degradation (O . The proportionality
rate of change of FNis approximately tvice as that exsig dgaain (0. Tepootoaiy

rg aconstant is a positively distributed random variable
of g . That is, the degradation can be more and the extent of degradation vould tend to be

asymptotically log-normal. Bence the general form
accurately assessed in terms of noise parameter of life distribution Z (number of zaps) is given by
measurements than by g determination.

in(pc)

Cumulative build-up of degradation vith the G(Z,pe) . 1-+ 1 c (6)
recurrence of zaps amounts to a dormant stage of a

failure during vhich the device vould exhibit a
performance degradation leading to out-of-speI vhere # is the standard normal distribution and p
condition(s). This device-aging can be assessed by
measuring the time variation of a nondestructive r - It. Sere r - /RN and the suffix c depict:

property (pcuha os aaee aidctdear-hN1,adtesfi eit
e (p) such ps a noise parameter Indicated the critical value of r. Further ln (p ) has a mean

In the present analysis. Suppose tvo time-variation
curves are obtained corresponding to tvo distinct value of )A and a standard deviation of a. This log-
(subcatastrophic) stress-levels. The functional normal aspect of life-time statistics as applied to
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endocronlc degradation has been verified by the (21 Holmes, G.C., "An Investigation into the
authors (vith the NOS input, leakage current as the Effects of Lov Voltage ESD Transients on
control parameter, p) and the results are presented MOSPETs," Proc. Electrical Overstress/
elsewhere 1111. Electrostatic Discharge Symp., 1985, Vol. EOS-

CONCLUSIONS 6, pp. 170-174.

(3) Hsu, F.C. and Tan, S., *Relationship Between
From the results presented here, the following MOSFET Degradation and lot-Electron-Induced

conclusions can be inferred: Interface Generation," IEEE Electron Device

1. Noise parameter changes in a NOS device Letters, 1984, Vol. EDL-5, pp. 50-52.

subjected to electrical overstressings represent [4] Hyatt, B., et al, "A Closer Look at the luman
the global, time-depeiident degradation. ESD Event,' Proc. Electrical Overstress/

2. Such noise parameter variation expressed in Electrostatic Discharge Symp., 1981, Vol. EOS-

terms of the fractional change in the noise 3, pp. 1-8.

resistance (N), is explicitly related to tvo (5) bossard, P.R., et al, "ESD Damage from

major NOS-device parameters, namely, ga and Vt  Triboelectrically Charged IC Pins," Proc.

(Eqn. 3). Electrical Overstress/Electrostatic Discharge
Syap., 1980, Vol. EOS-2, pp. 17-22.

3. The rate of change of RN with respect to the (61 Leventhal, E.A., "Deviation of 1/f Noise in

number of zaps is approximately linear. Silicon Inversion Layers from Carrier Notion
in a Surface Band," Solid-State Electronics,

4. Further, this rate of change of lN  is 1968, Vol. 11, pp. 621-627.

approximately twice the corresponding change in 171 Abowitz, G., et al, 'Surface States and 1/f
Noise in NOS Transistors," IEEE Trans.
Electron Devices, 1967, Vol. Ed-14, pp. 775-

5. Using RN1/R as a control parameter (p), the 777.

principle of equivalent aging can be applied to
NOS degradation for accelerated aging studie. 181 Akers, L.A., et al, "Transconductance

Degradation in VLSI Devices," Solid State

6. The degradation process can be modeled with log- Electronics, 1985, Vol. 28, pp. 605-609.

normal distribution for relevant lifetimestatistical analysis. 191 Sianni, L., and Patia, G., "A Nv Research.
into the Voltage Endurance of Solid
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Abstract

Primary mode of failure and/or degradation of HOSFETs due to 'oxide-
charge and surface-effects' can result either from ionizing radiations or

from electrical overstressings. In: either case, the resulting damage can be

characterized by a global parametric degradation specified in terms of
device noise characteristics. That is, the net effect of charge-trapping
and the associated occupation of surface states can be vieved as
random/fluctuation phenomena vhich manifest as the device noise. Thus a

common noise model can be prescribed to represent the analogous influence of
ionizing radiations and electrical overstressings. Relevant theoretical
results and measured data are presented.
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ANALOGOUS INFLUENCE OF IONIZING RADIATIONS AND ELECTRICAL
OVERSTRESSINGS: DAMAGE CHARACTERIZATION VIA NOISE PARAMETERS

Perambur S. Neelakantaswamy Rennan I. Turkman
RIT Research Corporation Department of Electrical Engineering
75 Highpower Road Rochester Institute of Technology
Rochester, New York 14623 Rochester, flew York 14623
(716) 475-2308 (716) 475-2192

ABSTRACT

Primary mode of failure and/or degradation of MOSFETs due to
'oxide-charge and surface-effects' can result either from ionizing
radiations or from electrical overstressings. In either case, the
resulting damage can be characterized by a global parametric degradation
specified in terms of device noise characteristics. That is, the net
effect of charge-trapping and the associated occupation of surface
states can be viewed as random/fluctuation phenomena which manifest as
the device noise. Thus a common noise model can be prescribed to
represent the analogous influence of ionizing radiations and electrical
overstressings. Relevant theoretical results and measured data are
presented.

INTRODUCTION

The knowledge of common mechanisms involved in the degradation
process(es) due to external stimuli, such as ionizing radiations and
electrical overstressings, is useful, not only in understanding the
interactive physics involved, but also will enable a common hardening
technique (process/design) to achieve protection against these stimuli.
Such studies will further indicate a one-to-one correlation (in
quantifiable terms) between the intensity/magnitude of an ionizing
influence and an electrical overstress which may cause the same extent
of damage. This equivalence will enable substitution of test method(s)
to simulate failure/degradation effects. 'Oxide-charge and surface-
effects' 11,2] observed under the influence of ionizing radiations or
electrical overstresses result from positive charge build-up in the
gate-oxide due to radiation-induced (or EOS-induced) creation of
electron-hole pairs; and the trapping of holes at the silicon-to-oxide
interface alters the device parameters, namely, the transconductance

(gm), MOS capacitance (C ) and the threshold voltage (VT). To

understand the physics of these analogous effects observed, the mode(s)
of energy transfer from the invasive external stimulus to the device
interior, warrants unique modeling and analysis as discussed in this
paper.

Inasmuch as all the degrading device parameters (gm' C and VT)

are interdependent, the cohesive damage of the device would be assessed
by an appropriate function which collectively represents the net
physical damage due to external stimulus. It is presently demonstrated
that noise characteristics can depict the global representation of
stochastical variation 131 in charge-trapping and interface generation
due to the external stimuli (ionizing radiations or EOS); relevant noise
measurements of degraded devices can also be useful in accelerated test
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procedures (using equivalent EOS to simulate ionizing radiations)
adopted for life-time modeling strategies and in hardening effectiveness
evaluation.

OXIDE-CHARGE & SURFACE EFFECTS

A MOS transistor can be looked at as a capacitor with the metal
and semiconductor as the plates and the gate-oxide as the dielectric.
Under ionizing radiation conditions, the ionization process is

illustrated in Fig. 1. At t = 0 (Fig. la), the condition prior to
irradiation is shown. At t = 0 (Fig. lb), the ionizing energy is
delivered to the oxide, and the electron-hole population is generated. .

Immediately after ionization, the process of electron-hole recombination
will occur, but so will electron transport. But as electron mobility in

the oxide at room temperature is approximately 20 cm /V-sec, and hole

mobility is approximately 2 x 10- 5cm2/V-sec, under the applied voltage,
any electrons that do not undergo recombination will be swept to the
gate and removed in picoseconds, leaving behind the less mobile holes.
These holes will begin a transport process toward the silicon-to-oxide
interface as shown in Fig. le. Some holes will pass into Si, while
others will become trapped at defect centers very near the interface of
the gate oxide and the bulk silicon.

Fig. 2 depicts the shift in the C-V curve associated with the
entire process and the resulting permanent shift due to the trapped
charge buildup. In the case of the N-channel device, the trapped
positive charge will continue to build up and, in effect, make it easier
to create the N-channel (inversion layer). This will lower the
threshold voltage (Fig. 3). The reversal of threshold shift is caused
by the saturation of surface traps and interface state generation at the
silicon-to-oxide boundary occurring at higher levels of ionizing
radiations. This mechanism of interface state generation is not well
understood at this time except for a simple theory that two different
crystal structures (silicon and oxide) meet to form an interface having
some irregularities, the number of which increases with increased
irradiation. In the case of a corresponding P-channel device, the
buildup will make it more difficult to create an inversion layer (in an
enhancement mode P-channel transistor). The effect of ionizing
radiation on a P-channel threshold is shown in Fig. 3. The net effects
of ionizing radiation on a MOS device as a function of threshold shifts
are therefore: N-channel devices are easier to turn on or can actually
become depletion mode; and P-channel devices become more difficult to
turn on.

Similar oxide-charge and surface-effects also appear when a MOS
structure is subjected to an EOS, say by a (positive) high-voltage at
the gate. During the high-voltage pulses, electrons are injected into
the gate-oxide via Fowler-Nordheim tunneling from the Si substrate, and
some fraction of the injected electrons then create electron-hole pairs
in the bulk of the oxide through impact ionization (Fig. 4a). The
resulting electrons and holes behave similarly to those generated by
ionizing radiation in HOS structures under positive (worst-case) bias

an (Fig. 4b): Most of the electrons are swept out of the oxide while the

-2-
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holes drift under the positive field toward the oxide-to-silicon
interface where they may be removed or trapped. Some of these holes may
also cause interface states to be produced. The resulting flatband-
voltage shift and interface-state build-up can be depicted as in Fig. 2.

Ionizing radiations or electrical overstressings will also cause
carrier mobility degradation because of the presence of trapped charges
near the silicon-to-oxide interface and interface generation, of which
interface generation is more dominant and it becomes negligible at lower
levels of ionizing radiations/EOS. As the stressing levels are
increased (about a million rad for ionizing radiations or 9MV/cm for
EOS), mobility degradation will affect P and N-channel device
performance, with increased interface states being the primary cause of
degradation. This mobility degradation can be observed via
transconductance (gm) measurements. Another performance problem induced

by ionizing radiations or EOS is the increase in leakage current due to
surface effects.

MOSFETs stressed by ionizing radiations or by EOS have the
tendency to anneal. Annealing is the time-dependent detrapping of
trapped charge at the silicon-to-oxide interface. It is sometimes
referred to as a self-healing effect. However, the time constant
involved is in the order of minutes to over one year, depending on the
extent of damage, design-based on-chip protection and the type of
processing. Though the surface states generated are relatively
permanent, it can also be annealed with high temperatures (>1250 C).
Any lattice damage (interstitials, vacancies), however, is irreversible.

Experimental studies indicate that trapping of holes or oxide-
silicon interface degeneration does not differ significantly between
electrical overstressing and ionizing irradiations 141 despite the fact
that holes are transported to the interface rather under high field
conditions in EOS phenomenon; whereas, hole transport under ionizing
irradiations is not field activated. Hence, it is evident that capture
of hole by a trap at the interface is not a strong function of electric
field in the oxide.

SINGLE-MODEL REPRESENTATION OF IONIZING RADIATION AND EOS EFFECTS

On the basis of aforesaid discussions, the identical effects
observed in MOSFETs when subjected to ionizing radiations or EOS can be
summarized as follows: 1) Shift in threshold voltage; 2) Change in
oxide-capacitance; 3) Mobility (p) degradation; 4) Change in
transconductance; 5) Increase in leakage current; and 6) Annealing.
These various parameters though can represent the degradation (either
due to ionizing radiations or due to EOS) independently are, however,
interdependent and explicitly related through analytical expressions.
Therefore, it is possible to establish a general expression which
uniquely represents the cohesive damage, irrespective of the nature of
external stimulus. For this purpose the global effect of stochastical
variations in charge-trapping and interface generation (under external
stimulus) can be considered to model the net physical degradations
observed. And as these stochastical fluctuations in the device-interior

-3-
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manifest as the 'device-noise,' the desired modeling can be
* characterized by appropriate noise parameters of the d ,ice.

When a MOS device is subjected to external stress (either ionizing
radiations or EOS), the corresponding induction of charge-trapping and
generation of interface states can be equivalently represented by an
input noise resistance RN given by 151

RN = CoNs(ps/P )2  (1)

where C is a constant, NS is the surface-state density and ps /p refers

to the field-effect mobility to low-field mobility ratio. Eqn. (1)
indicates that RN is directly proportional to NS concurring with the

experimental results due to Abowitz, et al 16]. Hence the time-
dependent history of N as controlled by any external overstressings can

be tracked Iia the assessment of RN. Further, the field-effect mobility

is also dependent on NS and is therefore linked with gm and VT of the

device. Explicitly,

PS 1 gm (2)

PO +aN gmo I+0(VGVT)

Here, a and 1 are constants and gmo refers to the value of gm

under unstressed conditions and VG denotes the applied gate potential.

From Eqns. (1) and (2), the following relation can be obtained:

1

-(2 - (3)
1-&V T  1 d

RN gm VT (VG-VT)

The constant 0 has the approximate values of 0.138 and 0.308 for
the N-channel and P-channel MOSFETs, respectively 14J. More generally,
VG can be expressed in terms of the electric field across the gate-

oxide, namely, EG. That is, VG = EGto, where tox is the gate-oxide

thickness. While E refers to the electric field intensity

corresponding to an electrical overstress (EOS) phenomenon, it is
possible to establish an equivalent EG to represent the ionizing

radiation dosage, which produces the same extent of degradation
expressed via noise parameter of eqn. (3). Let DI be the dosage

delivered (or, absorbed dosage) to an oxide-gate, which through
ionization process creates a hole density (area density) of 0 R equal to

<% K t D F(EG) where K is the infinite field ionization coefficient 141
loxi I C I

-4-
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equal to 1.22 x 10-6 C CM 3rad -1  (SiO 2 ) and F(EG) is the E-field

dependent charge-yield parameter 141 with approximate value of 0.83 at
EG  = IMV/cm. If the same hole-density of 0R has to be stimulated by an

electrical overstress phenomenon (via high field injection of electron
current density through Fowler-Nordheim tunneling by the gate-oxide
field-intensity, EG), the corresponding current density (j) can be

expressed (by neglecting space-charge effects) as equal to AEG exp

(-B/EG) where A and B are constants. The best estimates of [4) A and B

are 2xlO 6  amperes/(MV)2 and 238 MV/cm, respectively. Therefore EOS-
equivalent of 0R can be written as

0R (EOS) = jo t At (4)

where o is the probability per unit length that an injected electron
will create an electron-hole pair and is equal to cc exp (-H/EG) where

0= 6.5 x 1011 cm-1 and H- 180MV/cm [4).

Further, At In eqn. (4) specifies the duration of EOS event.

Assuming that lightning function of the form eI(t) = EG [exp(-Ct)-exp(-

Dt)] to represent the transient electrical overstressing, the duration,
9t is given by

At = [(D-C)/CD] [exp (-Ctm)-exp(-DtM)) (5)

where t is the rise-time of the transient equal to ln(D/C)/(D-C). The

values of C and D can be explicitly specified for a given type of EOS
event, such as human-body ESD model, etc., and are dependent on the peak
value of the stressing potential, VG '

Combining eqn. (4) and eqn. (5), the equivalent dosage DI can be

expressed as

D = ° A E
2 [(D-C)/CD] [exp(-Ct )-exp(-Dt )W Iexp [-(H+B)/E 1 (6)0 G m m G

Hence, using approximate values for the parameters discussed
previously, the expression for DI reduces to

DI a 1024 (VG/tOX) 
2exp(-418 tox/VG )6t(VG) (7)

where VG is expressed in MV, tox in cm and At is functionally dependent

on VG .

-5-
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Considering a typical electrical overstressing due to an

electrostatic discharge (ESD) of subcatastrophic level (say VG = 50V

peak) from a finger tip (Fig. 5) across a gate-oxide of thickness 30 nm
over a pulse-duration, 6t = lOn sec, the corresponding equivalent
radiation dosage is approximately equal to 36 M rad (Si02). That is,

this ESD event would introduce as many 'les into the oxide as a 36 M
rad (SiO 2 ) of ionizing radiation.

RELATIVE NOISE PERFORMANCE UNDER EOS AND IONIZING IRRADIATIONS

For a given injected electron fluence (01 = jot), the relative

damage introduced in the MOSFET by an EOS and an ionizing radiation can
be estimated as follows: By virtue of one-to-one equivalence between
the magnitude of EOS and ionizing dosage, the relative damage expressed,
say, in terms of threshold shift AVT/VT can be written as a linear

proportionality relation of the form 6VT(EOS)/VT = K VT(RAD)/VT where K

is a constant.

Considering the resultq due to Boesch and McGarrity [4], for a

given amount of injected electron fluence (1.9 X 10- 5C/cm 2), the
theoretical and experimental results corresponding to high field

stressing of 9MV/cm) and 60Co irradiation (104 rad Si0 2) on a tox = 1000

A MOS structure, the value of K is found to be approximately equal to
2.3; or, in general, K>l. Hence, using the linear relation between
AVT(EOS)/VT and 6VT(RAD)/VT, it can be shown that 6RN(EOS)/RN is nearly

equal to (4/3)ARN(RAD)/RN . In other words the damage, manifesting as

the device noise under EOS injecting a given amount of electron fluence
into the gate, is approximately 25% more, for the same extent of
electron fluence injected by a radiation source. Typical noise

AR N/RN
parameter (p = ) variations as functions of radiation dosage for a

Am /gm

P and N channel MOSFETs are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. Corresponding
variations of threshold voltage, VT are also depicted in Figs. 6 and 7,

from which it can be observed that the noise parameter follows the trend
of VT variations(s).

Will radiation hardening concurrently improve static-protection or
vice versa? The observed similarities suggest the possibility of
formulating a one-to-one equivalence of modeling of radiation damage
versus EOS effects from which it can be extrapolated that any scheme
that is implemented (either via processing or via design methods) to
prevent/reduce radiation-induced (deleterious) effects may also subdue
the influences of EQS effects. In other words radiation hardening
schemes (process/design) with a few optimization changes may provide
dual protection to prevent/reduce gate-oxide damages arising from
ionizing radiations or from EOS. In order to achieve effective dual
protection through optimization of process/design techniques, basic

-6-
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research is required to determine this ionization radiation-to-EQS
equivalence so that the common-to-both type of damages(s) in the gate-
oxide can be effectively prevented through optimization procedures.

CONCLUSIONS

This work provides a basic insight into the problem of a comparative
study relating ionizing radiations and EOS effects on MOS devices. The
results indicate a strong correlation between the two effects cited,
which suggests the feasibility of designing common countermeasures, as
well as adopting substitutions in the analysis and/or simulation
techniques.
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NOTE

NOISE CHARACTERISTICS OF IONIZING-RADIATION STRESSED MOSFET DEVICES

INTRODUCTION

It has been known for years that ionizing radiations can change the

electrical properties of solid state devices, leading to possible system

failure [11. In particular, gamma rays, X-rays and neutron bombardment have

proven most harmful. Among the LSI devices, MOS circuits are highly

sensitive to damages under critical radiation environments. The primary

failure mode and/or degradation of MOSFETs resulting from ionizing

radiations is due to the 'oxide-charge and surface-effects,' [2], occurring

in the gate-oxide and/or field-oxide regions. The effects of ionizing

radiations are mainly threshold voltage shift and channel mobility

degradation caused by the creation of electron-hole pairs and trapping of

holes at the Si-SiO interface 121. The net effect of charge-trapping and
2

the associated occupation of surface states can also be viewed as a

random/stochastical phenomenon which can be characterized by a global noise

parameter. Such a representation/model will be useful to study the noise

performance of the device under radiation environments as indicated in the

present work.

NOISE-MODEL

The global effect of 'oxide-charge and surface-effects' described above

can manifest as the device noise which can be quantitatively represented by

a noise-model as described below:
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Following the analysis by Leventhal 13], the effect of charge-trap

induction and generation of interface states can be equivalently represented

by an input noise resistance RN given by

2

% C NUs (1)

where C is a constant of proportionality and N is the surface-state

density; p s/Po refers to the field-effect mobility to low field-effect

mobility ratio. Further, inasmuch as field-effect mobility is also

dependent on NS and is, therefore, linked with the device transconductance

(gm) and the threshold voltage (VT) [4,5], the following relation can be

obtained (61 from eqn. 1. (Note the typographical errors in [6]: eqns. 1

and 3 of [6] should read as eqns. 1 and 2 of the present paper,

respectively.)

~1
- N - [2- 1 1 1 (2)R N gm 1 T .1

VT (VG - VT)O

where VT is the threshold-voltage shift and 0 is a constant, approximately

equal to 0.138 and 0.308 for the N-channel and P-channel MOSFETs,

respectively (5].

The quantity V in eqn. 2 represents an 'equivalent gate-potential'

which would inject the same electron-fluence into the gate equal to that

injected by the ionization irradiation. VG can also be expressed in terms

16



of an 'equivalent electric field' across the gate-oxide, namely EG. That

is, VG = EG tox, where tox is the gate-oxide thickness.

This equivalent electric stress parameter EG , can be specified

explicitly in terms of the radiation dosage, D, assuming that, over a

duration of At, the effect of EG or D is to inject the same extent of

electron fluence, namely jAt, where j is the current density. Hence,

relevant analysis yields,

DAE 2 At exp (-B/EG) (3)G

where A and B are constants approximately equal to 10 2  and 418,

respectively [7], if EG  is expressed in NV/cm. Thus for a given dosage

level of D, using eqns. 2 and 3, the noise performance of the device can be

decided quantitatively.

TEST STUDIES & CONCLUSIONS

Variations of the noise parameter / - corresponding to a P-
RNgm

channel and an N-channel MOSFETs as functions of the radiation dosage

(X-ray), are depicted in Figs. 1 and 2. Also shown in Figs. 1 and 2 are the

threshold voltage shifts in the P- and N-channel MOSFETs [8). The results

on noise parameter presented in Figs. 1 and 2 are calculated via eqns. 2 and

3, using the available data on threshold voltage shifts versus radiation

dosage [8). From the results shown, the following can be inferred:
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1. Damage introduced by ionizing radiations in a semiconductor device (such

as MOSFET) can also be characterized by the noise performance of the

device.

2. The noise parameter, as a function of radiation dosage tends to track

closely the variation of V with respect to the dosage level. This is

true for both P- and N-channel MOSFETs (Figs. 1 & 2). The percentage

shift in the magnitude of noise parameter, for a given level of

radiation dosage is, however, less than the corresponding percentage

shift in the threshold voltage. Referring to Fig. 1 , (P-MOS) for a

dosage level of 107 rad (Si), VT shifts by 170%, whereas the noise

parameter changes only by 26%. Similarly in Fig. 2 (N-MOS), VT shifts

for 106 and 107 rad (Si) are -52% and +42%, respectively. However, the

corresponding noise parameter shifts are +28% and -8%, respectively.

Thus, for a given level of irradiation, the variation in VT is more

overwhelming than changes in noise performance.

3. Nevertheless, in low noise applications of the device, the influence of

ionizing radiations should be duly accounted for in the system design as

noise performance degradation is inevitable as a result of radiation-

induced oxide effects. While 'single event' upsets due to ionizing

radiation usually cause concern in digital circuits, noise performance

degradation due to cumulative/total ionizing irradiations may require

specific attention in linear devices. Especially, as the device is

stressed repeatedly, the device damage (noise performance degradation)

will cumulatively increase. Such endochronic degradation response would

be detrimental for low-noise system operation. The present analysis is

useful in the relevant studies.

18
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4. The simple model presented here provides a quantitative approach to

determine the noise performance of a MOSFET ionizing irradiations. The

relevant calculations are useful to determine the extent of radiation

hardening required to achieve a given level of low noise performance of

the device under ionizing radiation environments. And, noise monitoring

can serve as an adjunct support to conventional VT and C ox estimations

adopted in hardness assurance efforts.

5. The present work models only the effect(s) of ionizing radiations on the

device-noise. Should the geometrical parameters (such as the channel

length) change, the transconductance would be significantly affected

(especially in short-channel devices) and the relevant noise-model will

be more involved. Related studies are in progress.

6. It can be shown that bgm/gm = 6VT/(VG-VT). Hence, the noise-parameter

profiles of Figs. I and 2 will remain the same (except for a scale-

factor) if the noise-parameter is normalized with respect to threshold-

voltage shift.
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CAPTIONS FOR THE DIAGRAMS

Fig. 1 Threshold voltage and noise parameter versus total radiation dosage
(P-Channel MOSFET).

Fig. 2 Threshold voltage and noise parameter versus total radiation dosage
(N-Channel MOSFET).
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BREAKDOWN IN AN ELECTRICALLY OVERSTRESSED THIN-OXIDE OF A MOS CAPACITOR:
NONEXPLICIT SEVERITY DUE TO GEOMETRICAL PERTURBATIONS

Perambur S. Neelakantaswamy
Electronics Division

RIT Research Corporation
75 Highpower Road

Rochester, New York 14623-3435

and

Ibrahim R. Turkman
Microelectronic Engineering Department

Rochester Institute of Technology
One Lomb Memorial Drive

Rochester, New York 14623-5649

ABSTRACT

Scaling-down efforts and process variations will cause
involuntary perturbations in the geometry of gate-oxide
region of a MOS structure. Such stochastical variations
will significantly influence the breakdown mechanism at %
the thin gate-dielectric. Expressions to depict the
enhanced severity of overstressings due to such
perturbations are derived. Competing influence of scaling-
down and the perturbations is elucidated.

INTRODUCTION

Submicron implementation with acceptable reliability warrants a thorough

understanding of the physics of thin-oxide breakdown in MOS structures under

electrical overstressings so as to seek preventive solutions against high-

I
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stress failures Ill. Existing studies address the direct influence of oxide-

thickness, crystal purity/contamination, dielectric integrity, processing

methods (21 and the characteristics of overstressing voltages on the breakdown

mechanism [3,4,5]. And simulation studies are done on tailor-made MOS

structures with Al, Mo, Wo, polysilicon or silicide field-plate(s) of circular

or rectangular geometry, the substrate being p- or n-type material [6,71.

In these studies, however, effects of field-plate dimensions and stochastical

variations/perturbations in the geometry of the gate-oxide region (81 have not

been seriously considered in depicting the breakdown model of MOS capacitors;

only, some experimental results from post-breakdown examinations have been

compiled [31 which indicate the clustering of failure sites being about 80% at

the corners of rectangular/square field-plate(s). Qualitative explanation

based on electric field fringing at the corners have been presented to justify

the observed data.

Invariably, changes in the design (geometrical scaling-down), processing

methods and optimized material selection decide the field-plate and gate-oxide

dimensions as well as the geometrical perturbations 18,9,101 involved; and in

order to determine the corresponding electrical overstressing (EOS) threat on

a priori basis, an exclusive analysis formalizing the extent to which

breakdown will be influenced by the geometrical parameters (perturbed and/or

unperturbed) is imminent. Studies presented here will determine this

overextending severity.

'r7.



THEORETICAL FORMULATION
, .,

Unperturbed MOS structure: Fig. 1 depicts a MOS capacitor with a rectangular

field-plate of unperturbed boundary and separated by a thin oxide-dielectric

from a semi-infinite substrate. Should the breakdown due to an applied

voltage OG occur, the potential distribution (0) below the field-plate can be

determined by solving the differential equation with appropriate boundary

conditions. Thus, referring to Fig. 1, the injected current (I) upon

breakdown is assumed to be evenly distributed over the length (L) of the plate

and flows in the y-direction down the field-plate from the runner

metallization over the width W. With a dimensionless constant Y = y/W, the

differential equation governing the potential distribution (@) in the post-

breakdown dielectric gate-region can be written as

2 2 2
d 2/d y = 2kl4 (1)

2where k 1  a W /(t t af) Here a and t depict the post-breakdown oxide
1 ox ox f f ox ox

conductivity and the gate-oxide thickness, respectively. Likewise a and t

represent the electrical conductivity and the thickness of the field-plate,

respectively. Equation (1) can be solved wi th the boundary conditions,

namely, = at Y = 0 and d /dy 0 at Y = 1. The result is

= A exp (2k 1 Y) B exp (-v' 1Y) (2)



where

A =G/{exp [2/2k 1 ]-l) and

B =G exp 12 7klk/(exp [2'2-k1 1-].)

From the expression of equation (2) derived for the post-breakdown potential

distribution ( ) under the field-plate, it is possible to quantify the extent

to which the electrical conductivity and finite thickness of the field plate

would influence or distort the uniform current flow vertically beneath the

field-plate. Inasmuch as the gate-oxide breakdown is significantly affected

by this nonuniform potential/current distribution, a quantifiable measure of

this nonuniformity would specify the severity of overstressing. Assessment of

this severity parameter will enable distinguishability between the breakdown

due to loss of dielectric integrity and that caused by field-plate induced

nonuniform electric-flux concentrations. That is, the severity of electrical

overstressing due to uneven current/potential distribution caused by the

finite thickness and conductivity of the field plate can be expressed by a

Severity Factor (SF) denoting the ratio of maximum current density to the

uniform current density. For the unperturbed rectangular geometry of Fig.

(1), it can be shown that,

SF - 2k /tanh/2k (3)
U-



where the suffix U depicts the unperturbed status.

In practical devices, using thin field-plates of Al, W, Mo, polisilicon,

silicide, or polycide (like MoSi 2) materials, the magnitude of kI is very

large and therefore the severity expression of (3) reduces to (via large

argument approximation):

SF = kI  >>l. (4)

MOS structure with perturbed rectangular boundary: Fig. 2 depicts a MOS

structure with a gate-oxide region having a stochastic edge. The randomness

of the rectangular boundary is specified by a stochastical variable 6r, so

that any point r on the rectangle corresponds to a point r + 6r on the

real/perturbed boundary as indicated in Fig. 3, where- and -t, respectively,
n t

denote the normal and tangential unit vectors. For simplicity 6r is presumed

to be directed along un

The post-breakdown potential *, in the oxide region can be implicitly

expressed by means of an auxiliary potential ' given by

G'
= os°x( )d (5)

fi
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where *s is the post-breakdown voltage-drop across the substrate region. The

function J satisfies Laplace's equation, namely V2  = 0 with the boundary

conditions = at x = 0 and V'.Tn =0 all along the rectangular boundary.S n

With the specified perturbations, spatial distribution of * can be written in

terms of the zeroth and first order approximations as

4(r) = 'p () + '1(F) (6)

and the corresponding boundary conditions can be approximately specified as

*0(1 ) = 'Ps and el(Y) = 0 at x = 0. Also, V ' In = 0 and V 1.5n = - ra 2 '/an 2

+ a/ar(Ar) a/t (d* 0/dt) along the perturbed boundary. Here n and t,

respectively, denote the normal and tangential coordinates at any given point

on the boundary. Further 'po and i should independently satisfy the Laplace's

relation, namely, V2 p = 0 and V 2 1  0.

The zeroth order current density (J ) in the oxide-region under post-breakdown

condition can be written as equal to (aox/t ox) ('G-s); and the corresponding

first-order current density (J1) can be derived from the auxiliary potential

*I specified in terms of the Green's function G(r/r'), satisfying the two-

9 dwdimensional differential equation 'G(i/F' ) = 6(r-r' ) with appropriate
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boundary conditions [111. (Here, 6 represents the delta-dirac function.) In

general, via Green's theorem,

lr' ) = G(F/F' )V ,1 ("f) .Tn-4/1(i:) VG(F/ F' ) .6 U-n]dt. (7)

With necessary simplifications, the following approximate solution for J1 can

be derived from %p1of (7)

J1 = -(o/toxiW) (GW-*S) Ardt (8)

the integration being along the boundary. The negative sign in (8) depicts

the decrease in the current density for any deviations in the original

geometry. Further, the perturbed boundary of Fig. 2, has an expectation value

<Ar> equal to zero so that the mean value <Jl > also vanishes. The variance of

J can be calculated from (8) as follows:

2 <J > = (ao/t L) 2  P) 2 dti<A(7)A(..)>d (9)

where <6A(r 1 )Ar(F 2 )> is the autocorrelation function [12]. For large

correlation distance a of the perturbations (comparable to the device

dimensions), the autocorrelation function is given by

LW



<6r(i1)6r(F2)> 2 exp [(-At) 2/2a2  (10)o

where a is a constant and At is the tangentially measured distance between

the points at i1  and 72" However, for a small correlation distance, the

autocorrelation function can be simplified to a, /cx(F -i2 ) and the

corresponding variance of J is given by

2 2 _ 2 2 2 
2 (a/t LW) G n d (11) 

Here #dt1 is the rectangular periphery equal to 2(L+W). Hence, with respect

to the zeroth order current density Joy the relative rms deviation is given by

R /J = % V8" a (L+W)/LW. (12)

And the corresponding severity factor is equal to

SFPl = kI (1+R1 ). (13)

(Suffix P here denotes the perturbed status.)
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MOS structure with perturbed oxide-thickness and of unperturbed rectangular

gate-oxide boundary: Relevant configuration is illustrated in Fig. 4, where

the mean oxide-thickness t has a variation denoted by a two-dimensional

stochastical process d(x,z). The corresponding post-breakdown conductivity of

the oxide-region is decided by the perturbed local electrical field and hence

by the potential 0. That is,

ox = f1 
( 0 ) + df2(M) (14)

where f1 and f2 are known functions of *. Hence, using the condition V( x V).

0, under small perturbation approximation, the potential * can be expressed
as a correction of its zeroth-order value, 0 O as follows:

Vifl(O)V,J - V. [df 2 (0 )VO 1. (15)

Defining an auxiliary potential, Vtp = f(O)V (or, ' = f(0) do), it

follows that

V = -V.[df 2 (00)V'0o (16a)

and

,0C..

'd b. -
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V = f1( 0 )V(o0 ). (16b)

Further, application of Green's theorem to (16) leads to,

$F *'=i0 (F) + f fd () f 2 ( o) V~ .VG (FI')dS (17)

with the surface integration performed over the area S enclosed by thle

rectangular boundary.

The corresponding first-order term of the post-breakdown current density, J1

can be expressed as

(a ox/t oxLW)It O (P-q~ )J f ffd(-hf 2( ,) V,. Vq jd S (18)

the variance of which is given by

(a =Ij2 t L)2 (t 2 dS' f~<d(r )d(r9

If (4' ) ox 9wcs 1~ 1f (4' 1)2>

if1 )o* o l [f12"o)"o'JP1 2 d S2  (19)

where <d(E 1 )d(f- )> is the autoc-orrelation funIctionl Of the oxide- thickness

variations, d. For small perturbations (in comparison with, the dcvihe

XILN~.** .



dimensions), <d(rl)d(r2 )>=a 2 2rro 2 6(rl-r 2 ) where 0 is the correlation distance;

therefore,

2 /t LW) 2  2 22 ,_,s)2 ( 2aj= I[ 0x o 1% 2nox ] 0 o2 0 dS

S °

(a /t LW) 2(2 2 n12('p _qs2/2 f J2 dS (20)ox ox 0p/2

The ratio f 2(o )/f (+o) is decided by the relative magnitude of t and y

where y is constant factor which functionally relates the a and the
OX

, potentials as follows:

log(a X) y log [(G-s- )/(t ox+d)j (21)

and f2 /f1  - Y/tox

Theretore,

2 22 2 4G_ 2 2 2 (is= (a0 /t o,1W) (o2 20t( /t dS

2 2 2 2)2 2o(a I t oxLW) ( 2 LW/t ) (22)

ox oN



S"
The relative rms deviation is

R2 = /Jo = a0oIoy/t ox (23)

Hence

SFP 2 = /2i (l R2 ) (24)

RESULTS

Presently three major overstressing aspects are considered: 1) The first one

refers to unperturbed geometry of a MOS structure and the overextending

influence of the geometry and material of the field-plate is quantified via

the parameter k1. For a given gate-oxide, the severity is then specified by

SFU being directly proportional to the width W and is inversely proportional

to !t f a f That is, the thinner field-plates of less conductive material(s)

would significantly enhance the overstressings. For typical values of L

100 pm, tox = 500 A, tf = 2000 X and aox = as. (under post-breakdown

conditions), severity with metallic electrodes (such as W, Mo, Al) is only

about 10% relative to the severity with a polysilicon electrode. Under

similar conditions MoSi2 field-plate will pose about 31.5% of threat relative

to the conditions with a polysilicon electrode. If the thickness of the

SV3J



field-plate is very large, the factor SFU will tend to be unity via (3).

2) The second consideration addresses the influence of stochastical

perturbations in the rectangular boundary of the gate-oxide region; the

corresponding overstressing is expressed by a factor RI so that the overall

severity is quantified through SFpI given by (13). Relative to an unperturbed

structure, severity is essentially decided by R Therefore, by dimensional

scaling-down, say, when all the physical dimensions are multiplied by a

factor, e <1, R1 becomes approximately equal to 1//0" . That is, by scaling-

down a MOS structure by a factor 0 = 0.2 (say), the severity due to edge-

perturbations will increase by a magnitude equal to 11. 3) The third aspect

of overstressing arises trom the random variations in the gate-oxide. Again,

relative to an unperturbed structure, severity is decided by the term R2 of

(24). If all physical dimensions are multiplied by the scaling factor 0<l,

2the value of R2 is close to 1/9 . That is, for a scaling factor of e = 0.2

(say), severity due to stochastical variations in the gate-oxide thicknesses

will be 25 times larger. However, if t is left unchanged and only the area
OX

(LxW) is scaled down, then R1 is nearly equal to i/0, so that with 0 = 0.2, R1

5; it means that only a smaller influence on the severity can be expected

1131.

Thus the thin-oxide breakdown in MOS structure is significantly influenced not

only by the dielectric integrity, but also by the geometrical and material
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characteristics of field plates. In addition, the stochastical variations or

perturbations at the edges and the thickness of the gate-oxide wi]l also

profusely enhance the overstressing severity. Especially, when scaling down

strategies are attempted, care should be taken to minimize the perturbation

level, lest failures due to dielectric breakdown will be augmented. The

breakdown characteristics of thin dielectrics with stochastical edge/thickness i
can also be analyzed by applying perturbation technique to the integral ,

equation formulations due to Olsen [141. Attempts are being pursued to obtain

relevant closed form solutions.
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CAPTIONS FOR THE DIAGRAMS

Fig. I MOS structure with unperturbed gate-regon

Fig. 2 MOS structure with a gate-region having a stochastic edge "

S,.

Fig. 3 Perturbed boundry: Enlarged view 
,

Fig. 4 MOS structure with a stochastica gate-oxide thickness
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NOTE

VOLTAGE BREAKDOWN IN MOS CAPACITORS: OVERSTRESSING SEVERITY DUE TO

THE GEOMETRY AND MATERIAL OF THE FIELD-PLATE

High reliability performance [1-41 with ultra-density packaging warrants a

thorough understanding of the physics of thin-oxide breakdown in MOS

structures under high stress conditions. In the existing practice,

simulation studies are carried out with tailor-made test samples formed by

Al, Mo, Wo, polysilicon or silicide field-plate(s) of circular or

rectangular geometry, with p or n type material being the substrate of the

test structures [5]. Relevant studies address the influence of oxide-

thickness, crystal purity/contamination, dielectric integrity and processing

methods on the breakdown characteristics. Further, the overstressing

effects of applied voltage parameters, namely, amplitude, polarity,

transient waveform artifacts, continuous or pulsed excitation, duty cycle,

etc., on the thin-oxide have also been broadly analyzed [6]. However, the

effects of material and geometry of the field-plate have not been seriously

considered in depicting the overstressings in MOS capacitors, except for the

collection of some experimental data from post-breakdown examinations [7]

which reveal that about 80% of failure sites cluster at the corners (of

rectangular/square field-plate(s) and the reminder at the edges of the

plate); some qualitative explanation based on electric field concentration

-1-



at the field-plate corners has been presented to justify these observed

results. Thus, from the available studies it is clear that for a given

stressing voltage, the breakdown of oxide-dielectric is determined not only

by the intrinsic dielectric integrity of the oxide but also by the extrinsic

(overstressing) influence of the geometry and the material of the field-

plate.

Rigorous analytical formulations which exclusively assess the effects of

field-plate geometry and its material in terms of post-breakdown voltage and

current distributions beneath the field-plate are developed here. That is,

post-breakdown current distribution is considered as an implicit indicator

of overstressing influence or severity due to the field-plate parameters.

Relevant results will indicate the extent to which the breakdown will be

affected by the finite-sized field-plate (of finite electrical conductivity)

in relation to an ideal system wherein the field-plate influence is presumed

to be absent so that the breakdown is entirely determined by the oxide

thickness and its integrity.

RECTANGULAR FIELD-PLATE MOS CAPACITOR

Fig. la depicts the geometry to be analyzed. A rectangular disk (field-

plate) is separated by a thin oxide-dielectric from a semi-infinite

substrate. Should the breakdown due to an applied voltage 0 occur, the

potential ( ) distribution below the field-plate can be determined by

solving the differential equation with appropriate boundary conditions.

-2-



Thus, referring to Fig. la, the injected current, upon breakdown, is assumed

to be evenly distributed over the width (B) of the plate and flows in the y-

direction down the field-plate from the runner metallization along the

length L. Considering, the y-directed current flows in the field-plate and

in the substrate-sheath below the gate-dielectric, the differential equation

for the post-breakdown potential distribution f below the field-plate can be

deduced from the following relations: 1) Over the differential length dy,

the current dl = (a /t ox) Bdy; and I y BtfafEy where E is the electricy oxo y ffy y

field gradient along y; further, 2) current continuity relation, namely, dI .

(field-plate) + dl (substrate-sheath) equal to zero is satisfied. Here a
y ox

and tox depict the post-breakdown oxide conductivity and the gate-oxide

thickness, respectively. Likewise o and t represent the electrical

conductivity and the thickness of the field-plate, respectively. Hence,

with a dimensionless constant Y=y/L, the potential distribution (4) can be

specified by,

2 2
d'/dY 2 = 2kl4 (1)

where k a ox L2/toxtfaf. Eqn. (1) can be solved with the boundary

conditions, namely, 4 = 4o at Y=O and df/dY=O at Y=l. The result is,
0p

4 = A exp (12k 1 Y) + B exp (-12k Y) (2)

-3-
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where

A = 0 /[exp (212ki)-l] and

B = 0 exp [2 /2kl] / [exp (2 /2ki)-11.

CIRCULAR FIELD-PLATE MOS CAPACITOR

Relevant to the circular field-plate geometry of Fig. lb, the governing

differential equation describing post-breakdown potential distribution in

the dielectric (gate-oxide) region is given by

d2 0/dR 2 + (I/R)d4/dR=2k2  (3)

where R = r/af k2 = xa 2 /toxtff and a is the field-plate radius.

Assuming that the electrical contact at the centre of the field-plate has a

diameter 2ac over which current is injected evenly (during the post-

breakdown situation), solution to eqn. 3 can be written in terms of Bessel

functions as (In and Kn, n = 0,1,2...) as [8J

= CI (2vr2R) + DK (2-'k 2R) (4)

-4-
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distinguishability between the breakdown due to the failure in dielectric

integrity and that caused by field-plate induced, nonuniform electric-flux

concentrations. Thus, the severity of electrical overstressing due to

uneven current or potential distribution caused by the finite thickness and

conductivity of the field plate can be expressed as the ratio SF = IU/IA /I

where IU  denotes the current that would flow if the current density was

uniform and equal to the maximum observed; and I is the actual total

current fed to the field-plate. For the rectangular geometry (Fig. la), it

can be shown that

SF R = (2k.1/tanh v21 (6)

and for the circular geometry (Fig. lb),

2 acaf C1 (q)-DK (q) a 2 -1
SFc = c f 1+ (7)SC p~ (a2-af) CI (q)+BK (q) a (

RESULTS & DISCUSSION

In practical devices, the field-plate materials used [5] are Al,

polysilicon, silicides/polycides, (such as MoSi2)), W, Mo, etc. From eqns.

(6) and (7) it is clear that for a given gate-geometry/dimensions, the

severity is decided by the electrical conductivity of such field-plate

-6
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materials. For a typical gate structure with rectangular field-plate, the

practical value of k1 will be large and therefore severity expression of

eqn. (6) reduces to (via large argument approximation)

'a

SFR = 2V 1  (8a)

Likewise, for the circular geometry with a c/a f<<1 and k2>>l, eqn. (7)

simplifies to [8]

SFc =2k2 (8b)

Table 1 illustrates the relative severity due to identical field-plates (of

rectangular geometry) but of different electrical resistivities. The

results show how the electrode resistivity of the gate-electrode would play %

a significant role in deciding the severity of breakdown. Further, if a

circular geometry is used with the gate electrode covering the oxide over

2 2
the same area as a square field-plate (that is, L 2  af), from eqn. (8), it

can be deduced that the severity involved in the case of circular structure

will be enhanced by a factor of 1F, assuming the gate-material in each being
S

the same.
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CAPTIONS FOR THE DIAGRAMS

Fig. la MOS CAPACITOR WITH RECTANGULAR FIELD-PLATE GEOMETRY

Fig. lb MOS CAPACITOR WITH CIRCULAR FIELD-PLATE GEOMETRY
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Abstract

Existing on-chip protection networks include one Excessive temperature rise at the drain region
or several pn-junctions as static discharge by-pass of stressed thick-oxide NMOS FETs has been observed
paths. The high field and/or current crowding by using infrared microscopy technique 141. Further,
regions associated with the pn-junctions increase scanning electron micrographs of damaged thick oxide
significantly the vulnerability of protection protection devices show that the device failures are
networks to ESD damage. Presently a novel on-chip due to the formation of metal/silicon shorts between
protection method which allows the sinking of the drain contact and the channel and/or the bulk of
discharge current directly from the pad to the the substrate as a result of electrothermal migration
substrate by implementing a vertical static induction I1l. The temperature rise may even be so large as to
transistor underneath each bonding pad is described, cause polysilicon filament formation shorting the
This design avoids lateral flow of discharge current polysilicon from the gate to the drain and sometimes
on the chip-surface, removes any reverse-biased to the source regions as observed in output buffer
junction along discharge path, saves the chip area by FETs damaged by ESD transients (1].
rendering the possibility of being Implemented under
the contact pads and offers the advantages of high Such localized heating stems from the presence
speed and good thermal stability by virtue of being a of intense field and/or current regions in the pn-
majority-carrier device. junctions. The power dissipation level and hence the

resulting damage are more pronounced when the
1. Introduction junction is reverse biased explaining why the drain

region is the prime damage site. These high field
Although co~siderable progress has been made in and/or current crowding regions are inherent to pn-

the design and implementation of onrchip static junctions, not only because the total elimination of
protection networks, they still remain prone to structural and layout irregularities in practice is
premature failure(s). The main reason for such Impossible, but more specifically because of the

w ulnerability of these networks is that they are all existence of curved peripheral junction re; ons in
* based on a combination of resistors, diodes, the planar technology. Furthermore, the thiL -oxide

transistors and/or four layer devices and that protection devices are designed to operate in the so-
consequently, they include one or several pn- called snap-back or bipolar second breakdown mode in

junctions along the static discharge path. order to clamp the ESD voltage transient to values
Essentially non-uniform heat dissipation at the low enough to cause no damage to the protected
periphery of diffused regions in the reverse-biased internal gate oxides 151. The two other possible
junctions, is the most commonly observed cause of modes of conduction for these devices, namely, the
failure as reported in the literature 1]12113]14J. MOS transistor mode and the punch through mode,
Even the thick-field-oxide transistor which is correspond to an unacceptably large on-resistance and
currently considered to be the most effective for therefore will be totally inadequate for the
NMOS and CMOS protection (Fig. la), suffers from protection of future submicron geometry MOSFETs with
excessive localized heating at its reverse-biased gate dielectric thicknesses ranging from 100 to 300
drain-to-substrate junction. A. On the other hand, it is well known that the

possibilities of thermal runaway, current
filamentation and subsequent device failure are

CONVENTIONAL TYPE greatly increased when a semiconductor device is
forced to operate in the second breakdown mode. In
summary, it appears that a substantial improvement in
the performance of on-chip protection networks would

RI R2 be possible by designing them in a way that no
reverse-biased pn-junction operating under the first

PE OC',, and especially the second breakdown conditions is
POEO present along the intended static discharge path.

Moreover, the designers should take advantage of
continuous increase in the use of thin epitaxial
layers in NMOS and CMOS technologies which makes it
possible to sink the static current to the substrate

PPOTECTION CIPCUir through a low impedance path instead of allowing it
to flow laterally at the surface of the chip. In the

PROPOSEE TYPE following sections a vertical static induction

transistor (SIT) structure is proposed and discussed
*as an attractive way of implementing the above

P mentioned design considerations (Fig. lb).
-~PAD SIT- S Oir-

INPUT II Static Induction Transistor as an ESD
C iA 7 Protection Element

The Static Induction Transistor (SIT) has been

FIG. 1: ON-CHIP PROTECTION METHODS introduced by Nishizava, et al. 161, as a solid state

A-".".



device vith characteristics similar to the vacuum transconductance and fast response time (in the order
tube triode. Its both output and input of a nanosecond). Hitherto SITs have been realized
characteristics are based on the static induction as power microwave devices (100 V output power at GHz
principle (6). It is basically a short-channel JFET frequencies) [7][8)[91[10J, high power-high frequency
which, unlike the usual saturating pentode-like I-V transistors (few KV at MHz frequencies) 161, high
haracteristics of JFETs, presents triode-like I-V (breakdown) voltage power devices 111] as well as
haracteristics (Fig. 2 and 3). VLSI level logic circuit elements (SIT-I 2L) [121.

BARRIER The high current-high speed properties of SIT
w ,NT makes it also suitable as an on-chip ESD protection

S"7 (~s) element. The device proposed here is a vertical,
normally OFF type SIT that operates under VGS= 0,

G7IO with the channel being depleted and the source
GATEIGI potential barrier being established by the built-in

potential of the gate to source junctions. The
structure can be incorporated directly under the V

v, ,.o contact pad areas. For a chip using a p-type %
epitaxial layer on p+ substrate, the relevant
processing steps can be summarized as follows
(Fig. 4):

I/ 
/ / SHALLOWHIGH DENS ITY .. ...

CON VE ION AL JFET PENTO CE - L IKE 
NA ' O le .-.

IV~T' i AI CTERSTICI i

FIIG.FIG. 
4: PROPOSED ON-CHIP PROTECTION SCHEME USING

po V ///Vs> SIT PRINCIPLE

l a) Unlike the standard practice of having the bondingp ad s n th e f i e l d -o xi d e , th e o x i d e is r e m o v e d f r o m

3 
oThis 

could 
be, 

for 
instance,a

p a r t f a O C O S p r o c e s s s c h e m e w i t h t h e p r o v i s i o nth t a lsubsequently deposited thin films prior toC V o e t al l i a t i o n s h o u ld b e s e l e c t i v e l y r e m o v e d f r o m th e ,SIT DEVICE (TRIODE LIKE IV pad areas.
CHARACTERISTICS)

b)A +grid (gate) is formed by lithographic meansPI3: STATIC-INDUCTION TRANSISTOR and doping/annealing techniques. The distance %between adjacent n + diffused regions (channel width
Sshould be small enough to deplete the vertically

Triode-like behavior arises from the proximity sandwiched p-layer (the channel) under equilibrium

of source and drain regions and the ability to conditions. Typically, a channel which is about a

modulate the electrostatically induced potential micron wide and doped in the mid-tO14 /cm3 r
barrier at the source-end of the channel, not only by 

rang e ouldthe gate voltage (as in standard JFETs), but also by toalydpltd

the drain voltage. This requires the product (rs.g )
to be much less than unity. (Here r s denotes the c) A blanket shallow p doping (source) is introduceddifferential channel series resistance after pinchoff at the surface of the p-epi layer. This p+ layerand g* is the device transconductance.) In practice serves a dual purpose: first it prevents the high .

electric 
fields that are generated 

within the channel

this condition is established by making the region from reaching the silicon surface; and %length L comparable to its width V; hence the term seodytinrdcsap phg-o jnto hcshr-hne is ue above.eincreases the channel barrier height and thus reduces
the pad to substrate leakage current under normal

of The major mechanism of nt a in SIT operating conditions, (that is, without a ESDis majority carrier injection ove the source-to- event).
channel potential barrier. The device is known for

its low impedance, high current density capability d) Aluminum is deposited and left over the entire pad
(several otin ), good thermal stability, high area(s). If the p doping level Is below the surface

l;d

"s o t c a n l is us d a o e n r a e h h n e a r e e g t a d t u e u e



doping density of n* fingers, the pad metallization hand, vhen a negative ESD occurs, the pad voltage is
introduces a short betveen the top source and gate clapped by the then forvard-biased pin-diode formed
fingers, and the resulting device may be called a by the p# substrate, p-epi and n grid regions.

urface grid SIT. Otherwise, a buried n+ grid Although the static discharge current flows through a
,Iversion is also possible as long as the pad metal pn-junction like in the conventional protection

networks, the device is expected to handle the
covering the p layer makes contact vith the n grid relatively low power dissipation that is
at some point. associatedvith forward biased diodes.

The p+ substrate plays the role of drain region
in this vertical structure. The ESD reliability may

also be further enhanced by Introducing p*M
polysilicon tabs between the pad metal and the p-
source layers, in which case, the device is
necessarily of the buried grid type. It is also

7 1 NEGATIVEpossible to use the p+ poly tab as the diffusion ZAP!

source for the formation of the p4 source region in a
vay similar to the buried contact process technique.

To illustrate the operation of this protection

device, consider a NOS circuit made on the p epi/p*
substrate (Figure 5). I -

FORWARD -BIASED

ZAP! V 0 LIVIf DIODE CURRENT (If)

eIRCUIT UNDER I
(P-JFET) PROTECTION

PROTECTION CIRCUIT FIG. 6: PROTECTION UNDER NEGATIVE ZAPS

III. Design Considerations

ID IA _-V CHARACTERISTICS Discussions in this section are subdivided into
(P-JFET) three parts: first, the OFF state characteristics of

the SIT under normal IC operation conditions and the
impact of the design parameters on these
characteristics are analyzed; secondly, the behavior
of the SIT at very high current densities that r.
usually prevail during an ESD transient is examined; F.

__and finally a fey remarks are made regarding the safe
Vc VMAX VSD- operation of the SIT at the event of a negative

polarity ESD.
I (W, W/L, TEMP, N,,ei )

A. Off State Characteristics

FIG. 5: OPERATION OF THE PROPOSED PROTECTION METHOD The SIT should be designed to minimize the pad

to substrate leakage current for nominal voltage
values at the pad level. Under such low level

For nominal voltage levels at the input pad (say injection conditions, the drain current 'D is
0 to 5V), the normally OFF SIT presents a large approximately an exponential function-of the source-
impedance path to the grounded substrate. The cut-in todain vlt V for
voltage V of the SIT, which is arbitrarily defined -r oage SD VGS = 0 (as well as form

C given gate to source reverse bias). The key element
on Fig. 5 as the source-to-drain voltage VSD in controlling ID is the source-to-channel potential

corresponding to a uA drain current ID for VGS - 0 barrier *B over which the majority calijers arc
should be just above the positive nominal operating injected into the channel. ; varies across the
voltage. At the event of a positive polarity ESO, v

4 the increasing source-to-drain voltage results in the channel width V, increasing towards the gate regions
lowering of the source-to-channel potential barrier, while presenting a minimum at the center of the
The discharge current is sunk to the substrate channel. The drain current density JD at given plane

through the multiple p*-p-p+ "channels" while the (x) across the channel width is exponentially
source, that is, the pad-voltage, is clamped to VKAX dependent on the local barrier height *B(X), which in

which should be less than the dielectric breakdown turn is a linear function of VSD:

voltage of the internal gate oxides. On the other

Ur._ 40 IV,' 1 1



an
where Zn - z/L vith z - 0 and z - L representing the

__x VSD_____, positions of the drain and source ends of the
D Mx - xp[(Bj [e £ 1

JT / exP - KT/q ' channel, respectively. Further, V denotes the nLgate to p+source built-in potential. The constants q

S hich upon integration leads to: and c have their usual meaning. This expression
(eqn. 3) is based on the assumptions that the
densities of the carriers within the channel are

I~SDnegligible compared to N and that the length of the
qD Tq2) gate fingers is much larger than both V and L.

The effects of N ch, V and L on the source to channel

The design related paraaeter n is positive and ba r er h i ht B a e s m ai e n T b eI

less than unity. barrier height %~ are summarized in Table 1. For

less han uity•each 
set of design parameters, 4B is computed for

As *B plays the key role in determining the OFF V OV (%, and VSD = 5V ( 5) V is taken as

state impedance of the SIT, the question is to find SD o) ag
the range for B which would be suitable for the 1.1 V. These simulations show that for VSD changing

betee 0ag and the canldpgde SitDengls
present application. The use of SIT as a protection between 0 and 5V, channel doping density being less

element requires a sub PA drain current in the than 10 15/cm 3 and channel aspect ratio L/V of about 2
absence of an ESD event. For an effective channel result in the desired range of the potential barrier,

area A - 10- 4 cm
2 this would correspond to an average that is, % >650 mV. Although it is possible to

drain current density J of 10-2A/cm
2 or less. A improve the barrier height and thus reduce the

D leakage current by increasing L/V beyond 2, such
number of analytical, numerical and experimental aspect ratios would cause the deviations in the
studies have been carried out in the past to triode like properties of the SIT.
determine the dependency of ID on VSD, VGS and

various structural parameters such as the channel
width V, length L and doping density C hannelNch Dimension V . 0.8 V .l pm

113)[141[151. Though these studies have largely Channel' L . 1.5 Pm L - 2 pm
focused on normally ON type SITs, bipolar mode SITs Doping
and/or SIT designs with no relevance to the results
show that *B a the central plane of the channel

should be greater than 650 mV if JD is to be kept Nh -10 1 4/cm3  912 mV 931 mV

Wunder 10-2 A/cr 2 . In order to provide some design c "B72 3 mV % 5 -774mV

O guidelines for the proposed protection element an
analytical expression which, for V 0, gives the 1 4 m 3

v e r t i c a l p o t e n t i a l d i s t r i b u t i o n * ( z ) a l o n g t h e N c h B O 7 V 0 9 mVO

central plane of the channel as a function of VSD and B 682 mV B5 709 Mv

structural parameters can be deduced [15]. It is 15 3
given by N =10 /cm 81mV O -79V

ch BOi l7  3 - 9m
*B5 = 632 mV *B5 . 629 mV

16 sinh [n(2n-l)(L/W)(l-Z n)

*n _VSD
n  m 1 (2m-l)(2n-l)sinhn(2n-1)(L/V)J Table 1 Potential Barrier Heights (%VV.O,5):

n 1 Design Values

rt(2m-1) n(2n-1)
x sin - I .sin I - ] B. Positive Polarity RSD Handling

2 2
At the event of a positive polarity ESD

3n(2n-I)(V/L)1  occurring, the pad voltage should be rapidly clamped32VI 2 -- to some tens of volts so as to avoid damage to the
in2 Vg 1 IC. For instance, since the dielectric strength of

m - I (2m- 1)(2n- )s inh~n(2n-1)(W/L)) silicon dioxide is about 1OMV/cm, 1he pad voltagt
n - 1 should not exceed VSDmax = 30V in the case of a 300 A

t(2m-1) internal gate oxide technology. At such pad (or SIT
* _in -_i___2-1 source) voltages, the channel potential barriersin [ .sin fn(2n-l) Z vanishes and a very high level current-injection :

2 takes place, and as the density of majority carriers

64qsin (21-1 1 2m_ injected Into the channel exceeds the channel doping

64 qN sin n( 21 1 I .sin Iz n(density , SIT opera tes in the space-charge lim ited
-m 2 current flow mode. Assuming- that the majority
5 C m 1 2m-1 2 (2 n-l)2 - carriers (holes) move at their limiting velocity v,

',. - n -1I 7
%. . °  L -- L j - ( 10 cm/s in Si), J and p are related through:

sl n l(2n -1 ) Zn I J q p v l (4 ) %

[(21-l).(2m-l).2n-l)] (3)

XU
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The injected-hole Induced space charge generates surface grid SIT, the metal to n cathode contact is
a vertically oriented electric field within the distributed over the entire pad area and is in close
channel and the portion of the epi layer which is proximity to the n*p junction at any device cross
betveen the channel and the p substrate (drain). section. Consequently, no significant currentcrowding and intense local power dissipation should

his electric field increases linearly from the p+ take place. However, if the structure is a buried
source to the p substrate with a slope given by: grid SIT, the lateral flow of the ESD current along

the narrow n fingers could cause some local
dz ", (PNch) (5) debiasing of the n+p junction. Such nonuniformities

In the current flow can be minimized by designing
multiple contact regions between the pad metal and

Combining equations (4) and (5) and the buried grid.

integrating e(z) from the p source to the p+
substrate with the assumption that the field at the TV Conclusions
source-channel high-low junction is much lower than heelsewhere In the space-charge region, yields: I. The present work suggests the feasibility of ,

using SIT as an on-chip ESD protection device.

2VSD¢ cJD = qvl T- c h  
(6) 2. The merits of such SIT based protection circuits

D tv1~ q ch are:
a) It eliminates pn-junction(s) as against the

where t is the total source to substrate distance conventional static bypass strategies.
which includes the channel length L. For V b) It allows the massive ESD current to sink

SDmax vertically to the substrate. %

30V, Nh = 5 x 101 4/cm3 and t = 3tm, eqn. (6) c) It is a majority carrier device with fast %
2 response time and good thermal stability.

predicts a JD of approximately 7500 A/cm which Acknowledgement--This research work is supported by a
corresponds to an ESD current of O.75A, if the grant by the Office of Naval Research (No. 613-005)

effective channel area is set as 10
-4 cm 2 . which is gratefully acknowledged.
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